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Urban schools exist within everyday parlance as an ongoing quandary within 
American public schools. However, historical, social, cultural, and discursive meanings 
intersect and compose urban school contexts (re)producing what is known and 
understandable. Early–career teachers work within these intersections. How they work 
within and think about these intersections influence their teaching and classroom 
pedagogical practices. In other words, urban school discourses influence and impact 
curriculum, which is navigated and mediated by early–career teachers. Through Critical 
Race Theory and poststructural lenses, this research interrogates normative assumptions 
and interpretations undergirding these historical (re)productions which often constitute 
the families and students within these school communities.  
I conducted this study through individual interviews and a focus group session 
with six teachers who graduated from a graduate–level, university–based Urban Teacher 
 
 
Residency teacher preparation program and who have worked completed between three 
to six years as teachers in urban school settings. By focusing on the lived experiences of 
these early–career teachers, this study contributes to teacher education programs and to 
in–service induction teaching. These early–career teachers navigate district– and school–
level discourses, both professionally in how they conduct their classrooms and personally 
in how they process their emotional lives. They continuously seek ways in which to 
maintain their vision for social justice and equity within urban school settings and to 
maintain an ethic of care for their students. Therefore, the analysis includes my reading 
and interpretation of teacher and student discourses within these conversations. 
Throughout these interpretations, I write through, integrate, and interrogate my own 
experiences and positionalities as an African–American woman, former student, and 
educator in urban school contexts. Finally, I construct a counter–story in which the 
teachers grapple with and support an ethic of care for their students. Counter–stories 
center the voices and experiences of teachers of color as they attend to systemic school 
inequalities. This research provides a platform for examining and revising the oft–
repeated stories of urban schools so that they might become vehicles for transforming 
structural and cultural norms that have subordinated access and equity for all students, 
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PRELUDE: BECOMING A TEACHER IN URBAN SCHOOLS 
I began my teaching career in 1995, one year after completing my undergraduate 
degrees in Political Science and Spanish at a state university. At the time, my life plan 
included pursuing graduate study in Political Science; however, after moving to 
California and working odd jobs in between undergraduate and graduate study, I 
decided to substitute teach to supplement my income. Almost immediately after I began 
working in classrooms, teaching “felt right” and I pursued it wholeheartedly. 
The San Gabriel Mountains surround North Hollywood, a small city 
approximately 30 minutes north of Hollywood, California. The temperatures seemed to 
increase at least ten degrees during my commute into the San Fernando Valley. 
Relocating from the East Coast, the days shone especially brightly, inspiring what often 
felt to me like optimism and adventure. When I began working there, just over 70,000 
residents lived in the almost six–mile radius. At the time (and still today) families from 
Spanish–speaking countries and low socioeconomic backgrounds comprised over 90% of 
the student population. Most of the school’s families sacrificed and worked long hours on 
their path toward the “American Dream.”  
My 33 four– and five–year old kindergarteners and I spent our days in a 
bungalow consisting of one classroom with a small, fenced yard. The classroom was 
large with an immense wall of windows. The flowerbox held no flowers, the picnic table 
had seen better days and I never allowed the students into the sandbox fearing that within 
its bounds they might find glass or something worse, but as for most children, the play 
yard signaled fun and freedom. Juxtaposed against our urban play yard were the power 




buzzing and crackling. Years later, I would learn how residents of nearby Burbank sued 
the city claiming excessive incidents of cancer within the community caused by similar 
wiring structures. At the time, it seemed like our own private space in which we could 
have adventures in the wonders of learning. 
In the 1990s, Los Angeles Unified School District managed a thriving bilingual 
program. To meet the needs of high numbers of Spanish–speaking students, the district 
offered an emergency bilingual teaching credential to those without any pedagogical 
training. The district required emergency–hired teachers to complete a 30–credit teacher 
education licensure program within three years of hire, state tests, and state 
certifications to obtain a standard license.  
In order to qualify for a bilingual teaching position, I completed an application, 
state background check and additional tests to certify that I was bilingual. Formal 
bilingual teacher preparation was not required, only the ability to pass both a written 
and oral assessment. One could achieve three levels, the lowest “Level C” prohibiting a 
future candidate from teaching in a bilingual classroom. With a Bachelor’s degree in 
Spanish, and amongst other lived experiences, including a yearlong study abroad 
program in Spain, I passed with a “Level A.” After an interview with the school’s 
principal, I accepted a bilingual teaching position at an elementary school. 
At the school, over 95% of the student population was Spanish–speaking and the 
majority of students participated in the bilingual program. In accordance with the 
program, students attained primary literacy in their home language before alternating to 
English–transition or English–only classrooms. Therefore, all instruction occurred in 




transitioned from Spanish into English by the third grade. As one alternative to the 
bilingual program, parents could opt out of the program and place their children in 
English–only kindergarten classrooms.  
Until Proposition 187, the bilingual program in our school thrived. The majority 
of our students transitioned into English by third grade accomplishing a primary–level 
dual literacy in Spanish and English. As an early–career teacher in a multicultural 
environment, I learned about teaching young children, but I also began a journey 
learning about how communities of color work together to further equity and social 
justice in urban classrooms. 
Almost from my first day of teaching, the curriculum included my students, their 
families and the community. These elements felt undeniable and intrinsic to what it meant 
to teach, and were reinforced by the material aspect of meeting daily with at least one of 
my students’ parents. As a kindergarten teacher, I had the privilege of seeing parents 
drop off their children and sometimes sit with them as they ate breakfast. At the close of 
each day, I released my students from my hands into their mother, father or a family 
member’s. Every single day, I, at the very least, made eye contact with my students’ 
families. This engagement disrupted, as I heard it, the discourse of “no parental 
involvement” because undeniable to my knowledge and understanding of urban schools 
was the reality of 33 families waiting to greet their children every day. In that first year, 
we often disrupted other negative discourses about children in urban schools. Having 




I – INTRODUCTION 
Within everyday discourse, in school policies, and in some arenas of research, 
“urban schools” are continuously named, validated and reified as recognizable and 
knowable spaces with implied valences of deficit. As such, the language of “urban 
schools,” when framed as a unitary, common-sense way of thinking, produces collective, 
normative, and all too predictable depictions of apathy and contributes powerfully to 
outcomes of failure. Further, portrayals of teachers working within these spaces are 
frequently solidified and essentialized into antonymous archetypes such as hero, savior, 
crusader, and/or villain, disallowing the complexities of teaching and knowing and 
obscuring how race, class, language difference, and immigration status are part of 
teaching and learning in under–resourced contexts. Finally, the students who occupy 
these spaces are often entangled within these namings and their possible effects. These 
inter–related valences are ones I strive to examine in my research. 
Through this research, I talk with a specific group of early–career teachers in 
“urban schools” who graduated from one Urban Teacher Residency teacher preparation 
program. I employ a narrative method to study their lived experiences, to hear their 
stories, as well as to interpret my own. Writing as a former K–12 teacher studying six 
early–career teachers, and an African–American woman talking with teachers four of 
whom are color, I will discuss later how I find problematic the act of “giving voice” to 
“others.” 
One particular experience within “urban schools” guides this work. For four 
years, I directed across three universities a federally funded, Master’s–level UTR teacher 




program, but no additional funding once s/he was hired as a full–time teacher. Upon 
completion of the UTR program, the grant required three years of service in “urban 
schools.” From my former place of employment, a university in the northeastern United 
States, fifteen teachers graduated and are now completing between four and seven years 
as educators. Utilizing a convenience sampling (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) and via e–mail, 
I recruited six early–career teachers who graduated from the UTR program to participate 
in this study. Over the last seven years, I have had varying degrees of contact with these 
teachers. 
In this research, I engage with “urban schools” intersecting (re)presentations of 
social, cultural, political, historical, and discursive constructs. By situating Foucault’s 
(1980) power/knowledge dynamic, I attempt to push back against common sense versions 
of “urban schools” and the communities within which they exist. Specifically, I employ 
Foucault’s concepts as a way to grapple with pervasive and negative deficit discourses 
that influence and shape common understandings and knowledges around schools with a 
predominance of students of color. I am interested in the ways this particular group of 
early–career teachers talked about their experiences in relation to their lived contexts of  
“urban schools.” Therefore, I explore my interpretations of these teacher stories, and my 
own stories, by tracing historically–ingrained cultural, social and political discursive 
constructs of U.S. urban schools.”1  
In this study in which I follow trajectories of historical, cultural, social, and 
political, and social claims around urban schools in relation to stories of teaching in these 
                                                
1 As I began this introduction, I represented “urban schools” in quotation marks and often in the singular 
(as a category) in an effort to acknowledge its power as a site of institutional discourse and to invoke a  
sense of its “hegemonic status” (Taubman, 2009, p. 2). Throughout the remainder of this proposal, I will 




sites, I center and give precedence to social constructions around race. I am an African–
American woman and four of the six teachers in this study are women of color. 
Additionally, the majority of the schools’ populations are students of color. Often 
undergirding this work are historical constructions of race, which have undeniable 
intersections with the makings of urban schools, and consequently, urban communities, 
and a persistent issue around urban schooling–what is not talked about in the public 
discourse around racial segregation.  
I draw from Critical Race Theory (CRT) and narrative methodology to explore 
the intersections of urban schools, race, and early–career teaching. Throughout this study, 
I attend to Critical Race Theory’s purposes of resisting the scientific norms of positivistic 
research paradigms by foregrounding the stories from the margins. In this case, the 
stories from the margins are my own, as well as those of the early–career teachers in the 
study. CRT as the lens of my lived experience, coupled with a narrative method, allows 
me to explore my own story along with those of the teachers in this study. My familial 
background situates me directly in the midst of the families who are often featured in 
urban school tales. My subjectivities speak through my experiences of being an African–
American woman, teacher, teacher educator, and doctoral researcher. In my life and work 
experiences, I attended, and later taught, in K–12 urban school settings. During the span o 
this research, I served as a full–time instructor of teacher education within a university 
teacher preparation program focused on preparing early–career teachers for “diverse” 
(read “urban”) settings. Thus, the racialized stories these early–career teachers tell of 
their lived experiences take precedence (Delgado, 1990). Both narrative inquiry and 




experiences, yet I explore how intersections and interpretations of experience, and early–
career teacher stories in the first years of urban school teaching – both of study 
participants as well as of my own–are shaped by and through social, cultural, historical, 
and political discursive constructions. These constructions often work through racial 
intersections, which CRT allows me to explore further. 
 Drawing from postmodern research traditions, which questioned the European, 
Enlightenment worldview as objective and truthful, and which foreground how research 
is always situated, I utilize a poststructural lens to situate my telling of my story and 
experiences as local, contingent, and partial. I look at interpretations of my life and work 
experiences within urban school settings and how these interpretations intersect with and 
speak to my own assumptions around my stance as a researcher. I also question often 
habituated, Enlightenment–centered notions of qualitative methods and the appearances 
of neutrality and objectivity.  
My layering of Critical Race Theory and poststructural lenses is not without 
contention. Specifically, postmodern and poststructuralist theories have been criticized as 
being situated within the same epistemological traditions that fail to account for the 
cultural histories and knowledges of people of color (Ladson–Billings, 2000; Scheurich 
& Young, 1997). This endeavor in which I take up CRT and poststructural lenses might 
seem contradictory, however as Critical Legal Studies research began its turn toward 
race, Matsuda (1991) began reaching for and making explicit such complex, theoretical 
configurations. She explains how her work: 
will look familiar to readers immersed in the literature of Critical Race Theory, and 
unfamiliar to readers accustomed to traditional academic writing. It will use personal 
experience in addition to cases and statutes. It will express emotion and desire 




analytical traditions. This eclectic and critical method will reflect the influence of 
postmodernism. It will reflect as well this writer’s instrumental goals. There is no 
claim to neutrality or objectivity made in this piece. I do claim, however, that my 
choice of position and method is made from within a legitimate scholarly tradition. I 
strive throughout to meet the standards of rigorous inquiry and concern for justice that 
mark the new critical scholarship. I strive as well, in my use of new methods, to tell 
the reader exactly what I am doing, so that those unfamiliar with Critical Race Theory 
will nonetheless be able to follow my arguments. (p. 1332) 
 
Further, Delgado and Stefancic (2012) echo such sentiments when they discuss Critical 
Race Theory’s foundations in Critical Legal scholarship as influenced by philosophers 
such as Michel Foucault. CRT is a movement rooted in the study of race, racism, and 
power. These particular discourses occur within a larger framework of historical and 
social makings. While I attune to Foucault’s work on discourse and power/knowledge, 
and a poststructural questioning of research methods, including researcher reflexivities, 
CRT offers a particular emphasis on race that is particularly germane to urban schooling. 
In summary, I explore historically–ingrained constructs of urban schools and how 
these constructs influence these teachers’ local contexts. Second, I interpret how one 
group of early–career teachers who graduated from an urban teacher residency program 
talk about the urban schools in which they teach. How do they describe their experiences 
in urban schools? What stands out in their minds as they think about teaching in urban 
schools? Third, as I attend to the care one must take in telling the stories of others, I 
attempt to situate (and resituate) how I interpret their talk in relation to what discourses 
appear to frame their talk around urban schools. Through CRT, I look at race as a context 
for analysis. Finally, self–reflexively, I acknowledge a major expectation and desire of 
mine for this study: I explore how my own assumptions frame and influence my 
interpretations of data. By attending to some of my own assumptions and interpretations 




interpreting urban school contexts. The context that I disrupt, at least partially, are these 
historical, social and cultural, and discursive constructs of urban schools as well as the 
privilege that might be taken as researchers seek to speak for others.  
Statement of the Problem 
Urban schools show up in policy and practice often as a given, a known and 
unquestionable presence in American public schools. However, urban schools exist as 
sites of institutional discourse (Weedon, 1987/2004) constructed and (re)imagined within 
historical, social, cultural, and discursive intersections. Often, the general thinking around 
urban schools seems to be filled with a common–sense thinking focused on problems and 
solutions. In this study, I am not concerned with searching for “best practices” drenched 
in the current language of accountability, or weeding out challenges of teaching young 
children of color in urban schools, what I see as normalizing and drenched in deficit 
language. This research provides an opportunity to interrogate the assumptions and 
interpretations that undergird the historical constructions of urban schooling and 
continuously (re)produce knowledges around teachers, and ultimately, students and 
families. Early–career teachers work within these intersections. How they work within 
and think about these intersections influences their teaching and classroom pedagogical 
practices. In other words, urban school discourses influence and impact curriculum, 
which is navigated and mediated by early–career teachers. 
This study focuses on how early–career teachers, who having graduated from one 
Urban Teacher Residency program, navigate sites of urban school discourses and looks at 
how these discourses shape knowledge. Statements such as: ‘Do you get combat pay?’ 




35) pepper and permeate urban school discourses commonly as a given, a matter of 
context, and exemplify public knowledges of urban schools and, consequently, students 
of color. These discourses often show up as deficit–oriented policies and practices within 
urban school contexts with little attention paid to their social constructions. Additionally, 
while UTR programs focus on the preparation of teachers for the particular context of 
urban schools, how these graduates interact with, and are shaped by, urban school 
discourses once they enter the teaching world is important. In other words, how do the 
intersections of urban school discourses operate with early–career teachers standing at the 
crosswalk? How is this particular group of early–career teachers navigating and making 
sense of their urban school contexts? 
The following two sections accomplish the tasks of (1) (re)presenting urban 
schools and school communities within Foucault’s (1980) frameworks of discourse and 
power/knowledge and (2) integrating Critical Race Theory to support the historical 
makings of institutions and persons through racial constructs. In the first section, I further 
describe how urban schools operate as sites of institutional discourses. I refer to 
Foucault’s discourse and power/knowledge to assist me in thinking of how, in general, 
we have come to make sense of urban schools and how this sense pervades what we (in 
the general sense) know.  
Urban Schools as Sites of Institutional Discourse  
In this research, I consider urban schools as sites of institutional discourse 
(Weedon, 1987/2004). In discussions of discourse, I engage Foucault’s concepts as an 
exploration, as he suggested, as tools in a theoretical ‘toolbox.’ Concepts, including those 




through one another, and are not strictly tools for analysis. As I discuss briefly here, but 
will explore more in the following sections, the naming of urban schools and people 
within urban communities, invokes particular assumptions and interpretations and is ripe 
with discourses that enact power and through which particular effects can be seen  
(Foucault, 1980). Elaborating from a feminist poststructuralist view of discourse,  
Weedon (1987/2004) discusses how:  
     the most powerful discourses in our society have firm institutional bases, in the  
law, for example, or…education...these institutional locations are themselves sites of 
contest, and the dominant discourses governing the institution and practices of  social 
institutions are under constant challenge. (p. 105) 
 
In alignment with this proposed research, Youdell (2006) refers to Foucault’s thinking, 
explaining how “poststructural ideas do not come out of a rejection of concerns with 
material conditions” (p. 33). She explains how, in his work, however, he seeks a 
(re)cognition of how we have come to understand the world by looking solely through a 
structural analysis. Thus, situating urban schools as sites of institutional discourse  
involves an examination of the discourses that govern them alongside the material 
conditions (effects) embedded within historical, social, cultural discourses.  
Discourse 
I explore discourses in which we “interpret objects and events and set them within 
systems of meaning” (Mills, 2004, p. 46). Popkewitz (1998) offers a similar definition for 
urban schools, invoking discourse as “a system of reasoning that historically circulates in 
schools about urbanness and ruralness, and that reasoning is the ‘culprit’ that needs to be 
investigated” (p. 6). Discourses work as socially and culturally embedded systems of 
reasoning (Lesko, 2001; Popkewitz, 1998; Weedon, 1987/2004), which over time, 




language, what makes sense about urban schools relies on common sense framings 
(Kumashiro, 2008).  
Language acts as a referee of discourse. In other words, language around urban 
schools is uttered within a time and space, and within certain rules, that allow specific 
discourses to make sense. Urban school discourses are made up of a “whole set of 
practices,” as well as the “space in which the subject may take up a position and speak of 
the objects with which he deals in discourse” and finally the “field” in which this 
speaking occurs (Foucault, 1982, p. 182). Through discourses’ “bodies” of meaning, what 
we “know” about urban schools “is structured by assumptions within which any speaker 
must operate in order to be heard” (Ball, 1990, p. 3). Therefore, who is allowed to talk, 
what is said, and what can be heard and understood, i.e. what makes sense, about urban 
schools (or not), publicly and with the public’s general consent is constrained through 
language and operated by the rules of discourse. A social matrix of language shapes 
understanding of urban schools, dictates how to act reasonably, and constructs a system 
or rules according to that knowing. Therefore, what we have come to understand as 
logical, explicable, and necessary, and worth doing about urban schools is not based on 
an underlying truth, but comes through social systems of reasoning.  
This study approaches systems of reasoning as “historically constructed 
discourses that give a specificity to the practices of urban…schooling (Popkewitz, 1998, 
p. 3). Popkewitz (1998) suggests that when urban early–career teachers talk about, for 
example, failure, they refer not to their specific setting, but to a generalized and historical 
way of thinking about urban schools. For Foucault, this kind of exploration ingratiates 




historical effects? What are its limits, and what are its dangers?” (Foucault, 1982/2010). 
Loaded with the power of reason and “common sense,” what we know about schooling 
can be difficult to question.  
In particular, urban school discourses continue seemingly without interruption 
because they operate through continuous repetitions and claims of truth, and assume 
language structures that regulate systems of thought (Mills, 2004; Youdell, 2006). They 
are the stories and thoughts that feel meaningful and true. Additionally, in the normative 
ways in which we think about urban schools, discourse can be constructed negatively or 
positively. Thus negative discursive constitutions such as failure and reform are as 
important to examine as supposedly positive constitutions such as ‘the hero teacher.’  
Additionally, Popkewitz (1998) describes how urban school discourses rely on 
not one system of reasoning or discourse, but an “historical overlay of multiple 
discourses” (p. 127). He refers to this entanglement of multiple discourses as 
‘scaffolding” in which one discourse relies on another for a final result to be reached. 
Further, he adds that a scaffolding of ideas marks and adds additional credence to what 
can be considered reasonable. In everyday parlance, prevailing discourses of urban 
schools rely on multiple, “common–sense” discourses showing up together (including 
failure, no parental involvement, poor academic achievement, lack of student 
engagement, violence, and a general attitude of “if they only cared about education”). 
Power 
Urban school discourses can be thought of as a frame that supports the 
construction and persuasion of thought. Kumashiro (2008) writes of the “power of frames 




be a discursive field that, as an installation through which power circulates and is 
exercised, can be explored through particular systems of reasoning that define it, through 
which knowledges2 (Foucault, 1980) are produced, and particular ways of thinking 
allowed or foreclosed (Butler, 1992). 
In this study, I refer to a power that ‘circulates.’ This power can be seen through 
Foucault’s (1978/1991) tracing of a government of the state from the middle of the 16th 
through to the end of the 18th century, accomplishing a shift from power that can be 
conceived as being held by an individual to a power that circulates. Through this tracing, 
Foucault rejects and moves power from a sovereign power, which can be held and to the 
notion of ‘disciplinary power,’ which produces, shapes, and forms meaning. A 
disciplinary power is diffusive and relational relying upon social forces to structure limits 
and possibilities. I refer to one way in which Foucault (1980) describes disciplinary 
‘power’: 
   Power must be analysed as something, which circulates, or rather as something 
which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localized here or there, never in 
anybody’s hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of wealth. Power is 
employed and exercised through a net–like organization. (p. 98) 
 
Thus, power “exists only in action” (Foucault, 1980, p. 89), or in the way it 
circulates. A discourse does not operate in one singular way with one particular result. 
Therefore, the importance of Foucault’s conceptualization of power for this study is that 
it is not held and wielded only by traditional power such as school administration, but is 
constantly on the move and making things happen. In the workings of urban schools, this 
power is simultaneously constructed and constrained by historical, social, and cultural 
                                                





interpretations in which it functions. Thus, power through which urban schools is made 
known can be explored through discourses, or particular systems of reasoning that define 
it, through which knowledges are produced, and particular ways of thinking allowed or 
foreclosed (Butler, 1992). As with researchers who study systems of meaning, my 
purpose is not to uncover a truth locked somewhere in history about why urban schools 
are the way that they are, but to look at “the functions and effects of power, not its origin” 
(Jackson & Mazzei, 2012, p. 56). 
When considering effects of discourse, I acknowledge how the near–totalizing 
effects of discourses mask truth. Discourses “typically rely upon identifiable sets of ideas, 
metaphors, stories, and feelings that are meaningful, repetitious, and take on the banner 
of truth or goodness” (Lesko, 2001, p. 15). Further, truth is an effect of historical 
discourses enabling a “complex of contradictory interpretations and competing regimes 
of truth” (Britzman, 1995, p. 231). Thus how “one ‘fictions’ history starting from a 
political reality that renders it true, one ‘fictions’ a politics that does not exist starting 
from a historical truth” (Foucault, as cited in Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982, p. 204). Within 
such interrogations, history, logic, linearity, and conclusions lose their grip on an 
objective, fixed reality. These assertions are also prevalent within CRT scholarship. As 
one example, Delgado and Stefancic (2012) agree with a repudiation of an objective 
truth, and assert truth as socially constructed. Within a situating of power, power and 
knowledge together (re)produce knowledges within urban school constructions. 
Power/Knowledge and Knowledge 
Researchers do not define power/knowledge relations in exactly same the way 




another is complex. Within a poststructural situating, power and knowledge can be seen 
as relational to one another. Knowledges, which include how we know what we know, 
value what we value, and trust to be true, come to be only through visages of power. In 
other words, power is made visible when knowledge shows up. Popkewitz (1998) asserts, 
“Foucault’s (1980) suggestion that we reverse the traditional belief that knowledge is 
power, and define power as embodied in the manner by which people produce knowledge 
and use that knowledge to intervene in social affairs” (p. 135). Fendler’s (1989) metaphor 
of a chemical reaction is helpful in thinking about power/knowledge relations. 
Power/knowledge relations can be compared to chemistry in which “we get different 
products depending on which substances are combined in what quantities under which 
conditions” (p. 53). However, according to Fendler, power/knowledge relations are a 
product of competing conditions that are not necessarily harmonious. Additionally, 
within these power relations, knowledges about the self are (re)produced (Jackson & 
Mazzei, 2012).  
Mapping power/knowledge relations does not work with the intention of 
dismantling spaces where “power holds good” (Foucault, 1980, p. 199). I will focus on 
knowledge in this study not as a repressive binary (who has it/who should have it), but as 
a complex product of urban school discourses in which power might be held by 
administrators, teachers, and students. These knowledges generated through complex 
power/knowledge relations speak to systems of reasoning around urban schools. 
However, by moving away from a repressive hypothesis in which one governing 




local, contingent ‘capillaries’ (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012) and how those relations shape 
what we know about urban schools.  
The questions undergirding this study are what these urban school discourses are, 
when do they show up, and what do they do when they are (re)presented as knowledges 
of urban, novice, teachers. In other words, how do urban school discourses shape urban 
teachers’ knowledges of urban schools? What do they allow or constrain? Knowledge as 
a theoretical undertaking shows up throughout educational research and so repeatedly 
guides questions pertinent to this study: Whose knowledge counts and whose is 
foreclosed? 
Teacher Knowledges 
Researchers theorizing knowledge with race as an intersection (Anzaldúa, 
1987/2012; Delgado Bernal, 1998, 2002; Ladson–Billings, 2000) rely on circulations of 
racism within the United States particularly and how it has influenced the development of 
urban schools since the late 1940’s and 1950s. As Foucault and CRT theorists suggest, 
the tools needed to challenge racism in urban schools are the very tools constructed by 
racism’s institutional ideologies thus attempting to challenge common sense thinking, 
which is seen as wholly rational and true, continues to be problematic. Through my 
interpretations of the experiences of teachers of color and, specifically, their knowledges 
around urban schools, I hope to disrupt essentialized images of urban teachers and deficit 
oriented knowledges around students in urban schools.  
Teacher knowledges within educational research capture one example of how 
power produces various circulations of knowledges. As one example, there exists a range 




knowledges’ have proliferated in teacher education research (Darling–Hammond, 2010a, 
2010b) focusing largely on what urban, early–career teachers should know and be able to 
do. Teacher knowledge can be found in the form of standards (Shulman, 1986); preparing 
student teachers to teach in high needs settings (Anderson & Stillman, 2010; Weiner et 
al., 2000) and within urban schools–university partnerships (Helfeldt, Capraro, Capraro, 
Foster, & Carter, 2009). Specifically, in teacher education research, the question, “Whose 
knowledge?” has generated significant scholarship. By problematizing the role of the 
teacher in discussions of teacher effectiveness, researchers in the tradition of 
teacher/practitioner research have questioned “what it means to generate knowledge, who 
generates it, what counts as knowledge, and to whom, and how knowledge is used and 
evaluated in particular contexts” (Cochran–Smith, & Lytle, 1999, p. 272). For example, 
researchers concentrating on action research have asserted the teacher’s power to 
construct knowledge within educational research. Cochran–Smith and Donnell (2006) 
assert “practitioners are assumed to be among those who have the authority to construct 
Knowledge (with a capital K) about teaching and learning (p. 508). In particular, 
Zeichner, Payne, and Brayko (2013) recognize that knowledge questions around what 
teachers know and should be able to do (Darling–Hammond, 2006; Darling–Hammond & 
Bransford, 2005) have been important for considering critical knowledges and skills of 
teachers, but the authors also offer the question of whose knowledges as an oft–ignored 
realm of teacher education.  
 Critical race theory, too, questions normalized epistemological stances in which 
only particular knowledges are accepted as legitimate. Central to this argument is the 




and historical soil from which they grew. It has been argued by CRT scholars that this 
soil is indeed fraught with overlapping layers of race. Thus epistemological racism exists 
and warrants ongoing, continued resistance (Scheurich & Young, 1997). Scheurich and 
Young (1997) detail institutional, societal, and civilizational worldviews that are 
predicated and predicted by race. Ladson–Billings (2000) informs us that an 
epistemology is not just a way of knowing, it is a system of knowing. This situating of 
race shifts it from the beliefs of individuals to a social system through which individual 
and collective beliefs and behaviors occur.  
Naming and Seeing Urban Schools 
In this work, I explore the historical intersections as well as contradictory 
meanings ascribed to urban schools and urban families. Despite often static and 
seemingly ‘truthful’ public framings, researchers have regarded the naming of urban 
schools as challenging. Identifying a school as urban may describe “important physical 
geographical distinctions” (Popkewitz, 1998, p. 3); however, the social, cultural, political 
discourses influencing prominent constructions of its naming cannot be contained within 
delineated cartographies. Instead, the term urban has become a “catchall category and 
euphemism for denoting conditions perceived as undesirable, such as violence, poverty, 
drug use, crime, dysfunctional families, inadequate housing, and poor schools” 
(Haberman, 1996, p. 747). Complicating this discourse further, Taubman (2009) asserts 
how urban school identifiers such as ‘equity,’ ‘reform’ and normalized teacher terms 
such as ‘effectiveness’ can distract and contribute to and normalize chaos, and seduce us 





Some researchers of urban schools have begun to argue that the naming is not 
merely geographical, but suggests that any study involving urban schools cannot take for 
granted place as having a determined and natural meaning (Emdin, 2016; Milner, 2012). 
While the terms ‘urban’ and ‘inner–city’ seem to encapsulate a known place that one 
might be able to visit within a metropolitan area, the concept of urban schools has both 
restricted and exceeded its own boundaries. In other words, schools on the Upper East 
Side of New York City would not meet the standard of urban schools, and yet a school in 
a working to middle–class suburb might.  
Although research and policy on urban schools is abundant, there is not one clear 
definition of urban schools (Chou & Tozer, 2008; Matsko & Hammerness, 2014). To 
help situate the obscurity in defining urban schools, Chou & Tozer (2008) reference the 
U.S. Census Bureau of 2004 that defines urban as “all territory, population, and housing 
units located within an urbanized area (UA) or an urban cluster (UC).’ Urbanized areas 
are “core census block groups or blocks that have a population of at least 1,000 people 
per square mile” and urban clusters are the “surrounding census blocks that have an 
overall density of at least 500 people per square mile” (U.S. Census Bureau, 2004 as cited 
in Chou & Tozer, 2008, p. 3). Urban schools have been identified by the systems which 
produce them and groupings of specific characteristics (Weiner, 2000), and by political 
groupings of census data, however, despite these namings and definings, the still–
dominant (and mostly negative) assumption of what an urban school is seems to have 
stuck in the collective American imagination.  
Particularly when envisaged through media outlets (as one focus through which 




that is recognizable and knowable in everyday thinking. Stories around American urban 
schools are often (re)presented in the media within the confines of dominant discourse 
language. As one example, on the daily morning news one can see fractured and 
disconnected news bites of urban school chaos and violence juxtaposed with moments of 
personal triumph over adversity and acts of heroism. Repetitious images of teachers and 
administrators cheating, students fighting, and other criminally based exhibitions pervade 
the general sense of what makes urban schools. Hollywood has also nurtured images of 
the urban school classroom at least from the 1950s in movies such as Blackboard Jungle 
(1955), Stand and Deliver (1988), Dangerous Minds (1995), and Freedom Writers 
(2007). Through these depictions, the teacher is often situated as hero, villain, or 
apathetic bystander. In 1989’s Lean on Me, “Mean” Joe Clark, principal of a large, urban 
high school in New Jersey brandishes a baseball bat to bring order to the school’s chaos 
and violence. In this vein, urban schools continue to exist in the public imaginary.  
Coding Urban Families and Students 
Often a definition of urban schools is obscured or omitted entirely from education 
research. Chou & Tozer (2008) remark that urban thus obviously comes with its own 
“baggage” (p. 1). The term may also be used in a self–congratulatory manner, as in, “I 
teach in an urban school,” which is a variant of the more obvious statement, “I teach in 
the inner city.” (p. 1). Often, it persists as a coded marker for conditions of cultural 
conflict grounded in racism and economic oppression. As such, what are seen as features, 
characteristics, or conditions over time of urban schools have become, in some ways, the 
modifiers of a “social or cultural construct used to describe certain people and places” 




detected the attempt made by New York City schools to adapt the “known,” and yet, 
hidden modifiers categorizing urban students. He explains how 
   The New York City Board of education urged teachers to adopt an upbeat note in 
talking about their students. Instead of the terms “low income” or “underprivileged” 
children, teachers were advised to talk about “children unable to secure much beyond 
the necessities of today’s world because of the modest finances of the family. (p. 255) 
 
Researchers today continue to establish the pejorative effects of these racial codings 
within education. “CRT scholars in education have noted the ways in which educators 
describe themselves as not “seeing” race, while they use racially coded language to 
describe their students and justify using ineffective pedagogies” (Dixson, 2015, p. 175). 
Thus these codings—often noted as ‘cultural difference’ (Yosso, 2005) — contribute to 
deficit language, thinking, and practices within education (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & 
Gonzalez, 1992) and influence the U.S. curriculum (Brown & Brown, 2015).  
 In my first year of teaching, a fellow kindergarten teacher said to me “Oh! You 
have Joshua! That whole family is a problem. I had his brothers.” (This is not a direct 
quote, yet it is my most accurate remembrance.) I have lived with that statement my 
entire teaching career, as illustrative of a pattern of how students of color are situated 
every day in schools and classrooms. Reading within Youdell’s (2006) Impossible 
Bodies, Impossible Selves: Exclusions and Student Subjectivities, I found a place within 
the literature to situate this seasoned kindergarten teacher’s statement. Youdell’s (2006) 
work begs the question: How do we mark a child as a failure before s/he even begins 
school? What happens as populations of urban students are identified in ways that allow 
for marginalization and exclusion? These questions undergird this work as I write about 
Black and Latinx youth in urban school settings, and my own family stories, through 




then to my own accounting, I must make the attempt to (re)cognize and investigate the 
racialized systems (re)perpetuated in these settings and quite possibly, how I work to 
avoid such (re)inscriptions. Later, I will turn theoretically towards looking explicitly at 
race as an identifier as a way of (re)cognizing the complexities of urban school student 
experiences. 
Discursive constructs are simultaneously imposed onto a subject and negotiated 
by subjects. It is through this process of engaging with discursive structures that we are 
constituted “as particular types of individuals or subject positions” (Mills, 2004, p. 86). 
School identities such as ‘teacher,’ or ‘student’ come about through interactions within 
larger social systems as they are instantiated and negotiated within school and even in the 
social microcosm of a classroom. Thus, within urban schools there is “a world in which 
phenomena and subjects are rendered commensurable, transparent, visible, calculable, 
self–regulating, entrepreneurial, governable, and most of all, commodifiable” (Taubman, 
2009, p. 95). Testing the limits of what is known about teachers and schools, scholars 
have worked to (re)conceptualize subjects constituted within and through schools as sites 
of institutional discourses (Baker 1998, 2001; Cherryholmes; 1988; Nespor, 1997; 
Popkewitz, 1998; Popkewitz & Brennan, 1998; Youdell, 2006, 2010).  
Poststructural theories of the “subject” (Althusser, 1971) question a reasonable, 
static and fully knowable self and shift into a ‘subject in process,’ who also is ‘subject’ to 
the normative powers of dominant discourses and assumes a ‘self’ that is partially and 
simultaneously multiply constituted within social, cultural, and historical discursive 
constructions. Through these constitutive forces, “persons are not ‘who’ they are because 




are by being intelligible within discourses, the bodies of meaning that frame social 
contexts” (Youdell, 2006, p. 2). The self persists as neither unitary nor as a complete 
expression of freedom based on individual reason. Poststructural thinking posits that 
these discursive constitutions are ongoing and historically–based in relation to power. 
Finally, although they might be seen as being taken all together, these subjectivities 
cannot be read as a complete and whole understanding of an individual, and yet through 
these subjectivities the subject can be governed, regulated, and subjectivated.  
In A History of Sexuality, Foucault (1978/1990) demonstrates how populations 
have historically been produced as vehicles to subjectivate citizens. The grouping, or 
classification, of citizens could be moderated, regulated, and produced through rules and, 
in ever–increasing capacities. Souls of individuals depended upon this regulation. 
Through a process of subjectivation, ever–increasing populations became systematized. 
A categorizing of urban schools seems to encapsulate a certain kind of person within a 
school setting. Picking up a discourse of race, Hall (1997) describes the  
propensity to classify sub–groups of human types to break up the diversity of human 
society into very distinct typings according to essentialized characteristics…Until you 
classify things, in different ways, you can’t generate any meaning at all. So, it’s an 
absolutely fundamental aspect of human culture. What is, of course, important for us 
is when the systems of classification become the objects of the disposition of power. 
(par. 2) 
 
He takes up the discourse of power and asks (as I do) how power, working as a system of 
classification, enacts an essentialized constitution of identity, namely of urban school 
youth and families. As I articulated in my framings of discourse, it is within a 
manufactured system of reasoning that a categorizing of identity occurs. His wording of 
“the absolutely fundamental aspect of human culture” illuminates how he considers 




urban schools rendering it recognizable and knowable in everyday thinking, offers an 
agreement of its assumptions and practices casting a predictable forecast over its 
landscape, and through a categorization of race, constitutes how we make meaning of 
students, their behaviors, and their lives. Race, in itself, a social construct not based on 
biology or genetics, “enjoys power primarily through the meaning ascribed to it, race is to 
some degree dynamic and malleable, given the variance in racial categories and how 
individuals fit into these categories over time” (Horsford, 2011, p. 100). The systems of 
social reasoning I investigate in the next section explore the constructs of race and racism 
within a Critical Race Framework.  
 Youdell (2006) works through Foucault (1975) in her articulation of school 
subjects. It is an intersection that I interpret as speaking to repeated calls to not see 
inappropriate behaviors as failures of the student, but a failure of the system to 
understand the students as something other than failures. Youdell shapes this 
intelligibility as a way of constructing persons that are “not persons” (p. 2), and offers a 
frame through which the impossible learner, in this case the student within urban schools, 
can be seen. She explains how students become knowable, or identifiable, through a type 
of subjectivation and these identities bound practices of exclusion within schooling. 
Youdell’s trajectory of a ‘nonperson’ can be seen in the histories of urban schools and 
urban students. 
By the 1960s, the single designation of the “urban slumdweller,” and that person’s 
inability to improve individual financial standing, became a normative and normalizing 
note through which decades of political, social and economic turmoil in urban areas 




   Behind slogans that mask power—like “keep the schools out of politics”—and 
myths that rationalize inequality—like the doctrines of ethnic inferiority—lie 
institutional systems called schools that often–reinforced injustice for some at the 
same time that they offered opportunity to others. (p. 4) 
 
I agree with Tyack’s (1974) negation of this perpetuation of urban families within a  
 
victim status and focus instead on systems and discourses of urban schooling.  
 
Critical race scholars have challenged the language of urban schools, making 
visible the racialized dynamics connoted through seemingly neutral language and 
offering alternative framings that challenge these (re)presentations. Emdin’s (2016) 
“hood” displaces language of disadvantage and despair, moving beyond the naming of 
urban to include densely populated and rural areas. At the same time, however, this 
(re)naming also encapsulates the norming characteristic of persons. According to Emdin, 
specifically and overwhelmingly, these persons are African–American and Latino youth. 
Milner (2012) also disagrees with a construction of urban seemingly based on 
“shortcomings of students and parents in the school” (p. 558). Therefore, race–neutral 
terms such as at–risk, disadvantaged, low socio–economic, high–poverty, high needs, 
diverse, low–achieving, and low–performing often conflate the conditions of the schools 
with the students who populate them. Milner suggests a re–categorization of terms. 
“Urban intensive” would denote schools located in “large, metropolitan areas;” “urban 
emergent” would refer to schools in large, but not major cities. These schools face 
“typical” challenges including “resources, qualification of teachers, and academic 
development of students” (p. 560). As a final and third classification, “urban 
characteristic” describes schools not located in cities, and possibly even in rural or 
suburban locations. Milner suggests that a glaring “challenge” of these settings might be 




speaking countries. Repeatedly, generalized meanings of urban lose significance in 
relation to a type of place and gain prominence in relation to race. 
Lived Experiences and Critical Race Theory 
[F]or those scholars of dedicated to improving the experience of African American 
children in urban schools, there is no choice. We must continue the battle to have our 
experiences and voices heard in academic discourse. Our voices provide stories that 
help others think in different ways about complex, context–dependent domains like 
schools and communities. (Tate, 1994, p. 264) 
 
 Throughout this research, I draw on the work of Critical Race Theory in education 
to forefront race as a system of power and oppression in urban school settings. The body 
of CRT is abundant; therefore, I offer here a working definition of CRT as well as an 
articulation of a framework of CRT in education. In Chapter II, I delve into the cultural 
and social significances of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of 
Education of Topeka, Kansas (Ladson–Billings, 2004) and I trace elements of race and 
racism within policy and practices as determining apparatuses in the makings of urban 
(and suburban) schools.  
 Grounded in antidiscrimination law, Critical Legal Studies (CLS) focused on the 
power of civil rights legislation to effect social change. With class at its epicenter, this 
scholarship “is a leftist legal movement that challenges the traditional legal scholarship 
that focuses on doctrinal and policy analysis” (Ladson–Billings, 2000). In the 1980s, CLS 
scholars of color initiated a critique of CLS as having ignored the omnipresent 
relationship between these dominant systems of class race and racism (Crenshaw, 1988). 
These scholars imagined that social and cultural inequities could not be easily explained 
away by class arguments alone. They began to argue that the very functioning of an 




social change on legal entreaties, CLS scholarship assumed a fictional neutrality and 
objectivity in the law and research. Most importantly, they determined that an absence of 
a discourse of race and racism ignores systems of oppression and domination and negates 
the possibility of political and social change (Crenshaw, 1988). Thus as CLS scholars 
began turning to Critical Race Theory (Delgado & Stefancic, 1995), theorizing race 
became a necessary component of critical studies. In their seminal work, Ladson–Billings 
and Tate (1995) declared the absence of a theorizing of race in education. Theorizing race 
articulates its definitions, shifts and meanings. It connects race with social and 
educational inequalities. With this theorizing, new assumptions emerged about voice and 
legitimation.  
In early conceptions of Critical Race Theory, Tate (1994) refers to “the voice 
scholarship of the new race theory group of legal studies and emerging research in 
education that incorporates the voices of people of color” (p. 248). This early work 
merged the work of legal scholars in CLS, CRT and emergent thinking around CRT in 
education. Several themes characterized this scholarship:  
(a) an insistence on “naming one’s own reality,” (b) the use of critical social science 
research, (c) doubts about the foundation of moderate/incremental civil rights law, (d) 
the belief that knowledge is power, (e) the debunking of myths used by powerful 
groups to support racial oppression, (f) a more contextualized treatment of doctrine, 
(g) criticism of legal legalism, and (h) an interest in legal structure determinism—the 
way in which legal tools can impede legal reform. (Tate, 1994, p. 265) 
 
At its core, CRT set forth the proposition that historical, social, cultural and linguistic, 
and legal doctrines are founded upon and intersect with race and racism (Tate, 1994, 
1997). Significantly, other scholars of color have expanded CRT beyond the Black/White 
binary (Delgado, 1990) arguing against its silencing and subordination of other 




forms of subordination such as gender, sexuality, and accent (Matsuda, 1991, 1992). 
Thus CRT looked to legitimate and validate the lived experiences and stories of people of 
color. Although I speak explicitly of poststructural perspectives around the fluidity of 
subjectivity within research, it is important to connect CRT’s attendance to the fluidity of 
story narration. Further, it understands these experiences and stories as critical to 
countering social hierarchies. While CRT acknowledges the uniqueness and individual 
backgrounds of scholars of color, it also offers shared tenets: 
• an assumption that racism is not a series of isolated acts, but is endemic in 
American life; deeply ingrained legally, culturally, and even 
psychologically;  
• a call for a reinterpretation of civil–rights law “in light of its ineffectuality, 
showing that laws to remedy racial injustices are often undermined before 
they can fulfill their promise”; 
• a challenge to the “traditional claims of legal neutrality, objectivity, color–
blindness, and meritocracy as camouflages for the self–interest of 
dominant groups in American society; 
• an insistence on subjectivity and the reformulation of legal doctrine to 
reflect the perspectives of those who have experienced and been 
victimized by racism firsthand; 
• the use of stories or first–person accounts. (Ladson–Billings & Tate, 1995, 
p. 52) 
 
The authors also add the disentanglement of democracy from capitalism arguing against 
their conflation. They put forth the notion that scholars seeking to situate race and racism 
as a democratic endeavor often ignore the perniciousness of a capitalist system. In this 
system, American schoolchildren experience poverty, hunger and homelessness. Within 
urban school systems, these experiences most notably for students of color include 
inequitable achievement practices, an overwhelming assembly of suspensions and 
expulsions, the cradle to prison pipeline, and the inordinate record of special education 




It is important to note that as CRT took root in educational theory, pedagogical 
stances became foundational to supporting this claim to theory. In relation to urban 
schools, CRT’s explicit call to social justice attends to the goal of emancipation of 
students of color even as schools continue to enact curricula that marginalize and oppress. 
My use of curriculum here is inclusive of the practices of schooling, its practices, 
policies, and pedagogies. Thus CRT scholarship articulates pedagogies that suppose an 
action–oriented approach.  
Yosso (2005) offers a current definition of CRT in education “as a theoretical and 
analytical framework that challenges the ways race and racism impact educational 
structures, practices, and discourses” (p. 74). She relies on Solórzano’s (1997) framework 
of CRT in education articulated in five tenets: (1) the intercentricity of race and racism: 
(2) the challenge to dominant ideology; (3) the commitment to social justice; (4) the 
centrality of experiential knowledge; and (5) the utilization of interdisciplinary 
approaches. Each of these speaks to the historical makings and development of CRT over 
time that I have begun to explore here. Howard & Navarro (2016) look at CRT 20 years 
in the making. They posit that as educational inequities surrounding curriculum, policy, 
and praxis continue and even increase and social activism around immigration and Black 
Lives Matter spring forth, “there remains a pressing need for race to be a prominent 
variable in discussions around educational equity” (p. 268).  
Collins (2009) agrees with the pressing need to center race within educational 
settings and suggests as a counterargument to color–blind racism, a domains–of–power 
framework. Prior to the current state of color–blindness in the American discourse, she 




proximate racism. Color consciousness segregated people among black/white lines easily 
visible in, for example, Jim Crow laws and segregated public schools. After the Brown v. 
Board of Education decision, the shift to color–blind racism altered the nomenclature as 
described in the previous section, and ushered in such race–neutral practices as 
privatization. What is needed now, she proposes is a domains–of–power framework to 
support the interrogation of race within educational spheres within and through color–
blindness might be claimed. 
In Collins’ (2009) domains–of–power framework, power is expressed within and 
through four contexts or domains–structural, disciplinary, cultural, and interpersonal. 
First, Collins argues how the first three domains are largely invisible. Most racial 
discourse is realized in the interpersonal domain in which people look to change people’s 
minds about racism and its effects. Additionally, while each domain is named separately, 
they overlap one another. Within each domain, power is neither lateral nor all 
encompassing. Instead, within each domain resistances occur. Collins iterates how all 
four domains must be in place for racism to persist. The structural domain describes the 
systemic level of racism; the disciplinary domain looks at processes and practices 
mechanized by racism; the cultural domain encompasses the ideologies and beliefs 
filtered through social institutions and practices (one example is the pejorative situating 
of urban schools on television and in Hollywood I described earlier); and the 
interpersonal domain focuses on the individual level. Thus in this study when I cling to 
notions of how discourses operate in urban schools, I keep as a constant both how race is 




in my data analysis, neoliberal–centered agendas, student achievement, suspensions and 
expulsions, and school reform. 
Rationale for the Study 
This research investigates stories of urban teaching alongside the socio–historical 
contexts within which those stories are situated. This research focuses on one group of 
urban, early–career teachers and their understandings, assumptions and expectations 
about their urban school contexts and teaching experiences. As well, I simultaneously 
investigate my own teacher–researcher assumptions about conceptions and expectations 
for urban schools in the U.S. Specifically, I examine, via analyses and interpretations of 
interviews as well as self–reflexive data, what and who constitute and are constituted 
through and by dominant discursive constructions of urban schools that frame particular 
versions of experience for the teachers and for myself. 
In the last 60 years or so, urban schools as a concept has continued to live in the 
public imaginary in particular ways (Anyon, 1997; Duncan–Andrade & Morrell, 2008; 
Jackson, 2011; Kozol, 1991; Noguera, 2003; Payne, 2008). Policy and practice endure in 
mostly generalized terms of what urban schools are in the U.S., and what can be expected 
from them. Essentialized language and norms continue to influence the general thinking 
around urban school classrooms. Over the last decade, policymakers have tasked teacher 
preparation programs with finding different approaches to better prepare urban, early–
career teachers for urban school settings (National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education, 2010). To answer this call, early–entry teacher preparation programs, in 
partnership with urban school districts and third–party agencies (Berry, Montgomery, & 




programs (Berry et al., 2008; Urban Teacher Residency United, 2014), which have 
garnered increasing amounts of attention and federal funding. In 2008, President Obama 
committed to creating more teacher residency programs (Berry et al., 2008). Between 
approximately 2009 and 2012, the federal government dedicated over $143 million to 
residency programs (Papay et al., 2012). In 2014, the USED awarded over $74 million 
dollars in grant funding to teacher residency programs (www.ed.gov). By their very 
definition, urban teacher residency programs operate predominantly in collaboration with 
urban schools (Zeichner, 2014) and intend to effect disruptions around teaching and 
learning in urban schools. The teachers in these types of programs are uniquely 
positioned within the landscape of urban schooling and urban school reform, and thus it 
is important to look closely at their narratives of teaching. 
Statement of Purpose  
In this study, alongside an exploration of my own stories of urban teaching and 
learning, I look at the ways six early–career teachers describe how they navigate their 
experiences within urban schools settings. The purpose of this narrative inquiry is to 
examine, within and through navigations of urban school discourses, lived experiences of 
early–career teachers, constitutions of students and families, and my own sometimes, 
conflicting positionalities as both researcher and researched. 
Research Questions 
1. In what ways does a group of urban teachers in their first years of teaching in U.S. 
urban schools talk about urban schools? 




1b. How do they describe their experiences in urban schools in an urban teacher 
residency pre–service program? 
1c. Which dominant discourses circulate as they describe urban schools? 
2. In what ways does a group of urban teachers in their first years of teaching in U.S. 
urban schools speak of their experiences as early–career teachers? 
2a. How do they describe their experiences in the school in which they teach? 
2b. How do they describe the students and their families? 
2c. Which dominant discourses circulate as they describe their teaching 
experiences? 
3. How do my interpretations of my subjectivities and experiences with and in urban 
schools influence my interpretations of their talk and experiences, as well as, self–
reflexively generated data? 
 3a. How do my subjectivities and experiences with the early–career teachers as 
their former “teacher educator” and current “researcher” influence my 
interpretations? 
3b. Which dominant discourses circulate as I interpret self–reflexively generated 
data? 
Researcher Positionality Statement 
In “What is an Author?” Foucault (2010) questions the power of privilege in 
writing as a researcher, but also the assumption that anyone might, at any time, compose 
a history independent of social contexts and a taken–for–granted knowledge as truth. By 
undertaking this study, I position myself as someone who has a privilege in speaking 




experiences of persons of color in education settings (Dixson, 2015; Ladson–Billings & 
Tate, 1995). In this juxtaposition, I do not assert a refusal of knowledge, but rather 
contest proclaiming a totalizing, certain knowledge. Foucault (1972) illuminates my 
conflicts around working within this study as researcher and researcher: 
   Hence the cautious, stumbling manner of this text: at every turn, it stands back, 
measures up what is before it, gropes towards its limits, stumbles against what it does 
not mean, and digs pits to mark out its own path…It rejects without stating: I am 
neither this nor that. (p. 17) 
 
As I interpret the experiences and stories of the teachers and my own, I struggle with the  
 
complexities of (re)constituting knowledges and certainties around urban schools. 
 
I am uniquely positioned to write this particular research. I acknowledge 
throughout this study my intersecting subjectivities of researcher, educator, and family 
member within urban school contexts. In regard to ‘my world,’ parts of my schooling and 
all of my professional life can be tracked with/in and through urban schools. Personally, 
my siblings and I attended urban schools for the first three years of my schooling. In my 
professional life, I taught elementary–age children, collaborated as a university–school 
liaison, coordinated an urban teacher residency program, and worked as a teacher 
educator in a program dedicated to preparing teachers for diverse settings. I note that the 
graduates from the urban teacher residency program work either in the same or similar 
communities to the one in which I once lived and worked as an elementary classroom 
teacher. These positionalities at times coincide congealing knowledges that I have formed 
around urban schools crippling my attempts to interrogate them. At other moments, they 
clash leaving open spaces where something I might consider knowledge to take form. 
Returning to do research about teachers in an urban community my family once called 




conflict, at times, but they are constantly (re)constituted from my own racial/cultural 
backgrounds (Villenas, 1996).  
Researchers continue to delve into the researcher problematics of being a 
“native,” (Villenas, 1996), of identities across borders (Anzaldúa, 1987), and of 
insider/outsider knowledges (Delgado–Gaitan, 1993). In “The Colonizer/Colonized 
Chicana Ethnographer: Identity, Marginalization, and Co–optation in the Field,” Villenas 
(1996) problematizes the ‘native’ ethnographer returning to the field. She describes the 
disconnect of “their own privilege in relation to their research participants” and how “the 
‘native’ ethnographer must deal with her own marginalizing “experiences” and identities 
in relation to dominant society” (p. 712). Her research on Latina mothers in a rural 
community and complex positionalities as a ‘Chicana graduate student in a White 
institution and an educational ethnographer of Latino communities” (p. 714) lead her to a 
particular instance in which she, as the researcher, stands with a representative of the 
community college in visual distance of a trailer park of Latino families. As she and the 
community college representative speak, she and the Latino families gaze at one another. 
As she nods in understanding of the representative’s described “problems” of the 
families, she is jolted for a moment into asking, “Whose side I am on?” She continues: 
   Choosing to align myself with the dominant English–speaking leaders entailed 
sharing the same discourse and language to talk about the Latino community. To do 
this I had to distance myself from the Latino community and the ‘experiences’ I 
shared with them, and speak about the subject as object. (Villenas, 1996, p. 720) 
 
Villenas drives directly to the centrality of conflicts I have often experienced in the midst 
of this research. Reading her work, I intended to self–reflexively interrogate my position 
as a ‘privileged researcher,’ African–American woman, doctoral candidate researching 




return to one urban community in which my family and I had lived, in which I had taught 
(and where family members continue to reside). These intercentricities influence both my 
interpretations and writing of this research. 
As part of this research study, and in relation to my research with this group of 
teachers and my interrogations of the stories and experiences that they posit, I feel 
compelled to confront my own teacher stories in the context of normative assumptions 
that had perhaps shaped them. I look to question assumptions mediated by dominant 
discourses as well as socio–cultural–historical assumptions, mores, practices, and 
experiences in my retellings of my self as a former urban school student, teacher, and 
teacher educator.  
After teaching in K–12 urban school settings, I transitioned into a full–time, 
clinical faculty position in the College of Education. In my beginning years as a teacher 
educator, I talked of my early experiences to pre–service candidate teachers as a way of 
helping them to navigate their desires and fears about entering teaching in urban school 
contexts. Many times, I offered such early–career stories with confidence, expecting that 
a “tried and true” story would, in a sense, cheer them on and cheer them up. Look! 
Believe what is possible! I made it teaching in urban schools! So can you! Thus my urban 
school experiences formed a foundation for my telling and (re)telling of my teacher 
stories. I entered doctoral study with these stories relatively intact in my thinking. 
Throughout this research, I have struggled with my own interpretation of urban 
teaching as well as interpreting and “giving voice” to the teachers’ experiences. The 
intersections of my own positionalities as well as those of the teachers in this study and 




around experiences within racial categories. Like all stories and experiences, these 
require ongoing questioning in order to make visible assumptions and dissonances 
with/in the act of (re)presentation.  
Theorists in the area of feminist poststructural study have focused on troubling 
experience within qualitative research (e.g. Davies & Davies, 2007; Scott, 1991). Scott 
(1991) argues for qualitative researchers to engage in the interpretations of the “self” 
which are formed through, for example, historical and cultural conventions. Instead of 
existing as an objective “truth,” She imagines a space between experience itself and the 
one who must then interpret her own experiencing.  
In the context of this study, experience can be constructed through intersections of 
history, society, culture, and most specifically race. Specifically, Scott’s (1991) historical 
scholarship on experience asserts that without a rigorous and substantial 
problematization, experience prevails falsely as “uncontestable evidence and as an 
originary point of explanation–as a foundation on which analysis is based” (Scott, 1991, 
p. 81). Her interrogation troubles experience as a natural occurrence, “in which we take 
the existence of individuals for granted (experience is something people have rather than 
to ask how conceptions of selves (of subjects and their identities) are produced” (Scott, 
1991, p. 85). Thus in this research, I constantly (re)imagine urban school discourses as 
producing knowledges through which experiences are created: the teachers, my own, and 
those of the students. 
In regards to how I might begin to think about my methodological approach to 
interpretations within this study, Davies and Davies (2007) ask the question, “In what 




that they are expressions ‘of an individual’s being or consciousness’” (Scott, 1991, p. 
27)? This question guides my interpretation of the data, situating the teachers’ and my 
own stories within historical, social, and discursive constructs; and (re)situating my own 
reflexivities as I interpret the data.  
Throughout this research, I draw on epistemological, ontological, material, and 
discursive aspects of experiences, both of the teachers, and my own. I have relied on my 
sum knowledges as both a source of this research and a space in which to question 
common–sense thinking and beliefs around urban school contexts. These withdrawals 
afforded me the opportunity to view the research through a richly nuanced perspective. 
Perspectives such as my own within education research, in which I am both the 
researcher and the researched, open a space for different voices to be heard and 
viewpoints expressed.  
Significances of the Study 
Much of today’s educational policy debate focuses on the function and 
supposedly measurable “outcomes” of the teacher via their students’ achievement scores. 
Driven by changing fiscal policies at both the higher education and district levels, 
policymakers, researchers and teacher educators thus discuss how “best” to prepare 
teachers for urban school contexts, including what a teacher should be able to do and for 
what intended outcomes (Cochran–Smith, 2004). In particular, very few studies challenge 
dominant understandings of urban education, let alone focus on graduates of urban 
teacher residency program who now work as early–career teachers.  
This dissertation research focuses on early–career teachers and their experiences 




indicates that during the first five years of teaching, at least 30 percent of new teachers 
will leave (Ingersoll, 2001) and that many are ‘ineffective’ while they stay (Ronfeldt, 
Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2013). It seems almost redundant and unnecessary to note that the 
most negative discourses, especially since the Coleman Report (1983) describing “a 
rising tide of mediocrity” among classroom teachers that continue to surround teaching 
are amplified and multiplied within urban school contexts (Lippman et al., 1996; Weiner, 
2006). Teaching’s “revolving door” prevails in urban school contexts, with the greatest 
numbers of teachers leaving the profession (Ingersoll, 2001) while those who stay are 
assumed to be less qualified than suburban teachers (Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2002). 
Additionally, most teachers graduating from teacher preparation programs do not seek 
employment in urban schools (Banks, 2001). Therefore, research focused on early–career 
teachers in urban settings promises to add dimension and depth to the general literature 
focused on U.S. teachers, in general, and on teachers in what are considered to be 










INTERLUDE: COMMUNITIES OF COLOR WITHIN URBAN SCHOOLS 
 Four teachers in this study identify as women of color. As both women of color 
and early–career teachers they are often on the margins of research and practice. As I 
engage in Critical Race Theory research, identifying communities of color within 
educational research imagines a dynamic where power is situated locally, circulating 
between researcher and “participants.” It is not until I engaged in this writing that I began 
to (re)imagine my relationships with the communities of color within my former school 
settings. I realize now how much we sustained one another.  
* * * 
In my first six years of teaching, the mothers of my students took me in, guided 
me, and taught me how to be a member of a school community. My students’ families 
(including mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters and cousins) almost constantly immersed 
themselves in their children’s education by visiting the classroom, orchestrating 
celebrations, and reviewing their child’s progress. We celebrated birthdays, Cinco de 
Mayo, and annual end–of–year parties. They explained to me how they relied on one 
another for advice on how to navigate the American school system, as well as, resources 
and jobs although the two questions most often asked of me were “¿Se porta bien?” (Is 
my child behaving?) and “Se aprende el inglés?” (Is my child learning English?). While 
the principal stressed reading, parents patiently asked about behavior and learning 
English. Most parents chose the bilingual program with an ever–present eye towards 
learning English. The parents expressed repeatedly that speaking English was how their 
children could become successful in America, but speaking Spanish was how they would 




The second community who embraced me was the group of women who were 
teachers of color. These teachers became my lifelines and my friends. Cecilia was 
originally from Nicaragua and had immigrated to the United States as an adult. She 
lovingly demanded perfection from me as I spoke and wrote in Spanish. Ceci refused 
namings of Latina or Hispanic. She often would say, “There’s no such country as Latin 
or Hispanic.” I once asked her what she should be called if someone did not know her 
place of birth. She replied, “If you don’t know what to call me, you should ask me.” I 
used to teach those words in my teacher education classes. She taught me how to bring 
creativity and artistry into my classroom. She was a first grade teacher and so when I 
went to her and told her that my students were never going to learn to read doing a letter 
of the week, she taught me how to teach “ma–me–mi–mo–mu.” Teachers of primary 
Spanish literacy rely on the language’s syllabic structure. Each word can be separated 
into syllables, within which there is a combination of consonants and vowels. Teachers 
begin this learning process with the aforementioned syllables, which are taught 
separately, then combined into simple words. The process continues with other 
consonants. By the end of the year, the principal hailed my kindergarten students’ 
reading abilities as the standard for other teachers to follow. Ceci, her husband, and her 
two young sons brought me in as family and loved and nurtured me. There was also 
Marisol, a life–long friend. She entered teaching the first year I did, but she had held 
teaching assistant positions and completed her degree in Education. She was brilliant, 
funny, and fiercely unapologetic about the standards she set for her students. She had no 
tolerance for poor teaching and low expectations for students. We stayed at school until 




taught me her Mexican heritage emphasizing customs and traditions, but also allowing 
me to explore Mexican music and literature. She was a guiding light and, even though 
she was younger than I, I aspired to her level of excellence.  
There were other women and women teachers of color as well. I was fortunate to 
have been surrounded by so many women who taught me, held me up, and guided me. I 
began teaching with a strong sense of purpose, and through my own success, an 
understanding about how teachers might be organizers of social justice, yet with these 
women, I learned for the first time how communities of color within the American 

























II – REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE  
 At the beginning of my search, I read carefully, looking for questions and what 
might be considered a map or an argument (Boote & Beile, 2005) for this review. I found 
myself ‘poking around in the literature’ (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012) quite a bit. I had to 
read, double–back and rewrite as I (re)read. Navigating my way through the literature on 
urban education gave me significant pause since, as part of the inquiry process, I 
examined continuously my own experiences in urban schools. Mostly, I felt annoyed by 
assumptions around urban schools that catered to “storylines involving a White teacher–
savior and street–smart but academically inept Black and Brown students” (Carl Grant in 
Schulz, 2008, p. ix).  
To interrupt this powerful story, I rely heavily on Critical Race Theory scholars to 
help me conceptualize the very real effects of racism on American society and with/in the 
urban school dynamic. Throughout this review, and from within Collins (2009) domains–
of–power framework, the structural domain can be seen. The structural domain explains 
how the system itself is “rigged.” When one group consistently wins and another loses, 
CRT scholars ask us to look at the game and not the players. By focusing on and around 
the time Brown v. Board of Education, school desegregation, and economic inequalities, I 
explored how certain systemic constructs had circulated and how, through power 
relations, had shaped modern–day makings of urban schools.  
I explore studies based on the beginning years of teaching. While a consistent 




the researchers place their new teachers as “novice,” or “early–career” between one and 
six years. Some residency programs require induction periods in which a service 
agreement is enacted and mentoring and other activities occur. Service agreements might 
commit urban, early–career teachers to teach in the range of one to six years in urban 
school environments. As another point, state certification processes such as tenure often 
range between three and five years. I acknowledge that teachers in their second, third, or 
fourth years of teaching can begin to exhibit “expertise” or teacher leadership and, 
additionally, these teachers may not consider themselves to be in early–career stages of 
their career. Finally, my focus on teachers in their first six years of teaching distinguishes 
this study from research with ‘mid–career’ or ‘veteran’ teachers.  
I have included studies in which the researchers explicitly noted that the early–
career teachers worked in urban schools, and, additionally, studies including all namings 
of urban schools e.g., ‘high–needs,’ and ‘low–performing.’ Often, researchers used a 
mixed nomenclature, so ‘high–needs’ might have appeared in the title of the work, but 
the scholars may have utilized the term urban schools later in the study. Although, the 
federal government may employ the term ‘high–needs’ for urban or rural, due to the 
requirement of the graduated UTRs to teach in urban (non–rural) schools, I avoided any 
studies in which “high–needs” was clarified as rural. 
 I include urban teacher residencies in the review for several reasons. Very few 
studies focus on urban teacher residency programs (Silva et al., 2014). Even fewer 
discussed the work of teacher residents into their early–career years of teaching (Papay, 
West, Fullerton, & Kane, 2012). Additionally, a paucity of research currently exists with 




teacher residency programs. I include these in this review. It is important to note that all 
of the studies refer to a teacher residency and not necessarily to an urban teacher 
residency program. Although the naming varies, all of the studies refer to an urban school 
setting (“High–needs schools” is one example of such naming). Also, as the literature as 
well as my interpretations of my own experiences represent, to some degree, the 
existence of urban teacher residencies speaks to the problems of beginning teaching in 
urban schools, with little contextualization of the social, cultural, historical and discursive 
constructions surrounding the category. In this dissertation, I map a course by and 
through which the meaning of urban, over time, takes shape as racial/ethnic category of 
persons. Casting urban schools as those with a majority of Black and Latinx students 
might begin to disrupt some of the hidden discourses at the same time that it raises 
questions about possible effects of such reifications. To attend to this conundrum, I will 
attempt to approach this work from a questioning stance.  
A few persistent thoughts entangle my thinking in the arrangement of this review. 
In the winter 1999 edition of the Review of Educational Research, Popkewitz (1999) 
relates overhearing the editors, Carl Grant and Beth Graue, repeatedly asking the 
question, “If this is a journal of review, what is a review?” Responses from the issue’s 
authors problematize traditional methods of writing literature reviews (Apple, 1999; 
Baker, 1999; Popkewitz, 1999). In this attempt to assemble a literature review, I am 
especially mindful of its existence in ways that are “situated, partial, perspectival” 
(Lather, 1999). Apple (1999) argues, “Reviews can only be understood as “situated” – 
not only in their status as constructions, but also and profoundly in their relative status in 




345). I include my own experiences as an additional source of knowledge at points in the 
review of the ‘official’ literature. The literature review is thus divided into three major 
sections: (1) historical makings of urban schools, urban families and urban, early–career 
teachers; (2) contexts of early–career teacher preparation for urban schools; and (3) first–
hand accounts of early–career teachers in urban school settings. 
An Abbreviated and Incomplete History of the Making of ‘Negro Slum Schools,’ 
People of Color within Urban Schools, and Urban, Early–Career Teachers 
 Throughout the 19th century, small towns in the Northeast and Midwestern United 
States grew into large, urban cities (Anyon, 1997; Silberman, 1964; Spring, 1997; 
Trotter, 1991). Millions of Americans who looked different and brought to the United 
States differing viewpoints began to shape perceptions of schools and families. These 
urban centers hosted schools populated by thousands of students including immigrants, 
first–generation immigrants, and southern Blacks. However, while some European–
American schoolchildren were treated poorly, Black children were almost entirely 
disregarded, and without fail, excluded, segregated and cheated. Significantly, the 
disenfranchisement of Black students was not individualistic but driven by overarching 
social systems. The general consensus was that Black children should just be happy to be 
allowed in the classroom (Tyack, 1974). Increasingly over time in northern cities, race 
and social class discourses conflated the failure of social and educational early reform 
efforts with the citizenry living in urban spaces.  
After World War II, millions of American Blacks migrated from the South to 
northern cities in search of employment in the industrial age in what is often called the 




decreased in the cities, economic opportunities disappeared. Poverty exploded across 
increasingly crowded urban spaces. Political discourses intertwined poverty, social class, 
and race to pathologize Blacks without having to name racial discourses.  
These hidden discourses ignored the individual experiences and contributions of 
migrant Blacks. Early in the 20th century, the Harlem Renaissance took shape in New 
York City forever altering music, art, and dance in the United States (Watson, 1995). In 
the literature, Trotter’s (1991) review of migration studies attempts to push back against 
normed discourses of poor, immigrant families by focusing on the internal dynamics and 
experiences of Southern Black families seeking to rejoin family and friends in the North. 
Stories of life in the city exemplify hard work, struggle, and triumph. In my personal 
history, at this time, both of my grandparents were raising children in two separate urban 
locales. Juxtaposed with the story of racial and economic struggle, my family’s stories 
intersect rich experiences of church, family, and loving friendships. 
Within the general social dynamic, a process of racialization situates Blacks in 
urban school settings as a problem. Dixson (2015), referring to powell’s (2009) 
distinction between race and racism as static constructs and racialization as fluid and 
ongoing, notes how: 
racialization is a dynamic process that changes over time but includes a set of 
practices, cultural norms, and institutional arrangements that privilege Whites or those 
who are cast as White and disadvantage those who are not White. Hence, race is more 
than a phenotype: it is also discursive, monitored through ways of being and 
entrenched through practices and institutional arrangements. (p. 174) 
 
Thus, slum schools became a familiar image of the American political and social 




Slum Schools  
Around the 1950s, the ‘slum school’ became more commonly known as the 
‘Negro slum school’ (Silberman, 1964), and the political discourse of public schools 
began to change. The family became the fulcrum upon which the capacity of a school 
would be determined thus ‘slum families’ merited ‘slum schools.’ Additionally, much of 
the racial discourses sustaining White supremacist and segregationist beliefs about the 
superiority of the White race produced the types of segregated schools that White and 
Black children could attend. Segregated schooling did not just mean that Blacks and 
Whites attended separate schools. Internal policies ensured that Black schools received 
inferior and inadequate resources as well as disproportionate funding. Silberman (1964) 
writes of how ‘negro’ schools with high numbers of Black students received 
disproportionate funding and fewer services, teachers, and textbooks. Teachers assigned 
to the classroom were the most inexperienced and often, no teacher was assigned, and 
substitute teachers covered the classroom. In these classrooms, the call to discipline and 
order prevailed. Thus most teachers reported spending more than 75% of their time 
controlling the classroom rather than teaching. The continuation of these discourses into 
today’s discussions inspires questions around how particular policies and practices within 
and through these environments have normalized and made invisible, for students of 
color, impediments to access and equity.  
Oliver Brown et al. v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas 
The establishment of Brown v. Board of Education as the moment in American 
history when the country healed its urban schools (and urban persons), and educational 




Brown et al. v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, an amalgamation of five Supreme 
Court cases, is cast as the end of Jim Crow in the United States and as the largest school 
reform in American history (Ladson–Billings; 2004; Woodward, 1955/2002). At a 
superficial level, school integration involved the “problem” of Black students entering 
White schools. However, the prevalent political, social, cultural, and discursive 
constructions marked a much more deeply–rooted context. 
In 1954, Brown v. Board of Education overturned the Supreme Court’s Plessy v. 
Ferguson “separate but equal.” In his statement of the unanimous opinion, Chief Justice 
Earl Warren declared separate educational facilities to be “inherently unequal.” President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower “refrained from any expression of approval of the Supreme Court 
decision and for more than three years he failed to speak out for compliance” 
(Woodward, 1955/2002, p. 163). Further, Woodward (2002) quotes Eisenhower as 
stating often how “you cannot change people’s hearts merely by law.” Eisenhower would 
later send federal troops to Central High School of Little Rock, Arkansas to integrate nine 
Black students. In retaliation, Governor Faubus closed the high schools of Little Rock. 
From his decision, he enjoyed celebratory support and inspired other Southern districts to 
follow suit. Thus the much–celebrated discourse of the desegregation of Black schools 
hid the reality of the continued segregation of schools for generations to follow and into 
the present day (Simon, 2007). In reality, “for most Black children, Brown’s 
constitutional guarantee of equal education opportunity has been an arid abstraction, 
having no effect whatever on the educational offerings Black children are given or the 
deteriorating schools they attend” (Patterson, 2001, p. 210 in Ladson–Billings, 2004, p. 




equal opportunities to learn (and not necessarily exclusively to attend to school with 
White children), failed. 
Important to the claim about the effects of Brown v. Board of Education, Ladson–
Billings’ (2004) discusses the “dissonance” brought about by the effects of Brown v. 
Board of Education. Ladson–Billings warns us that as good as Brown v. BOE’s 
intentions were, “what the decision could not account for was the degree to which White 
supremacy and racism were instantiated in the U.S. cultural model” (Ladson–Billings, 
2004, p. 5). As the federal government sought a position of integration, segregationists at 
the state level fought a brutal campaign against it. After World War II, the Jim Crow 
system increasingly became a source of embarrassment and hypocrisy as the United 
States positioned itself as the democratic and moral leader of the “free world” 
(Alexander, 2010). This hypocrisy lived especially in what was seen as the U.S. 
government’s treatment of the civil rights of Black people during the Jim Crow period in 
the midst of its calls for democratic systems in the world (Bell, 1980). 
Consequently, the aftermath of the Brown decision revealed a fabricated, social 
morality (re)inscribing a racial hierarchy of a Black inferiority that failed to question a 
White supremacy. Prendergast (2003) argues how, “[A]s a consequence of inadequate 
education we build into the Negro the very characteristic, not only intellectual, but also 
personality characteristics, which we then use to justify prejudice” (Prendergast as cited 
in Ladson–Billings, 2004, p. 5). Therefore, Black children in urban schools “suffered” as 
a consequence of their place in society, not explicitly because of the school in which their 
seat was located but due to character failings. These ‘failings’ of urban communities were 




Board of Education, and racialized legislations. One dominant example of such failure 
with/in the discourse is Brown’s parallel achievement in producing Black ghettos in 
northern cities and contributing to a “genealogy crime” (Simon, 2007) that would by the  
1980s begin to mark Black students as violent criminals. (In Chapter V, I connect 
discourses of safety and safe schools with the criminalization of Black youth in schools.) 
Slums and Suburbs 
Redlining, which gained popularity in the American legislative system as early as 
the 1930s, became institutionalized in American politics after Brown v. Board of 
Education (Anyon, 1997). The National Housing Act of 1934 provided 79% of its loans 
to suburban areas. The federal Home Owners Loan Corporation assessed risk rates for 
mortgages in city neighborhoods based on the number of Black families in the 
neighborhood. Maps of neighborhood that were found to be ‘unsuitable’ received red 
lines to demarcate areas in which no loans for repair or home purchases could be issued. 
The construction of highway systems and suburban home developments coincided with 
the GI Bill and Veterans Administration assisting 16 million World War II veterans with 
home purchases in suburban areas (Ladson–Billings, 2004). Further, Denton (2001) 
argues how the 1968 Fair Housing Act concluded in the building of the American suburb, 
increasing access to highways, jobs, and homes for White citizens, while confining 
Blacks to the nation’s decrepit and dilapidated ghettos and urban schools. Thus, the 
geographical and discursive ‘ghettoization’ of Blacks became a well–established social, 




Norming Suburban Schools 
In one of my conversation with an early–career teacher in her second year of 
teaching, she continuously referred to possibilities for the curriculum and the students if 
“we were in a different setting.” When I asked her what the “different setting” was, she 
replied “The whole district, maybe not in a city, not in an inner city, not in a failing 
district where you have more freedom to teach. I don’t know” (Interview with UTR). It 
seemed as if much of what she knew about urban schools could be measured against 
something that was “other” but unknown to her even in its naming.3 
Urban school discourses are often situated against invisible norms of suburban 
schools (Popkewitz, 1998). Popkewitz (1998) explains how “the normal is not examined, 
analyzed, or scrutinized, but is made to seem natural only when the non–normal is 
classified and defined” (p. 55). In the university where I worked previously, the Office of 
Field Experiences employed the terms urban schools and suburban schools to describe 
the school settings in which teacher candidates completed clinical experiences. In my 
years at the university, I did not see a list of these two categories, nor a description of 
why or how they were designated as such made available to the teacher candidates. They 
just seemed to “exist” as known categories.  
In Slums and Schools, Conant (1961) investigated norms of suburban schools and 
those of ‘slum schools.’ While the typical suburban parent’s worry and concern revolved 
around preparation of students to attend prestigious colleges, the student in the slum 
school faced decreased chances of graduating from high school. The school was faced 
with the problem of preparing those who stayed in school to obtain a job or for those with 
                                                
3 This language was so familiar to me that I almost missed it. Working in this same district, I heard often  




ability to continue their schooling at the college level. Typical of the research at this time, 
Conant’s “Negro” family lived in slum conditions by virtue of their poverty and 
supposedly, because of lack of school knowledge held low or no expectations for their 
children. He describes the glaring and obvious differences between suburban and slum 
schools including achievement and learning, discipline and dispositions, and curriculum. 
Conant’s work is important to this study in its early and explicit detailing of the 
advantages of suburban schools. Teachers in urban school settings often view themselves 
powerless in light of a comparison to suburban schools that are held up as a norm (UTR 
interview). His work also illustrates early examples of the problems of suburban schools, 
which are often left out of research on urban schools today. 
Although Conant (1961) makes an effort to problematize the testing systems by 
which students in slum schools are found to be deficient, his overall analysis of suburban 
students speaks to increased opportunities for the ‘bright,’ students, while this thinking 
about “bright students” who might be slum students is almost entirely excluded. 
Discourses of ‘gifted and talented’ and ‘bright’ students continue today to exist as part of 
the suburban school normed imaginary denying students in urban schools access to 
academic opportunity. Additionally, the work of this period focusing on the problems of 
urban schools became a tradition in education research negating the possibility that 
suburban schools might have challenges, as well. Even when those challenges are 
presented, they are often treated as synchronous to what is ‘normal’ and part of the 






The ‘Wars’ and Slum Schools 
In the general public, destructive discourses married recognizable discourses of 
‘Negro slum families’ with ineptitude and lack of ability in school (Strom, 1965). In late 
1967, the title of a Newsweek issue cried, “The Negro in America: What Must Be Done” 
(newsweek.org). In his self–proclaimed ‘provocative’ text, Silberman’s (1964) Crisis in 
Black and White argues the migration of Blacks to the North forced a look at his making 
of the “Negro problem.” Central to his argument is that the North, which historically is 
perceived as sympathetic to race relations, was not, and instead hid divisive discourses in 
language of politics and progress. This was especially true in the city school systems. He 
writes, “the most serious social problem confronting America today is to be found in the 
heart of the big cities” (p. 7). 
In the 1960s, U.S. discourses of ‘war’ prevailed (Spring, 1989). Tyack (1974) 
discusses schooling as a “prime weapon” (p. 270) to fight such international concerns as 
in 1957, the Russian launch of the first satellite named Sputnik. Problematic to these 
wars, and central to the purposes of schooling, were the proliferation of race– and class–
neutral discourses. Thus, Lyndon B. Johnson’s public crusade in 1964 to end the War on 
Poverty highlighted the growing problems of ‘slum schools,’ but did little to alleviate the 
overall cultural instantiation of racism experienced by Blacks through the growing 
convergence around unequal housing policies, discriminatory police practices, soaring 
unemployment, voter suppression, deceitful consumer credit practices, and the emerging 
school–to–prison pipeline. Thus, despite the Civil Rights Act of 1964 promise of full 
assimilation into American life, most people lived in an almost complete cultural, 




In 1965, the federal government introduced the Elementary Education and 
Secondary Act (1965) as a way to challenge the ‘war on poverty’ (Spring, 1989). As 
Good, Biddle, & Brophy (1976) describe, the Coleman Report (1966) conveyed how 
“school characteristics appeared to exert little influence on achievement, which was 
highly dependent on the pupils’ social background” (p. 366). The Commission on Civil 
Rights study, the report titled, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools (1967), and the 
Kerner Commission Report (1968) both articulated such failures in urban education.  
In 1967, Lyndon B. Johnson commissioned the Kerner Commission Report after 
riots in which 43 people in Detroit and 26 people in Newark perished. In 2018, 50 years 
after its issuance, media outlets converged on the idea that the Kerner Commission 
Report, which stated that the poverty experienced by Black citizens was not a cause of 
their own character failings, but by racist policies and practices interwoven throughout 
American society. “White society,” the presidentially appointed panel reported, “is 
deeply implicated in the ghetto. White institutions created it, white institutions maintain 
it, and white society condones it” (www.smithsonianmag.com). Johnson later denied the 
findings of the report and refused to act on its recommendations preferring instead to 
blame Communism for the riots.  
Thus the trends of deeply divided education, social advancement, and equality 
continued through the 1960s and into the 1970s. For most, A Nation at Risk (1983) 
painted a bleak and hopeless picture of public education and located urban schools in the 
U.S. within an ongoing crisis. Blame for the failure of urban schools and its reform was a 





Teacher Experiences in Slum Schools/Urban Schools 
These historical makings of urban schools allowed for the production of a new 
kind of teacher. A novice teacher entering what was clearly outlined in the literature as a 
problematic space needed guidance and instruction on how to manage the “wild beasts” 
in urban schools (Jones, 2010). Consequently, in the 1950s and 1960s, literature 
rationalized the preparation of new teachers for the demanding experiences of slum 
school/urban school teaching (Conant, 1961; Cuban, 1970; McGeogh, Bloomgarden, 
Furedi, Randolph, & Ruth, 1965; Strom, 1965; Wisniewski, 1968). In the discourse of 
teacher preparation, texts such as Crisis in Black and White (Silberman, 1964), Slums and 
Suburbs (Conant, 1961), Urban School Days (also titled Realities of the Urban 
Classroom) (Moore, 1964), Learning to Teach in Inner in Urban Schools (McGeoch et 
al., 1965), and Teaching in the Slum School (Strom, 1965) instructed early–career 
teachers on how to deal with experiences with ‘slum children’ in urban schools. In 
today’s terms, these experiences still prevail as the most of–cited and repeated discourses 
of ‘no parental involvement,’ ‘student apathy,’ ‘violent kids,’ and ‘academic failure.’ 
Moore (1964) depicts the experiences of early–career teachers as a ‘culture shock.’ 
However, these discourses situated most prevalently the “slumdwellers,” those who made 
up the urban school populations. 
‘Slumdwellers’ and Surrogate Parenting 
Crucial to the development of the modern urban school was literature in the social 
sciences and education research effectively situating the problems of slum/urban schools. 
In particular, early–career teachers learned of so–called ‘slumdwellers’ –– immigrant and 




1965; Strom, 1965). These families often were Black, Puerto Rican, Mexican American 
or other minority groups. Despite having almost no shared cultural backgrounds, in the 
educational literature, ‘slumdwellers’ supposedly shared commonalities of single, 
maternal–driven parent and poverty–income tenement households. The literature also 
emphasized what it typified as the high number of family members sharing the tenement 
housing which eventually led to children living on the streets and absent child–rearing. 
However with the continued decreasing availability of blue–collar jobs, the chances of 
increasing one’s familial wealth were difficult. Such characterizations added to the deficit 
discourse of Black families while normalizing the ‘suburban’ family. Thus, Strom (1965) 
and other researchers positioned the families of urban schools not in situational 
circumstances, but as persons identified and categorized over time as failures. Such a 
one–sided, unproblematized snapshot lacking in political, social, and cultural and 
discursive constructions of families of color became the prevailing viewpoint.  
 Pushback to the systematization and normalization of the social and intellectual 
inferiority of Black children received almost no attention (Tyack, 1974). For one, even 
Progressive, Northern groups calling for reform of the American system failed to decry 
the substandard social status of Blacks as a fictitious, social fabrication. Tyack quotes an 
educator, “As long as Negroes are the victims of lynching, police brutality, 
disfranchisement, residential covenants, higher rents, segregation, unsanitary living 
conditions, meager recreational opportunities, and other forms of discrimination…the 
social–civic aim of education is defeated” (p. 218). Thus in an attempt to (re)situate the 
discourse, educational leaders denounced not just the educational system but also the 




Presumably due to the ‘slum parents’ who were situated as absent and/or uncaring 
about the educational, and spiritual welfare of their children, teacher preparation 
literature transformed the often White, middle–class, urban, early–career teacher into the 
ideal parental model. Through such a model, urban teachers could operate “in loco 
parentis to remedy the inadequate parenting of the urban tenements” (Conant, 1961, p. 
75). Instead of its employment as a legal term based on the protection of children within 
schools, Conant means ‘en loco parentis’ literally, that in the physical or metaphorical 
absence of a slum parent, a teacher could parent. Based on the determination that poor, 
uneducated, single mothers who were incapable of providing the proper preparation for 
their children, middle–class teachers could instruct and provide ‘proper’ rearing to 
support their students’ educational progress. 
At the heart of the slum school problems is the student who is constructed as 
having little to no self–control and ignorant of acceptable social behaviors. This student is 
capable of almost any school infraction. Middle–class, White females unaccustomed to 
‘dealing with’ such behaviors needed experience that only being in the situation could 
offer. It was not unusual for sociologists to argue that urban students’ behaviors were not 
just limited to interrupting lessons or disrespect, but that increasing acts of violence had 
provoked a police presence in schools. Strom (1965) goes so far as to claim that 
arguments against such a reality were usually made by university faculty with no 
understanding of the complexities of slum schools.  
Interpreting Early–Career Teacher Experiences  
In my reading of first–hand accounts of early–career teachers in urban school 




rather how the subject who is having that experience was produced–that is, what 
dominant discourses, specific socio–cultural configurations, historical contexts and their 
accompanying normative assumptions frame and influence how that subject interprets 
what she takes to be her unmediated experience. In other words, by emphasizing 
intersected configurations of experience and identity, Scott is not interested in  
capturing the reality of the objects seen, but of trying to understand the operations of 
the complex and changing discursive processes by which identities are ascribed, 
resisted, or embraced and which processes themselves are unremarked, indeed achieve 
their effect because they aren’t noticed. (p. 33) 
 
In many ways, these first–hand accounts of the urban teacher exist within the historical, 
social, and cultural constructions described in the previous section. Within these 
constructions, the stories of these experiences rely almost entirely on invisible, but shared 
agreements that urban schools are chaotic failures encompassing and including the 
persons within.  
 A recent popular text about early–career teachers in urban school settings, 
Christina Asquith’s (2014) The Emergency Teacher: The Inspirational Story of a New 
Teacher in an Inner–City School, re–establishes the normative urban school tale from the 
moment one reads the front cover. On the cover, a New York Post’s review states, 
“Through vivid and personal anecdotes, Asquith captures the exhausting intensity of 
teaching in a chaotic environment…Exactly the kind of truth telling that is needed.”  [As 
I read this, I wonder whose truth, who is allowed to “tell” this truth, and how this truth is 
told.] In the Foreword, her former colleague and author of the book Black Hawk Down, 
Mark Bowden, gives the reader a short description of Asquith’s one year as a teacher. 
Bowden describes an energetic and passionate young journalist committed to education 




foreword gives me pause. My assumptions lead me to ask: Why is a journalist allowed to 
write the foreword of a book on educating early–career teachers? Further, the scenario of 
a professional leaving her field to “take on” teaching is not uncommon. In another recent 
media example, Tony Danza, a television actor, starred in an A&E show about becoming 
a teacher in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In his 2013 book, I’d Like to Apologize to Every 
Teacher I Ever Had: My Year as a Rookie Teacher at Northeast High, he informs the 
reader that A&E lost interest in filming when there was a lack of “drama” and, according 
to Danza, he was unwilling to generate false drama for the cameras. Thus, the urban 
school tale continues to hold sway, but only within rigid and normative tellings.  
To continue with Asquith’s story, the Philadelphia school system hired Asquith as 
an emergency–credentialed teacher with no formal training or education, “off the streets” 
within a school in which no one wanted to teach as an urban, early–career teacher. Within 
a year, she learns the in’s and out’s of a chaotic system; deals with apathetic 
administrators, and earns the trust and “full attention” of her street–smart, yet 
academically disadvantaged students. She even is able to use her “fluent command of 
Spanish.” (I hate to admit it, but aside from Bowden’s description of Asquith as a 
“heartbreakingly earnest, slender, blond, pretty, twenty–five year old,” and her leaving 
after one year, this teacher story sounded familiar (at least peripherally) to my own.) As 
she concludes her story, she writes, “I wanted to be a success story and to have a message 
that new, idealistic teachers could succeed in this environment” (Asquith, 2007, p. 188). 
What I can identify with is a unifying phenomenon in which the experience of the early–




Stories like Asquith’s are not uncommon in first–hand accounts of early–career 
teaching in urban schools. Within this terrain, all of the relevant, transparent characters 
are present: the “hero teacher,” the “street smart, but academically failed students,” “the 
first year teacher trying to put it all together,” the inept administrator usually “meaning 
well,” but irresponsible and ineffective, nonetheless; and last but not least, the district, 
which hovers over the school not unlike an evil villain waiting to inflict harm on the 
innocent people of the planet below. It is almost a prescription for TV, movies, and 
literature. While stories like Asquith’s describe the lived experiences of one teacher in 
one year of teaching, the frame in which the story is set is suspect.  
While navigating the terrain of my interpretations of early–career teacher 
experiences in urban schools in the literature, these stories of survival, chaos, and truth–
telling felt all too familiar to me. These stories resonated so often when I was reading 
that, I felt like I could identify with the early–career teacher in these stories, that their 
experiences might have been mine own. This “common understanding” is one that I 
attempt to begin to disrupt through this research. I question when I felt most comfortable, 
or when the discursive constructions of urban schools slipped more into certainty. For 
example, I look at the moments when I thought I might know how the story would 
unfold. Further, disrupting what seems natural and normal within these texts requires me 
to constantly revisit historical, social, and cultural discursive constructions of urban 
schools some of which I situated in the previous sections. Here, in these texts, those 
constructions seem almost solidified and certain. One gap I looked for is when this 




Departing from the traditional, early–career teacher tale is a body of literature 
through which researchers examine how urban school’s institutional processes and 
practices influence the experience and identities of early–career teachers. In Bullough’s 
(1989) now classic text in teacher preparation, First–Year Teacher: A Case Study, 
features Kerrie from her teacher preparation program into her second year of teaching. 
Bullough’s case study acts as an instructional text for pre–service teachers including 
activities and questions to consider throughout the chapters. The outline of the text 
functions much as a teacher preparation text might, including lesson planning, classroom 
management, and handling the problems of teaching. Undoubtedly, there is much to be 
learned here as Kerrie traverses many of the common pitfalls of beginning teaching (e.g. 
motivation and grading) and “survives” her first year. What Bullough seems to offer is an 
updated text of earlier “learning to teach” texts, however offering Kerrie’s lens, and 
including input from Kerrie’s students and principal, through which early–career teachers 
might be able to see themselves. 
Ten years after conducting his initial case study, Bullough and Baughman (1997) 
re–examine this first year teacher, in “First–Year Teacher” Eight Years Later: An Inquiry 
into Teacher Development, as she ultimately decided to leave teaching. Bullough 
combines narrative with a lens of teacher development to explore Kerry’s journey. 
Through the narrative, Kerry teaches first in a suburban, Middle–class school and 
concludes her teaching tenure in a school at times described “inner–city,” but also as an 
urban school. What distinguishes this narrative is the timespan and extensive data 
collection over ten years. Data included observation, interviews, and videotaped classes. 




allows for an exploration of teaching practices and processes that take place within 
teaching rather than an analysis of Kerry herself. Important to my thinking is Kerry’s 
descriptions of how being the subject of the study and sharing time with Bullough shaped 
her beliefs and practices around teaching. By including this data, Bullough allows for a 
different reading of ethnographies focused on early–career teachers. In the years 
following Bullough (1989), other teacher preparation narratives emerged. Other first–
year and early–career teacher narratives, such as The Naked Teacher: How to Survive 
Your First Five Years in Teaching by Louisa Leman (2006), Educating Esme by Esme 
Raji Codell (1999), My First Year as a Teacher edited by Pearl Rock Kane (1991) follow 
similar paths.  
In Struggling for the Soul: The Politics of Schooling and the Construction of the 
Teacher, Popkewitz (1998) interviewed and observed early–career, urban teachers who 
graduated from a Teach for America (TFA) program and taught in both urban and rural 
school settings. In his research intelligibility manifests through seemingly static 
educational discourses conducted through the TFA program and the socio–cultural 
discourses within urban schools. These powerful discursive structures make “possible 
what is said, ‘felt,’ and done” (p. 121) in how teachers teach. Therefore, he shifts the 
traditional discourses of early–career, urban teachers to a scaffolding of typical, 
stereotypic versions of ‘urbanness’ through which teachers become intelligible. He 
explores how pedagogy as a disciplinary and discursive practice acts as power and, thus, 
is able to construct knowledges that “make” (p. 17) the early–career, urban teacher. As 
one example, what it means to be a ‘successful’ teacher cannot be isolated from the 




positive and successful teaching practices, notions of ‘success’ are not free–floating, 
universal categories that exist outside the disciplining effects of pedagogy” (p. 121). 
Popkewitz’s ‘success’ opens up multiple meanings of what is generally understood as 
success and failure. As Urban Teacher Residencies attempt to remediate the failures of 
teacher education, Popkewitz might be suggesting that it is not the proposed failure that is 
most concerning, but the ways in which teacher education (and schooling) has 
constrained teaching and learning, and what occurs as teachers (and students) are 
produced within these constraints. 
Urban Teacher Residencies as Teacher Preparation for Urban Schools 
In this section, I explore literature on Urban Teacher Residencies as a type of 
teacher preparation to help situate the context of my participants and to revisit 
constructions of urban schools within institutional discourses. I read Urban Teacher 
Residencies as a type of reform for urban schools. Modern day policy reforms to teacher 
preparation for urban school settings have been wrapped up in professionalizing teaching 
(Holmes Group, 1986; Task Force on Professionalism, 1988; Task Force on the Teaching 
Profession, 1988), retaining and recruiting a more diversified teacher population 
(Ludwig, Kirshstein, Sidan, Ardila–Rey, & Bae, 2010; Villegas & Davis, 2007), and 
subject–matter preparation (Committee on the Study of Teacher Preparation Programs in 
the United States, 2010). The overarching purposes of policy reforms have been to 
produce quality, effective, or good teachers (NCATE, 2010), and to commit teachers to 
raising student achievement (Harris & Sass, 2007). With this thinking in mind, urban 




 The architects of the Holmes Report (1986) looked to respond “to the tensions 
always associated with constructively relating theory to practice by drawing upon the 
insights and learning available to teachers in both their academic work and clinical 
experiences” (p. 55). Research on clinical practice focusing specifically on context–
specific preparation (Haberman, 1996; Matsko & Hammerness, 2013) and bridging the 
theory–practice divide (Zeichner, 2010) has intersected to bring about the work of 
residency and urban teacher residency programs (Solomon, 2009). Consequently, the 
hallmark of the ‘residency’ is a year–long clinical practice in urban schools, intending to 
marry the theory–practice divide and embed context–specific preparation to more 
effectively prepare future teachers. 
 Based on several decades of research around the importance of clinical practice, 
the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP), formerly the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), has set teacher preparation 
programs with the task “to design clinical experiences of sufficient…duration” (CAEP, 
2013, p. 6) and for teacher candidates to “experience education in diverse situations” and 
“encounter P–12 students with differing needs… to support learning” (CAEP, 2013, p. 
20). Over the last several decades, clinical practice has come into focus as central to 
teacher preparation (McKinney, Haberman, Stafford–Johnson, & Robinson, 2008) in re–
thinking clinical learning opportunities for student teachers who might teach in urban 
settings (NCATE, 2010) and has undergirded current policy reforms around urban 
teacher residency programs. Burstein, Sears, and Wilcoxen (2012) refer to a policy brief 
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) asserting 




effective at increasing student outcomes, and who were likely to remain in teaching past 
the first year” (AACTE, 2010 as cited in Burstein, Sears, & Wilcox, 2012). In this quest 
to bridge preparation and practice through clinical practice (Klein, Taylor, Onore, Strom, 
& Abrams, 2013), teacher preparation programs have begun to offer yearlong, urban 
teacher residencies (Papay, West, Fullerton, & Kane, 2012; Tindle, Freund, Belknap, 
Green, & Shotel, 2011) for pre–service teachers seeking to begin their professional 
careers with specialized knowledges needed for urban school settings. These residencies 
allow for White, middle–class, women pre–service teachers who dominate the teaching 
field (Sleeter, 2008) to have increased time with non–White students (“diverse”) in 
particular contexts of urban schools. Therefore, ‘context’ in teacher preparation programs 
has come into view as a critical component for producing effective/good, urban, early–
career teachers.  
Hammerness & Matsko’s (2012) research argues how ‘context has content’ in 
which particularized knowledges “about economic, geographic and cultural features of 
the district, and knowledge about routines, procedures, and curriculum specific to their 
schools” (p. 574) are necessary for the success of early–career teachers. Such knowledges 
deviate from the norm. Citing Haberman (1996), Weiner (2002) refers to the norming of 
suburban schools writing, “nonurban schools and White, monolingual students are the 
norm” (p. 255). Hammerness and Matsko’s (2012) work speaks to the oft–referred 
problem of entering an urban school system. The magnitude of the urban school 
bureaucracy leaves early–career teachers feeling overwhelmed (Weiner, 2006) has also 




 The ‘theory–practice divide’ debate continues within teacher preparation with 
clinical practice at its nexus. Often understood as a starting point, Dewey (1904/1974) 
articulated differences between two methods of clinical practice within teacher 
preparation, the apprenticeship and the laboratory. In the former, in what he refers to as a 
“divorce between scholarship and method” (p. 331), a teacher becomes an “efficient 
workman” (p. 314). In the laboratory, theory represents more than the thinking and 
practice more than the doing of teaching. In order for theory to be more than the “merely 
theoretical, abstruse, remote” (p. 322), it must connect closely with a practice that goes 
beyond “setting the student upon the work of teaching” (p. 322). Knowledge is gained as 
a product of the relationship of the interaction between mind and practice, student and 
teacher, theory and practice.  
 In 1910, a major finding of the Flexner Report advocated for medical schools to 
integrate clinical practice in the field with academic preparation (Goodlad, 1970; 
Tschannen–Moran et al., 1998). In an historical turn within teacher preparation, some 
teacher educators and researchers regarded this ‘medical model’ as a plausible solution to 
what was seen as the theory–practice problem of teacher preparation. The ‘medical 
model’ (Flexner, 1910) is now oft referred to as the paradigm for urban teacher 
residencies (Berry et al., 2008). 
Undergirding residency programs is this nexus between theory and classroom 
practice (Berry et al., 2008; Grossman, Hammerness, McDonald, & Ronfeldt, 2008). 
Citing Gorodetsky, Barak, and Hadari (2007), Zeichner (2010) writes of the general 
disconnect between university and school acknowledging a continued reign of the 




knowledges. Thus a purpose of residency programs is to bring together these two pillars 
of preparation such that pre–service teachers receive the best of each of these 
knowledges. While residency programs become more prolific in the attention being paid 
to them as being able to close this gap, it is important to note that up until now residency 
programs are designed for urban school contexts, reifying particular discourses and 
knowledges. 
Pathways to teacher preparation have diverged from traditional, university–based 
programs (Fraser, 2007). Researchers have pointed to teacher residency programs as a 
“third space” (Zeichner, 2010), or a “third way” (Papay, West, Fullerton, & Kane, 2012) 
in teacher preparation, thereby neither securely stationing themselves as ‘traditional,’ nor 
‘alternative’ (Zeichner & Hutchinson, 2008) as a preparation model while at the same 
time, addressing the weaknesses of both (Berry et al., 2008). Zeichner’s ‘third space’ 
offers an “arena that combines the features of the two, formerly separate domains, 
through dialog with one another and in such a way that an entirely new territory is 
constructed, one which is fundamentally different from either individual domain” (Klein, 
Taylor, Onore, Strom, & Abrams, 2013, p. 28). During a residency, pre–service teachers 
progress through the 12–month school year with a mentor and/or cooperating teacher as 
their guide. Typically, the norm is to have some type of partnership between the urban 
school district and an organization tasked with providing the necessary certification 
and/or degree coursework specific to state regulations and for the pre–service teachers 
commit to three to six years of teaching in urban schools after graduation.  
 As previously stated, urban teacher residency programs partner an urban school 




held and operated organization or a teacher preparation program within a traditional 
university setting, and function as the site for the preparation program. Between 2002 and 
2004, Chicago, Boston, and Denver embarked on such programs (Papay et al., 2012). For 
example, in Chicago, the Academy for Urban School Leadership (AUSL) operates as a 
system for school management, staffing the schools with teachers and promoting the 
AUSL model of leadership and achievement (Berry et al., 2008). In Boston, the Boston 
Plan for Excellence (BEP) is an agreement with Boston Public Schools for the Boston 
Teacher Residency to prepare and hire ‘effective,’ new teachers (Papay, et al., 2013; 
Solomon, 2009).  
Since 2009, the U.S. Department of Education has funded teacher preparation 
programs’ partnerships with urban districts (Burstein, Sears, & Wilcoxen, 2012; Silva et 
al., 2014). According to Haberman (1996) universities and colleges initiate “pilot and 
special programs…frequently funded by special temporary state funds or private ‘soft’ 
funds” (Haberman, 1996 as cited in Weiner, 2002, p. 750). With the discretion to modify 
its programs to different extents to fit the needs of grant funding, universities seek to 
design programs modeled by federal proposals and embedded within their colleges. As 
the grant recipients, the universities function as the principal investigators and the 
districts might be considered the “partners.” The university–school partnership has 
received significant attention through professional development schools, as one means of 
integration (National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future, 1996). The urban 
teacher residency program that the UTRs in this study completed was one such program.  
 Although the selection and recruitment process varies across residency programs, 




2012). UTRs generally are graduate–level students who demonstrate a commitment to 
urban schools and who might be career changers or recent graduates. The selection 
process normally includes interviews and test requirements, and a minimum high–level 
GPA in undergraduate study. Another high priority for recruitment is race, with programs 
focusing their efforts on diversifying the teacher workforce (Berry, et al., 2008). 
 The residency program is often accompanied by a living–wage stipend. By 
accepting the stipend, the UTRs commit to teaching anywhere from one to six years once 
they become teachers of record in urban school settings. In some programs, the UTRs 
complete their internship as their first year in the school district. The stipends are funded 
through federal grant programs, third–party organizations, the school districts, or a 
combination of the three. In the studies found here, stipends ranged from $11,500 to 
$35,000. UTRs often receive mentoring during the residency program and into an 
induction period. Residency programs look to recruit individuals with preparation in 
high–needs subject areas such as math or science undergraduate degrees and to prepare 
them for high–needs specializations such as special education or English as a Second 
Language.  
 As urban teacher residency programs develop, individual programs seek ways for 
their candidates to gain knowledge for urban schools using different models. Tindle, 
Freund, Belknap, Green, and Shotel’s (2011) research on George Washington 
University’s program utilizes a recursive cycle of reflection and practice to challenge and 
confront knowledges around urban schools. The researchers point to five years of the 
program through which residents emerge with a greater sensitivity to urban communities 




teachers in the areas of literacy and special education (Burstein, Sears, & Wilcoxen, 
2012). The Urban Teacher Residents in the Accelerated Collaborative Teacher 
Preparation Program–Residency (ACT–R) developed Action Plans using student data to 
measure the student learning outcomes. The Newark Montclair Urban Teacher Residency 
(Klein et al., 2013) works deliberately in the “third space” strengthening teacher 
education and the university–school partnership by integrating “academic, practitioner, 
community, and student knowledge and not to privilege one voice over the others (Klein 
et al., 2013, p. 35). Their stated goals in producing an urban early–career teacher who is a 
“utopian creature” (p. 51) would be a worthwhile outcome of urban teacher residency 
programs. This utopian creature “drives achievement of young people,” is an “expert,” “a 
nurturer of the curiosities of herself…and her students,” a “public professional,” and an 
“agent of change,” “in solidarity with the community” to “lead social justice” (p. 51). 
While all of the programs outline the worthiness of urban teacher residency programs, 
only a couple cross over into early–career teaching. As of this writing, all of the 
residency programs in the literature took place in urban school districts. 
 Papay et al.’s (2012) study on the Boston Teacher Residency (BTR) programs 
highlights the challenges of measuring outcomes of urban teacher residents in the field. 
Since 2003, the BTR has been a partnership between the Boston Public Schools and the 
Boston Plan for Excellence. The BTR graduates now make up approximately one–third 
of new teachers in the district. Using a value–added analysis, they compared the 
effectiveness of BTR graduates in math and English language arts to non–BTR graduates. 
Their results point to similar achievement rates on ELA scores, but lower scores of the 




in–depth, finally concluding how, over time, it is possible that the student test scores in 
mathematics of the BTR graduates would ‘catch up’ and, maybe even surpass, their 
colleagues. In measuring the “effectiveness” of the BTR graduates in comparison with 
non–BTR graduates, the data showed even greater differences amongst its own sub–
group than it did with the non–BTR group. The BTR program holds possibilities for 
considering how to tap into the work of urban teacher residents as they become early–
career teachers, yet as their outcomes show, “teacher effectiveness” might be more 
complex than the tools utilized, and possibly insufficient for prescribing new pathways to 
‘reforming’ teacher education. Other researchers have turned the lens towards preparation 
for ‘context’ as a potential avenue for improving the procedures and practices of teacher 
education. 
 Hammerness & Matsko (2012) articulate a gap in residency research and work 
under the proposition that preparation for urban schools is too broad of a context. Instead, 
they argue that one urban school district is not the same as another. Therefore, it is 
important for research on teacher education to contextualize the setting. The UTRs in this 
study were prepared for urban schools, but not specifically for any one district and are 
now working in different districts.  
Two particular driving forces propelled the writing of the Urban Teacher 
Residency program from which the teachers in this dissertation graduated. One, in 2009, 
the United States Department of Education (USED) issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) 
inviting Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) to submit a grant proposal with the 
purpose of 1) creating an urban teacher residency program and/or 2) reforming their 




collaboration with two other universities in the northeastern United States submitted a 
proposal encompassing both goals. The submitted proposal included both components of 
the RFP and simultaneously addressed calls for: 1) for lengthy clinical experiences that 
take place in 2) diverse settings (CAEP, 2013). In late 2009, the USED awarded the 
partnership of three universities the first year of a projected $8.6 million, five–year grant. 
I neither participated in the writing of the application nor the development of the 
program. 
 For the purposes of this study, it is important to note that possible study 
participants, as UTRs in this program completed a year–long, clinical residency program 
in urban school contexts. In 2009, the United States Education Department (USED) 
funded a partnership of three, state universities in the northeastern United States to 
develop a teacher preparation program with a year–long clinical experience known as an 
urban teacher residency. The universities partnered with the goal of recruiting, preparing 
and retaining 60 new teachers in urban schools in one state. The grant proposed four 
cohorts over five years, with each university graduating five Urban Teacher Residents 
yearly. I focused on one university’s four cohorts of 15 Urban Teacher Residents as 
potential participants in this study. 
In the fall of 2009, the university developed the urban teacher residency program. 
By January of 2010, the first cohort of five UTRs began coursework and field 
experiences. By July 2011, the first cohort had fulfilled all of the requirements of the 
program. Since the residency program’s cohorts ran concurrently, the second group of 





year, two cohorts were enrolled in the residency program. This cycle continued until 
2014 when four cohorts of UTRs completed their programs.  
 Urban Teacher Residents completed the urban teacher residency program 
encompassing including Master’s coursework, teacher licensure, and a year–long 
residency. At the start of the program, UTRs enrolled in the university’s traditional 
Master’s program in one of three programs: Special Education, Bilingual Education, or 
English as a Second Language. The university’s Master’s program was not modified for 
the grant program. The grant writers developed eight module outlines. Course instructors 
with an individually–designed syllabus implemented each outline. The state approved the 
pedagogy–specific modules. The modules took place over the first 13 months of the 
program. The full–year of student teaching in an urban school took place in the second 
half of the program. The process of preparation also required the residents to attend 
workshops and seminars, observe classrooms over 30 hours, and fulfill all obligations of 
student teachers in the traditional graduate programs.  
 The program assigned each Urban Teacher Resident to an urban school for the 
yearlong residency. The UTRs began the school year in classrooms aligned with their 
state certification areas and continued in these same placements over a ten–month period 
from September (the start of the school year) through June (the end of the school year). 
They were required to attend this residency four days per week. Collaborating teachers 
who co–taught with UTRs were selected through a process including university staff, 
school personnel, and self–selection. As a component of the program, UTRs committed 




graduating from the program, the grant program obligated the UTRs to teach in an urban 
school for three years.  
 According to the urban teacher residency program in this study, the UTRs 
committed to teaching in an urban school. The early–entry teacher preparation program 
in which the residency program is housed utilizes the terms urban schools and suburban 
schools to describe the school settings in which pre–service teachers complete clinical 
experiences. The program utilizes the state’s District Factor Grouping (DFG) to designate 
a school’s category. During the program, UTRs have “field” experiences in university– 
designated urban schools, preferably in the schools in a grant–university sponsored 
partnership school.  
 After the program’s completion, the three–year commitment in an urban school is 
based on the United States Education Department’s (USED) definition of a high–needs 
school. Each year, the USED publishes a database of high–needs schools. This list is 
accessed online through the “Teacher Cancellation Low–Income” website. The schools 
are identified on a three–tiered system (see Appendix C) based on number of students 
qualifying for free and reduced lunch, teacher certification, and teacher turnover rates. 
The USDOE list represents schools considered to be urban and rural.  
Throughout this literature review, I have attempted to attend to the parallels and 
complexities of urban school discourses found in policy and research. In the first part of 
the review, overlapping and supporting the constructions of urban schools, are the early 
productions of teacher preparation texts in which students and families become known 
through coded racialized systems, policy, and social systems. As these discourses 




‘truths’ of the people within urban communities. I read through these discourses, the 
systematized “truths” around success, failure, and achievement, and whose right to be 
educated becomes foreclosed. Additionally, such texts have produced other popular texts 
of first–year teachers that “tell” the true story of urban schools and, through multiple 
ways, (re)inscribe these truths complicating the telling of other kinds of teacher stories. 
Thus for early–career teachers entering this discursive field, navigating these racial 
discourses, even for the teachers of colors in this study (and most especially for me), is 
problematic. It is through these discourses that I have made meaning of what it is to be a 
“student,” “teacher,” and “teacher educator.” I stumble over what I may have taken for 














INTERLUDE: (RE)TURNING HOME 
In 1977, my family crossed the country for the second time in less than six years. 
We were a large family with five children and this size often dictated our financial status. 
Instead of moving back to my mother or father’s cities of birth, we moved in with my 
mother’s sister in the state’s third largest city. Opening their home to us were my 
mother’s sister, her husband and their four children. They lived on what was considered 
to be the “good” side of they city. The “good” side, then and still today, is populated 
with spacious, well–furnished, multi–level homes on tree–lined streets. Leaving my aunt 
and uncle’s house, over the course of the next three years, we would live in low–income 
neighborhoods within the city.  
In the late 1800s this city’s industry boomed. Its proprietors of industry built 
mansions and a park in a micro–neighborhood. Common to other urban areas in the 
Northeastern United States, the combination of the loss of its major industry and social 
policies surrounding ‘White flight’ decimated opportunities and access for its residents 
the city and its schools. With small microcosms of middle to upper–class families living 
in the city both then and now, the city’s community is comprised mainly of African–
American and Latino families from working–class to low–income communities. 
 In the early 1980s, my brother, the eldest of my siblings, attended the city’s high 
school. At that time, the school’s reputation was already well established. According to 
low test scores, high dropout rates, and low college attendance rates, it ranked as one of 
the lowest–“performing” schools in the state. It resides in the within the milieu of schools 
commonly depicted in and made artificial through movies, texts, and the morning news.  




In the mid–1980s, Hollywood came calling reifying for the general public what 
makes urban schools and solidifying a school reputation that even today is difficult to 
dispel. Lean On Me (1989), a Hollywood film about one urban school “represented” the 
plight of urban education and, yet, “over”emphasized the school’s deteriorated state by 
adding graffiti to the main hallways. More than one school–related official objected to 
this partial (mis)representation. In an article originally published in June 1988 for the 
Philadelphia Inquirer, William Kline, assistant and former principal of Eastside High 
School from 1971 to 1979 noted the film’s unabashed buy–in to the (re)presentation of 
urban schools, "I'm fed up with the type of publicity that demeans children and promotes 
untruths. . . I don't think (the movie's producers) would portray their own children in that 
light" (philly.com) In the same article, an official from the local school remarked, 
"The…school system is going to come out looking like a Blackboard jungle" (philly.com). 
Other school representatives argued for the principal (not necessarily the film). Thus, a 
lack of agreement of the school’s “urbanness,” was lost within to the powerful discourses 
of failed schooling and violent students.  
* * * 
Why don’t you come work at my school?” Harriet asked me as we sipped hot tea 
in my favorite little café in town. 
“No.” I responded quickly, knowing that of all my teaching options, this was not 
the one for me. 
“Why not?” she asked with a curious and somewhat intense look on her face. 
“Well, been there, done that.” I couldn’t help but think about how my family had 




“School ABC is a really good school. It’s not like other schools. You should really 
think about it.” As I looked at her, she seemed sincere and convinced that this was a 
good opportunity for me. I wasn’t so sure. I had just made a huge life change. I felt 
vulnerable and a little unsure. “I really don’t think so.” At this point, I was just trying to 
be polite. 
“I’ll tell you what. I’ll call the principal. I will tell her all about you. Do you have 
a résumé? Then, if she calls you, you can decide whether or not you’re interested in 
talking with her.” Harriet looked hopeful. I looked at her carefully.  
“Ok. Sounds good.” I agreed halfheartedly, at best. We finished our tea with hugs 
and well wishes. 
As I walked the short distance home, I thought about our conversation. Harriet 
was one of the first friends I had made after returning to New Jersey. She was African–
American, in her late 40’s, early 50’s, funny and smart. We often discussed educational 
topics, becoming passionate and even angry, about how education often worked against 
the families and students who lived within its boundaries. I was not always comfortable 
opening up to other people. I had come to trust her and I thought maybe I could consider 
this position as the next step in my teaching career. 
* * * 
As I began the process of doing research, I drove directly to the high school 
where an early–career teacher had agreed to talk with me. Having made this drive to the 
school before, I knew the route and that it would take approximately 25 minutes to reach 
my destination. On this day, the school was pretty much as I expected it to be. Decades 




teachers have always been highly professional and collaborative. The hallways were 
quiet and devoid of children. There was student artwork up in the halls and school 
awards could be seen. In 2011, the district divided the school into three academies each 
with its own administrative staff, students, and school space. The campus is large, such 
that one of the principals has remarked how she spends twenty minutes crossing the 
length of the school. The quiet of the school belied its reputation amongst the teacher 
candidates in the university setting.  
It was not uncommon in the college where I taught to hear many White, female, 
pre–service candidates respond with concern when they heard of their placement in this 
school as part of their teacher preparation fieldwork. When I asked Ann how she felt 
about the school, she talked about how her knowledge of the school had shifted from one 
based almost entirely on a singular and uncontested truth formed within a public image 
to one in which she begins to question long–standing, essentialized perceptions of 
“wayward youth." This process took place between her pre–service preparation and in–
service teaching. 
…I can’t say I wasn’t one of those people where before if you would have told me  
that I was working in [name of school] where…I mean that was my high school. I 
would probably be like, “Oh my god. No way…But now it’s like…I walk these 
halls and the kids are nothing like that. And I think I realized that they’re 
absolutely nothing, they’re mainly the complete opposite. Yeah, fights happen. 
Fights happen everywhere. And yes, there are, uh, kids that [pause] may be in jail 
or are into the wrong things, but you have kids in every school like that who are 
like that. It might be more prevalent here, but every school has it. They just…you 
just don’t know about it as often as you would know about it here because of it 
[pause] of people knowing the district.” (Ann, UTR) 
 
During the course of the interview, Ann interacts easily with the students and within her 
school setting. Outside of the main office of Ann’s school, I encountered the university–




principal’s office (the principal was out of the building). While I waited for Ann, she 
introduced me to the assistant principal and we participated in small talk. 
As I waited, I looked forward to talking with Ann, having known her since 2012 
when she first contacted the university about the Urban Teacher Residency program. 
Since then, we have had numerous in–person and virtual conversations. After about 15 
minutes, Ann showed up in the main office. After a quick hug and exchange of 
pleasantries, she led me to the back of the library where she thought we could talk quietly 
and mostly in private. There were two students wearing headphones in the corner, but 
when I expressed my concern, Ann insisted that they would not pay attention to us.  
 As Ann and I talked, I realized how Ann had consistently interchanged the words 
“urban schools” with “failing schools.” In my research questions, I talked about urban 
schools, however she referred consistently to “failing schools.” I asked her the following 
hypothetical question: “If all of the students passed all of the standardized tests, would 
your school still be a failing school?” Her response was that it would. She made the 
observation that “with your violence, your home setting, your testing…all that stuff 
combined…combining all that stuff together is going to put urban schools in a failing 
district.”  
Her language around failing schools occupies several power/knowledge 
positionalities. Although I heard her use the words, the discourse of “failing” was such a 
powerful part of the lexicon of the urban schools in which I worked, that, initially, I 
missed it. It is in these spaces, between the discourse as it is spoken and the response (or 
lack of) in which I engage the possibility to interrogate my own assumptions around 




‘scaffolding of discourses’ and reinforces my own argument towards interrogating how 
we think about urban schools as it is named.  
Gloria Ladson–Billings (2000) writes about returning home with a certainty that I 
long for, but find difficult to share. She writes, “Today, as I attempt to do my own work I 
am struck by the growing number of scholars of color who have chosen to go back into 
those fields, construction sites, and kitchens to give voice to their own people––their 
perspectives, worldviews, and epistemologies” (p. 270). Returning to do curricular 
research in an urban community I once called home, I am uncertain about “going back” 
and “giving voice” and who I will be as a researcher amongst my “own people.” I seek 
to trouble this place through multiple returns and my own multiple subjectivities have 
been produced and reproduced, intersecting, supporting, rejecting, connecting and 
clashing in my roles. I am researcher, and I am Other. This was my home, and yet it is 
not. I return again and again. In repeated returns throughout my life, through this place, 
I am partially, incompletely, multiply, and impossibly constituted as African–American, 
woman, former free–lunch student, sibling, family member, woman, teacher, teacher 
educator, and doctoral student–researcher. 
* * * 
I sat in the school’s Main Office on a wooden bench while I waited to speak with 
the vice principal. Looking out through the school’s wall of windows into the brightly–lit 
hallway, I see variations of brownness, from skin that is deeply brown to a shade not 
really brown at all, but not quite white. Some students are alone, and others talk and 
laugh in pairs or small groups. In this setting, almost, but not all, of the students live in 




am here, what is raced, classed, and gendered feels palpable to me. It is in voices calling 
to one other by name and by shared and unspoken agreements and in a warmth of bodies, 
of brown girls with arms linked, fingers touching one another’s arms with gentleness, 
kindness. Black and brown boys walk close enough to touch, sometimes not quite, and 
sometimes with a light bump of the shoulders that I read as endless recognitions of 
selves. I cannot help but see my nephews who were once young Black males walking 
through hallways, joking, glad to be free for a moment from a teacher’s watchful eye. 
Later, racialized constitutions of Blackness and Black masculinities conflicted with a 
totalizing, suffocating, and normalized curriculum of accountability, and my nephews lost 
their “right” to these spaces.  
My personal and professional subjectivities clash within this district’s discourses. 
I remember my kindergarten classroom as a place of wonder. It was filled with books, 
paint, paper, and the apparatuses found in the world of the make–believe. I learned how 
to read in this district. My first–grade teacher, Mrs. Campbell, an African–American 
woman, demonstrated such joy over my enthusiasm for reading that I forever considered 
myself to be a “good reader.” As I later taught young children how to read and write in 
this district, I could not help but remember my own primary literacy experiences and seek 









III – METHODS 
In this study, I employ a narrative methodology to investigate within urban school 
contexts cross–sections of early–career teacher experiences and my own urban school 
positionalities including student, teacher, teacher educator, and researcher. Undergirding 
and exploring how discourses in power/knowledge frameworks operate in urban schools, 
I situate race, and racialized systems of meaning, as intersections within these 
positionalities: I am an African–American woman, four of the six teachers in the study 
are women of color, and the overwhelming majority populations in the schools in which 
they teach are students of color. In teacher stories of urban schools, I explicitly layer 
perspectives and descriptions of early–career teachers with my own (re)collected stories 
of teaching and learning in urban contexts and in teacher education programs in order to 
explore how these stories intersect with discourses within urban school settings. In this 
study, I trace stories of urban teaching these within the material and discursive contexts 
of their production.  
Although the defining of narrative itself is contentious, in the most general of 
terms, narrative inquiry investigates how human beings might make meaning of lived 
experiences through story (Holland et al., 1988; Squire, Andrews, & Tambokou, 2008). 
Specifically, narrative inquiry is a way of understanding and inquiring into experience 
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Underlying Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) assumptions 
is the notion that experience is the stories that people live and tell and narrative inquiry 
provides a method of understanding this experience. They determine narrative inquiry to 




Narrative methodologies in which the researcher situated herself brought into 
focus questions of privilege and voice, specifically who had authority or power to tell a 
story. Denzin and Lincoln (2000) describe the “moment’ in the postmodern “turn” of 
“storytelling” in narrative inquiry in which ethnographers initiated a “refusal to privilege 
any method of theory” (Richardson, 1997, p. 173 in Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Prior to its 
emergence in educational studies, autobiography’s origins existed largely in philosophy 
and literature and focused primarily on essentialized male perspectives. Through her 
interrogations of autobiography in ethnographic research, Gilmore (1994) challenges how 
“the Augustinian lineage drawn by traditional studies of autobiography has naturalized 
the self–representation of (mainly) white, presumably, heterosexual, elite men” (p. 5). 
The saliency of this perspective saturates this research in my naming of myself as an 
African–American woman engaging in qualitative research. As I read through my own 
experiences and narratives of early–career teaching, Hayano’s (1979) research on his 
“own” cultural context helps me to consider how to complicate cultural and social norms 
of research by turning the lens of investigation towards my own subjectivities. Narrative 
work, and specifically autobiographical research, (re)situated assumptions and beliefs of 
one’s own research practices and interpretations. While I engage in these methods, I hold 
in regard the methodological invitation to interrogate my own assumptions and 
interpretations around stories as I engage in the telling. 
Critical Race Theory centralizes norms of storytelling and counter–storytelling 
and shares with narrative inquiry the need to interrogate research as a neutral process 
shedding light on how relationships of power inform accounts of “others” as well as how 




(Ladson–Billings & Tate, 1995). As the construction of urban schooling is so intimately 
tied to race and racializations, a CRT focus helps me to attend to this vital dimension in 
the teachers’ characterizations of their experiences and in my own tellings. In this work, I 
engage in the narrative methodologies of sharing my own lived experiences, exploring 
and interpreting the lived experiences of the teachers in the study, and also developing 
counter–storytelling. 
Delgado (1989) introduces counter–storytelling for dual purposes: as a method for 
storytelling and as a tool for challenging dominant discourses steeped in power and 
privilege. They demand an intense and focused troubling of the meanings that we have 
constructed around youth of color in urban schools. A narrative in which privilege sits 
uncontested is a narrative with the power to harm. Thus counter–stories contest, unearth, 
and blur our knowledges – what we know to be true and what we assume as truth. Most 
importantly, counter–stories inspire reform. It is not enough to tell a story. The author of 
the counter–story in education research invites all within shouting distance to take up its 
message and dare to shift the dominant narratives (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). 
 Narrative inquiry also traces the lived experiences of teachers in schools 
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Jersild, 1955) and has broadened and extended the 
meaning we make around first–year and early–career teacher experiences (Bullough, 
1989, 2008). While these works have included various levels of observation within in 
schools, they also have relied, as does this study, on teacher interview studies for analysis 
(Michie, 2005, 2009). In the tradition of Critical Race Theory, which centralizes race and 
racism, and in accordance with CRT’s accompanying theoretical alignments, as 




and AsianCrit, FemCrit, TribalCrit and WhiteCrit (Yosso, 2005), I rely on hearing the 
stories and counterstories of teachers of color as persuasive (re)tellings of urban 
schooling. From narrative inquiry with teachers in schools, I also bring to this study the 
intersection between knowledge and context. Elbaz–Luwisch (2007) refers to the:  
discussion of the complexity of the professional knowledge landscape of teaching, 
showing how it is shaped by sacred stories passed down in the culture at large and the 
school system more directly about what constitutes knowledge, what learning and 
teaching should look like, and how schools should conduct their business. (p. 367) 
Clandinin and Connelly’s (1995, 1996) attention to this ‘professional knowledge 
landscape’ takes into account the historical, social, cultural, and political makings of 
urban schools “within which the knowledge of teaching originates, is shaped, and is 
brought into use” (Elbaz–Luwisch, 2007, p. 367). In this vein, knowledge of urban 
teachers and communities is deeply embedded within and shaped by broader discourses. 
As with the teachers in this study, teacher stories speak to dominant discourses, while the 
teachers simultaneously and continuously (re)situate their personal understandings and 
classroom practices. 
In this study, I rely on my interpretations of the early–career teachers narratives 
surrounding their first years of teaching and my own personal stories deployed directly as 
“interludes” and, also, throughout the writing. As a novice qualitative researcher, Luttrell 
(2010) offered both support and guidance as I “take up a journey that can be unsettling—
filled with false starts, impasses, and surprises” (p. 1). Poststructual researchers who 
undertake narrative inquiry caution the construction of narratives premised on “Cartesian, 
Hegelian, and positivist epistemologies that assume the historical progress of man toward 
absolute knowledge and freedom” (St. Pierre and Pillow, 2000, p. 6). Such narration 




omniscient narrator claiming universal and atemporal general knowledge" (Richardson & 
St. Pierre, 2005, p. 961) rather than embedded within particular cultural contexts at 
particular moments in time. I have inflected this study with poststructural tensions around 
qualitative research recognizing how poststructurally inflected versions of narrative 
inquiry provide researchers with one, among many analytic lenses, through which 
researchers might trouble static (re)presentations of experience and story (Chase, 2005) 
thus attending to a poststructural emphasis that resists analyses filled with certainty and 
stability.  
 Utilizing narrative analysis through teacher stories and first person vignettes, I re–
read the interview transcripts multiple times “arriving” at multiple interpretations. I 
attempted “to resist an easy story” (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012, p. 3), therefore I 
acknowledge that what I include is partial and incomplete. Additionally, I felt motivated 
and inspired by the propositions of interrogating the discourses around urban schools 
such that they might be wedged open and open to ongoing interpretation. 
I consider this work a narrative inquiry influenced by Foucault’s 
conceptualizations around discourse and power/knowledge as I am interested in exploring 
through a broad lens the layered analyses of urban schools as sites of institutional 
discourses. As I discussed in Chapter One, through discourse power is exercised and 
moves through multiple aspects of this work. I explore these constructions in relation to 
how these early–career teachers talk about their experiences and how they tell their 
stories. Considering my methodology and methods through poststructural and CRT 





Undergirding and guiding my attempt to engage in an explanation of the methods 
is also the attempt to question, guided by poststructural theories, an ‘omnipresent 
method’ of reflexivity common to traditional, qualitative inquiries. In what Pillow (2003) 
refers to as a ‘ubiquitous method,’ qualitative researchers are asked to provide a 
reflexivity of one’s identity, relationship to the study and perhaps to the participants in 
the study.  
In the 1970s, researchers began to shift reflection into a type of reflexivity. At that 
time, anthropologists began courting reflexivity rather than reflection as a way to 
construct an awareness of “other” and of “self” that had largely been absent in 
ethnographic research (Pillow, 2003). Despite these shifts, at times qualitative research 
can treat reflexivity as a ‘redemptive process’ (Popkewitz, 1998), acting as a safeguard to 
protect the intricacies of the methodological decisions, offering suggestions to improve 
the study, and validating the researcher by making autobiographical disclosures regarding 
the biases of the study (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The 
humanist assumptions focusing on a static and enduring “I” within this kind of reflexivity 
generates questions such as: How am I choosing or analyzing the ‘data’? and What do I 
learn when ‘looking back’ through the data?  
Smith and Watson (2010) write of the making of the autobiographical subject as a 
component of the act of creating an autobiography. Framing the autobiographical 
subjectivity are memory, experience, identity, space, embodiment, and agency. 
Throughout this work, I have chosen to write through an exploration of experience and 




urban schooling and in my renderings and interpretations of the stories of teachers. 
Mediated through memory and language, experience is already an interpretation of the 
past and of place in a culturally and historically specific present (Smith and Watson, 
2010).  
 As a qualitative researcher, Bogdan & Biklen’s (2007) implore me to “let it all 
hang out…confess your mistakes, your inadequacies, your prejudices, your likes and 
dislikes” (p. 122); however, Pillow’s (2003) interrogation of reflexivity rejects “a 
confessional act, a cure for what ails us, or practice that renders familiarity” (p. 177). 
Pillow traces the “confession” in qualitative research to the “interpretive turn” of 
narrative inquiry in which researchers could no longer simply “tell” a story (Geertz, 1988 
in Pillow, 2003). Theorists, including those working within poststructural thought, 
questioned claims of objectivity in research and, further, examined power relations 
between the researcher and the researched. Issues regarding how to question and make 
visible an interpretive process of representation grew. Pillow re–situates reflexivity not as 
a cure or an overindulgence, but as an intention towards an actively unsettling, to resist 
the temptation to arrive at a solidified and certain identity. She refers to this practice as 
‘reflexivities of discomfort.’ As I attempt to attend to Pillow’s (2003) discomfort and 
“messiness,” I turn to Villenas (2002) who, as a Latina, engaged in an interview study 
with Latina women, complicated intersections of “Other.” 
Pillow (2003) cites Villenas’ (2002) “This Ethnography Called My Back: 
Writings of the Exotic Gaze, “Othering” Latina, and Recuperatng Xicanisma” as an 
example of the self–reflexivity she is suggesting. As in my positionality statement, I am 




positionings including her own resignification of insider/outsider. As Pillow points out, 
Villenas is simultaneously exploring how “we often struggle against our own complicity 
in adopting and gazing through Western male eyes” (p. 191). Her subjectivities, Xicana 
and indigenous, native, anthropologist, daughter, mother, and ethnographer, are at once 
present and suspect. In her use of reflexivity, she looks for and questions the 
performances–her participants as well as her own.  
In the analysis of the data, I attempted to pay attention to how I “perform” and 
how I interpreted this performance. In Villenas’ (2002) messy example, she rejects 
storytelling’s linearity, instead highlighting her border–crossings across static roles of the 
researcher and researched. She willingly interrogates her positionalities as researcher 
while exploring the broader contexts of culture all within the confines of her qualitative 
research. Interwoven throughout these meanderings are her cords of social justice–
ultimately, the centralized focus of her writing. In her words, she:  
focused on the ways in which the women told their stories and made decisions about 
word choices and verb tenses as well as the gestures, movements, feeling, and 
emotions they expressed. By focusing on the interactions between the telling (the 
moment of acting and feeling in the interview) and the told (the content), I attempted 
to create a story that stressed the textual and the process, the worldview and the 
practice. (p. 82) 
 
The sifting, sorting, and analyzing of data that I undertake shifts between analyses of the 
discourses in which I still am assuming the ‘telling,’ the ‘told’ and my own moments in 
which my subjectivities open, close, and shift within the power relations being expressed.  
In the proceeding sections, I present the “procedural qualities” (Popkewitz, 1998, 
p. 141) of my methods which include data collection and analysis; however I entered a 
complicated world of research with epistemological problematics as suggested in 




legitimate contribution to educational research (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Marshall & 
Rossman, 2011), and are acceptable, researchers working in poststructural framings and 
critical perspectives have grappled with these methods (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012; Lather, 
2004; Scheurich, 1995).  
With these methodologies in mind, and as I engaged in the process of analyzing 
data, I turned to Scheurich’s (1995) “A Postmodern Critique of Research Interviewing” 
to help me frame my thinking around interviewing and data analysis. Scheurich shifts the 
acts of interviewing and data analysis from an objective reality to the contingencies 
around these acts including individuals, time, and place. These acts are subject to ‘endless 
interpretation’ altering possible meanings and understandings around the research. Thus 
throughout the analysis, I will refer to my own subjectivities and positionalities as a way 
of attending to the (im)possibilities of ‘making meaning’ from data. 
Scheurich (1995) considers a complex ‘creative interaction’ between the 
conscious and the unconscious, which as he states is “severely bounded by restrictions of 
modernist assumptions about selves, language, and communication” (p. 63). Thus 
transcribing and coding exist as attempts toward creating a construction of meaning. 
What they “hide” is the unconscious “baggage” that all interviewers and interviewees 
carry with them. It is this unconscious baggage, and not the formal technicalities of 
transcribing and coding, that actually shape the interview, the interview data, and the 
‘outcomes.’ According to Scheurich, a researcher who attempts to shed this baggage in 
favor of objectivity cannot. In this dissertation, I have attempted to name, and through the 
interludes, situate my complex, sometimes contradictory positionalities, which in turn, 




troubled assumptions of data collection methods including what is considered to be data, 
how researchers read an interpret this data, and how results become (re)presented as 
findings. I assume that the information collected in the interviews and focus groups is 
subject to my own interpretations, not only of what will “count” in my own stories as 
data for my study, but also participants’ responses to my posed interview questions. 
Data Collection Methods 
I conducted this study through individual interviews and one focus group session 
with a group of teachers who graduated from a graduate–level, university–based urban 
teacher residency program and who have worked as teachers in urban school settings. 
The six teachers who participated in this study completed between three to six years of 
teaching in urban school settings. I previously worked at the university from which these 
early–career teachers graduated. Using my work e–mail address, I sent an e–mail to all 12 
of potential early–career teacher study participants informing them of my dissertation 
research and asking for their participation (Appendix A). I utilized both their former 
university e–mail addresses and personal e–mails for the communication. I arranged 
interviews to take place on– and off–campus according to the preference of the teacher. 
The e–mail invite also included an invitation to join me for one of two focus group 
sessions. After communicating with the teachers, I arranged for the focus group session 
to take place in a room on the university campus in order to accommodate a larger group. 
At the beginning of each interview and/or focus group session, I asked the teachers to 
sign a consent form (Appendix B) to participate in the interview and focus group session. 






• I e–mailed, 12 possible participants, describing my study, and specifically 
detailing that participation would entail: 1) at least one in–depth, individual, 
interview lasting between 60 – 90 minutes each and 2) at least one, collective 
focus group session.  
From a pool of 12 possible participants who met all criteria for my study, I recruited four 
teachers for individual interviews and six teachers for one focus group session. Three of 
the same early–career teachers participated both in the interviews and the focus group 
session. Each interview lasted between 45–90 minutes. All six respondents to the focus 
group session chose the same date to participate. 
What is Data?  
In alignment with St. Pierre and Pillow (2000) who have asked, “What counts as 
data?” (p. 10), I attended to re–articulations of ‘data.’ In summarizing ‘data and evidence’ 
in qualitative research, Freeman, de Marrais, Pressler, Roulston, & St. Pierre (2007) 
acknowledge the interpretive nature of what “counts” as data and thus what gets included 
in data collection, its lack of neutrality, and assumptions of value. According to 
Scheurich, data also occurs in, around, and through the interview through the interactions 
and noninteractions of the persons talking, the location, and the larger world outside of 
the interview. It is the life of the living or a ‘wild profusion’ that is “everything that 
escapes or exceeds this binary is chaos (because it is not encapsulated by the binary) and 
an openness or freedom for the interviewer and interviewee” (Scheurich, 1995, p. 72). 
Scheurich’s characterization of interviewing is especially important to this study because 




moments when as these interviews were taking place, the teachers and I seemed to be 
having an extended conversation based on previous conversations and engrossed in an 
environment within which these past relationships have taken place. 
I also attempted to keep these qualitative suggestions in mind as I selected what I 
would include as data, how much data I would include, and how that data might be 
situated as its own narrative. Such attendance included my asking: How many data points 
am I supposed to have? When my own stories intersected with the teachers, I wondered: 
Is this data? Finally, as these teachers' stories intersected with my own personal 
interjections and historicizing of discourses, I continuously found myself somewhat 
nervously asking: Is this research?  
In this study, I included as data “interludes,” which story my own experiences in 
urban school settings. These interludes occur between chapters and reflect my personal 
wanderings and wonderings as I encounter my own subjectivities around early–career 
teaching in urban school contexts. These stories are fragments, in that they are 
incomplete both in my own telling and my interpretation, what I may have excluded from 
them and in that as I partially describe when, how, and where these stories take place. 
There are parts of these stories that I could explore further. Instead of making claims to 
one universal, general knowledge within this research, I assert my authority as a person 
of color, employing a lens of Critical Race Theory to tell my own stories. I posit my own 
partial, localized knowledge as an opportunity to write through (Richardson, 2000) my 
interpretations of the teacher’s experiences, as well as my own. In Chapter VI, I include 




am hopeful for these stories to challenge racialized and systematized notions of families 
within urban school communities. 
Interviews  
In this study, I interacted with four early–career teachers in individual interviews 
(Rapley, 2004). The interviews took place off–campus. I audio–recorded the interviews 
using Voice Memos on my iPhone and Notability application on my iPad. I transcribed 
these using Microsoft Word. In accordance with St. Pierre and Pillow (2000), I also 
collected informal interactions that occur including e–mails, phone calls and in–person 
communications, and informal conversations before or after the interviews or focus group 
sessions.  
Focus Group Sessions  
My methods of data collection for the focus groups sessions paralleled the 
interviews. I recruited via e–mail all 12 of the previously identified teachers for a focus 
group session. Thus this was not a separate and distinct population of teachers. I invited 
the same group of teachers to the interview and to the focus group. Of the five teachers 
who participated in the focus group, three had been interviewed individually. Before the 
session began, I asked the two teachers to sign the Consent Form who had not already 
signed for the interview. I took researcher notes during the focus group session.  
I interviewed the teachers utilizing a protocol, and as the protocol was semi–
structured, its open structure allowed for the teachers to speak most extensively to 
whichever individual topics seemed to be of importance to each of them, the process 
varied across all of them. The variance occurred in their choice of topics, emphasis and 




guide the interview and focus group sessions, in the analysis I found myself struggling in 
my interpretations of the deficit–language, both in their talk and my own, that often 
saturate the urban school context. At the beginning and end of each interview, I reiterated 
to the teachers that they could ask their own questions, answer questions as they chose 
(for example, in response to, “Is this what you are asking for?), or simply not answer at 
all.  
Data Analysis 
Within this work, I am inspired towards “an inquiry that might produce different 
knowledge and produce knowledge differently” (Lather, 2013). I read Lather’s (2013) 
words as a pushback on the normalizing and marginalizing “gold standard” of positivistic 
research, but also a need to (re)define how we (collective) have come to know what we 
know through the research process. Therefore, as I write through the personal narratives 
and interpret the interviews and focus group session, I did not strive towards the gold 
standard, or the certainty of scientific research. Instead, I paid close attention to how I 
was interpreting and analyzing what this group of early–career teachers said around their 
experiences in urban schools, as well as how these narratives intersected with my own, 
and how those proximities might influence my interpretations. As was my intention, in 
these informal interviews and one focus group, the teachers and I conversed about the 
questions I prepared, but other thoughtful storytelling as well, as they arose.  
My methodological stances informed my data analysis as I (re)considered how 
my poststructural, Critical Race Theory and Foucaultian lenses intersected in 1) what I 
eventually selected as data and 2) how I interpreted this data. To begin, I reviewed and 




discourse and power/knowledge circulations. I looked for the places where power seemed 
to be exercised including through race and common–sense discourses (around both 
teachers and students) with/in urban teaching. Which discourses showed up and how? 
How did these power circulations influence the representations the teachers shared of 
themselves and their students? Additionally, in regards to the CRT lens, I looked for data 
where race as power seemed to be in operation. 
Attending to notions of self–reflexivity, Villenas (2002) and Pillow (2003)’s work 
helped me to reframe the question of data interpretation from “What do I learn when I 
look back through the data?” to “How will the process of becoming researcher write me 
as I construct what will “count” as “data” as well as select and interpret data?” I 
attempted to “address my own complicity in textually framing the lives” (Villenas, 2002, 
p. 77) of early–career teachers and keep vigilant to the claims of urban schools within 
commonly conceived constructs. So that I might be able to record as much of the 
teachers’ narratives as possible, I included long quotes to have their words present in 
these chapters, alongside my readings of their stories. Even so, these lengthy quotes were 
of my choosing and my choosing alone, which may reflect more on my own process as 
researcher than their responses as participants and storytellers. As does Villenas, I sought 
to be wary of historical, cultural, social, political and discursive constructs and how they 
intersect with the teacher story, but also how I performed as I heard these teacher stories. 
I re–read the interviews to “code” the data within Luttrell’s (2000) ‘good enough’ 
methods, which allowed me to layer my intersecting methodologies while at the same 
time acknowledging the fluidity of my positionalities as I read through the data. All the 




informed by my own lenses. I followed her three–step procedure by first, searching for 
the “gist” (p. 504). Next, I re–examined each individual interview for themes. Finally, I 
looked for patterns across all four texts. In the end, this coding process framed Chapter 
IV only. In Chapter IV, I focus the analysis on discourses surrounding teachers and 
teaching. As I analyzed of the teachers’ characterization of urban teaching, I attempted to 
centralize their individual stories as well look across their lived experiences. Through the 
analysis, I wrote through two themes: teacher accountability and teacher agency.  
As I read the data again, I (re)visited what I experienced during the interviews. 
MacLure (2013) troubles what she calls the ‘offences’ of coding preserving within 
analysis: a supposed objectivity, an arrogant and colonizing relationship of coder and 
coded; a rigid, hierarchy defying data’s fluidity and immeasurability; a distancing and 
false separation of data from context; and the act of coding as a cloaking mechanism 
disguising how language is already coded. Through her research practices, she began to 
embrace “a point at which interpretation seemed to falter or stutter” (p. 173). Instead of 
looking to categorize and subordinate these stammering moments, she allowed the data to 
“glow” leading her interpretations. 
   At any rate, we learned to welcome and pause at these moments, which could not be 
planned for, but emerged unpredictably in project meetings, or as surprises at the point 
of writing papers and articles. They were almost literally hot–spots, experienced by us 
as intensities of body as well as mind–a kind of glow that, if we were lucky, would 
continue to develop. (p. 173) 
 
At particular moments, I felt as if I had stumbled in the interviews, not having words and 
feeling lost, as if any previous knowledges I might have held had evaporated. More 
accurately, I felt as if I had been punched in the gut and all air extracted from my body. 




speaking to my own intersectionalities. Therefore, in Chapter V, I turned to Richardson 
(2000) for support who advises me that I can write “through,” partially and unformed, as 
a “way of ‘knowing’ – a method of discovery and analysis.” She continues, “By writing 
in different ways, we discover new aspects of our topic and our relationship to it” (p. 
923). Thus I began writing unsure of what I wanted to say or how to say it but to learn 
about and investigate my own thinking. I continuously returned to the thinking about the 
moments when, in the telling of the teachers’ lived experiences, the students stuck with 
me and I wrote to begin to know something. 
In Chapter V, the student discourses of which I chose to write were the ones that 
coincidentally (or maybe not), where the teachers turned towards at the start of the 
interviews. When asked to tell what an urban school is, they turned almost immediately 
to these narratives of discipline, reform, and achievement. As these stories concerned 
young children in urban schools, I felt an accountability towards the students whose 
voices and stories I did not hear. Thus in Chapter V, I wrote with historical and policy 
analysis in mind, but also all of the conflicting personal feelings and emotions that 
surfaced in the midst of these narratives. Additionally within this chapter, I afforded 
myself time to process how I performed (Villenas, 2002) within these interview 
segments; and deliberated on how my own subjectivities and stories may have 
obfuscated, clarified and/or extended the narratives. 
After I spent a significant amount of time with the interview data, I picked up the 
focus group data. The interview and focus group data were very different. For one, IRB 
procedures prevented me from audio–recording the session so I had access to only my 




Chronologically, the focus group session took place after I had completed the four 
interviews, and as one final note, three of the teachers I interviewed were present, but two 
new teachers participated, one White and one teacher of color. Thus the focus group 
included three, female teachers of color and two White teachers. As I listened to the three 
teachers I had previously interviewed, I compared and contrasted what they had chose to 
discuss during the focus group session that had not been discussed in the interviews and 
vice versa. As there were two teachers whom I had not interviewed, I had the opportunity 
to (re)contextualize what I had already heard previously in the individual sessions. 
Consequently, I began to think about this data differently because there was such a 
variance in the experience of collecting this data and reviewing the many different voices 
and narratives, and hearing also the various chimings–in that occurred as the teachers 
talked. This dissonance stayed with me and I began to feel that I had missed something in 
the analyses within Chapters IV and V. 
During the focus group, the teachers talked at length about caring for their 
students and they explicitly spoke of race. Race had also come up as a salient theme in 
the interviews. Therefore, in Chapter, VI, I analyze the data by using a Critical Race 
Theory method of constructing a counter–story (Bell, 1992; Dixson, 2015; Matsuda 
1991; Solórzano & Yosso, 2001a; Tate, 1994). To represent the focus group data, I offer 
a counter–narrative (Delgado, 1989) of the women of color who participated in the focus 
group. Such storytelling in narrative inquiry offers an opportunity to disrupt essentialized 
notions of women teachers of color as they enter the teaching field.  
My relationship with these teachers guided and facilitated this counter–story 




Urban Teacher Residency program ended, I continued the relationship with some of the 
teachers by holding dinners. Neither the program nor the College of Education required 
or officially sponsored these dinners. Once per semester, I facilitated these voluntary 
dinners with the university coordinator. I held the dinners because it was important to me 
to find ways to support early–career teachers. Although early–career teachers often 
receive mentoring and induction support from their school sites, the purpose of the UTR 
dinners was to provide a “safe space” outside of the school context where the early–
career teachers might share their teaching experiences with their colleagues. (The 
teachers repeatedly referred to our dinners as a “safe space,” however I recognize the 
problematizations of “safe spaces” within the literature.) 
 I believe these UTR dinners, along with the relationships I cultivated individually 
with these women, positively contributed to this research process. The teachers and I 
broke bread together and laughed. They shared their personal experiences with me and I 
with them. I offered advice and counsel when asked and a shoulder when tears were shed. 
They knew that I was a doctoral student and that my research was on early–career 
teachers in urban school settings. Since I knew that I would one day I might reach out to 
them to ask for their participation in my study, I carefully and deliberately did not discuss 
any aspect of this research with them except the topic. When the time I arrived to e–mail 
them for their participation, the teachers responded quickly in the affirmative. I believe 
that they wanted to support my effort. I argue for the importance of recognizing the 
myriad ways in which we build communities of color (Solorzáno & Yosso, 2005) within 
educational settings. Relative to the counter–story is that I would have found it very 




and relied upon my imaginings of their voices in my imagination from our ongoing 
conversations. 
 The counter–story is a “composite story” (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Composite 
counter–narratives:  
draw on various forms of “data” to recount the racialized, sexualized, and classed 
experiences of people of color. Such counter–stories may offer both biographical and 
autobiographical analyses because the authors create composite characters and place 
them in social, historical, and political situations to discuss racism, sexism, classism 
and other forms of subordination. (p. 33) 
 
At times, the characters’ dialogue will be a word–for–word selection from the interview 
transcripts, and at other times, a close semblance of words used during the focus group 
interview and individual interviews. Another source of dialogue is the amalgamation of 
past conversations between the teachers and me. These conversations took place 
primarily in–person. Here, the dialogue will be a composite characterization and 
representation of these and other early–career teachers, and teachers of color. In the same 
vein as Solorzáno & Yosso (2001), I ask you to “suspend judgment, listen for the story’s 
points, test them against your own version of reality (how ever conceived), and use the 
counter–story as a theoretical, conceptual, methodological, and pedagogical case study” 
(p. 601). This counter–story is neither comprehensive nor conclusive. It is an attempt to 
interrupt a space in which early–career teaching intersects with race and racialized 
positionings. 
In summary, over the course of Chapters IV through VI, the analyses do not 
parallel one another. They are neither seamless nor conclusive, but are filled with 
tensions and contradictions that sometimes feel disjointed and unsettled –– keeping it 




individual teacher stories, told at a particular moments that these teachers recognize as 
specific to where they are in the teaching and how they saw themselves in the past and 
see themselves in the future. In these moments, as the teachers themselves describe their 
stories as being “the way that it is,” I tried to see the implications for their implied 
universality and fixed notions of reality. The stories I share in the chapters that follow 
spotlight some of these contradictions—the ways that individual experiences were 
cloaked in language of universality about urban schools, the relationship between the 
pressures teachers experienced within the high–stakes accountability paradigm, the 
agency they are exerting, and the (im)possibility of reconciling commitments to urban 
teaching with the material realities the teachers encountered in their contexts of practice. I 
also purposefully look to the spaces in which such intersectionalities as race and 
inequalities within schooling seem to mark students in particular ways. As a 
methodological stance, I chose not to look for conclusive statements or generalizations 
and I also attempted to maintain my professional research accountabilities as I analyzed. 
With these thoughts in mind, in the final chapter of this study, I do not present “findings,” 
but possible contributions. 
Participants, Setting, and Context 
From July 2011 until August 2015, I worked full–time as executive project 
coordinator of an urban teacher residency program. This urban teacher residency program 
included three universities. Between January 2010 and June 2014, four cohorts with a 
total of 40 Urban Teacher Residents (UTRs) graduated from the three universities’ 
residency programs. A total of 15 urban teachers graduated from the residency program 




teachers. One graduate chose to work in higher education. Another graduate has since left 
the state. I interviewed one teacher for a pilot study thus exempting her from the study. 
Of the remaining 12 potential teachers, all have completed between three and six years of 
teaching.  
Due partly to the UTR agreement to teach for three years in urban schools, I was 
aware of the individual schools in which each taught and I had been in contact with all 
but one in the past several years. Therefore, the early–career teachers I recruited 
completed one university–based, 18–month urban teacher residency program and worked 
in what has been identified throughout the residency program as urban schools.  
Urban Teacher Residents entered the program either as career changers or recent 
college graduates. The UTRs had varying experiences with urban schools prior to 
entering the program. UTRs may have teaching experience, but none had formal teacher 
preparation or certification. The program instituted a selection process, requiring a 
minimum grade point average of 2.75 in undergraduate study, minimum scores on Praxis 
II and graduate examinations, two letters of recommendation, and an entrance interview 
conducted by a group of deans, university faculty, grant administration, and K–12 
administrators. Through a personal essay and interview, UTRs demonstrated a 
commitment to urban schooling.  
All of the teachers I recruited were required to work in schools designated as 
urban for at least three years. Although all have completed officially the residency, they 
may still be in the promise of meeting the obligations of their promissory note (see 
Appendix D). Prior to beginning the residency program, the program required the Urban 




the note was to confirm the teachers’ commitment to working as a teacher of record in a 
high–needs school for three years upon completion of the program. The term “high–
needs” here refers to the federal legislation (see Appendix C). According to the federal 
legislation, “high–needs” might mean urban or rural; however, the directors and 
coordinators of the program developed the urban teacher residency program to prepare 
teachers for urban settings, not rural. All of their clinical experiences occurred in large, 
urban districts.  
Since August 2011, I have interacted with all of the teachers, albeit in diverse 
ways. The directors of the individual institutions of the program hired me in July 2011 to 
serve as the executive project coordinator. Together, the deans in the three universities 
served as co–directors of the program. Therefore, while I coordinated much of the 
administrative work (budget, schedules, etc.) of the program, the directors held executive 
privilege in all aspects of the program. In my position, I facilitated the supervision of the 
grant across three universities the administration of a residency program and the reforms 
to their pre–baccalaureate programs. My job entailed working with the directors and 
program coordinators from each of the three universities as they facilitated each 
individual, university program. While the deans oversaw the direction of the grant, the 
university program coordinator primarily assisted the individual, daily activities of each 
university’s residency program. The university program coordinators were charged with 
recruitment of the UTRs, facilitation of classes and modules, collecting data for 
reporting, problem–solving and a myriad other tasks. The universities’ program 
coordinators and I met bimonthly both in–person and via the telephone. I served briefly 




times between July 2011 and June 2014. It is for these reasons that I had varying 
interactions with the UTRs at different times.  
As the grant ended in 2014, I continued to work at the programmatic, 
administrative level in partnership with the federal government and the other two 
universities, problem–solving any issues that occurred with the early–career teachers in 
their work places, conducting the UTR dinners, and “checking–in” with coordinators, 
occasionally, as needed. I also collected individual university data as the final cohort 
completes its third year. Until the last year of the federal data collection, I collaborated 
with an outside evaluator to monitor completion of the agreement and write the annual 
report. 
 One point of consideration is how my influence as an administrator and former 
urban teacher may have wielded and continues to wield, in ways I cannot yet or perhaps 
ever fully “know”–influence over the teachers in their early–career experiences. Again, in 
my interactions with these teachers, I do not imagine that I positioned myself within a 
clearly delineated stance, probably often shifting from my own experiences from 
childhood to teaching in urban schools. This tension, to which I attempted to pay 
attention, did not easily resolve itself in this dissertation research. and influenced early–
career teaching require my vigilance as I explored the data. 
I selected this group of potential study participant teachers because I have had 
contact with most of them since their graduation from the program and so they offered a 
convenient group to recruit. Three of the four teachers in the individual interviews and 
three of the five focus group attendees self–identified as women of color. Since teachers 




research on how both non–White and White teachers situate their experiences within the 
norms of teaching.  
Teacher Storytellers 
Audry 
 In my encounters with Audry, she is calm and deliberate, while also exuding 
enthusiasm and warmth. During her time in the UTR program, she faced and overcame 
an extraordinary circumstance. Throughout the UTR program, she appeared consistent 
and upbeat in the midst of upheavals and change. During and after her graduation from 
the program, Audry attended a few dinners and so I have had the opportunity to become 
acquainted with her. In this acquaintance, I always find her to be firmly committed to 
teaching. Audry has completed three years of teaching in urban classrooms.  
 In her second grade classroom, Audry teaches a general education population. As 
with most general education classes, her students’ academic and social needs vary 
greatly. She teaches what she calls a “typical” elementary–age classroom. Audry’s school 
serves over 600 students in grades kindergarten through eighth grade. In the school’s 
profile on the state website, the school stresses the importance of learning in community, 
and with the highest standards. According to race/ethnicity, over 82% of the students 
identify as Hispanic/Latino and just over 11% identify as African–American/Black. This 
means that over 93% of the school is Hispanic/Latino or Black. In percentages under 5%, 
there are a number of Asian, White, “Multi,” and Native American. Approximately 50% 





 Dora is a woman in her early thirties. She is of Puerto Rican descent, a heritage 
that she claims and of which she is proud. Dora completed her schooling in a K–12 
setting in a small city and attributed her commitment teaching in urban settings to her 
desire to be an inspiration to young children. Over time, she and I have formed a friendly 
relationship. I have at times taken on a mentoring role as she has asked for guidance 
regarding her professional paths. In the last few months, that relationship has been 
expressed in new ways. We have begun texting and sharing personal aspects of our lives. 
I value my relationship with her and consider her to be a friend as well as an informal 
mentee. 
 Dora has worked in the same district and is now in her sixth year of teaching. She 
teaches in a first grade classroom and the majority of her students are classified as 
English Language Learners (ELL). She emphasizes English as a Second Language 
instruction in her curriculum following the tutelage she received in her graduate program. 
In the conversations I have had with her, she has experienced discrepancies between the 
school’s curriculum and policies and what she has described as the needs of the students. 
  According to the district’s website, the racial/ethnic makeup of the district is 
92.3% Hispanic/Latino, Black 4.4%, Asian 1.7%, Pacific Islander .13% and White 1.2%. 
A little over 90% of the students in the district receive free and reduced lunch. These 
statistics are consistent across the schools in the district, including Terry’s former school.  
She provides a general description of her school: 
Okay, well it’s a pre–K through first grade school. There are, I want to say, seven 
pre–K classes, six kindergarten classes and seven first grade classes. I think I 
think we service approximately 400 students, mostly Hispanic. Those are pretty 
much the demographics. The environment itself is difficult to pinpoint because 




have been three different principals. In the last five years, there have been five 
different principals. It is definitely a revolving door. It seems like it is a school 
that they place people when they are trying to see if they can continue to stay on 
in the district or if they want to push them out. So the school has pretty much 
learned to run on its own with the exception of certain things that are 
administrative in nature and that we can’t just do our own.  
 
In accordance with the Common Core State Standards, the predominant emphases for the 
curriculum are language arts/literacy and mathematics. Students in Dora’s school and 
district typically score below national and state averages. The testing culture, as with 
most urban school districts, is a key indicator of student progress and success. 
 Dora has told me of her intention on leaving urban schools, most likely in the 
following school year. She enjoys teaching, but feels that her work in urban schools is not 
appreciated. She quickly explains how the urban school systems’ chaos and lack of 
acknowledgement of the work of teachers has taken most of the enjoyment out of her 
work. She feels frustrated, disappointed, and a little angry. She acknowledges that she 
only has taught in two schools, but she has heard stories from other teachers and does not 
believe that changing schools would help alleviate her feelings. She is seeking 
employment in a suburban school environment. 
Laura 
 Laura and I have had numerous conversations over the past six years. In 
particular, I enjoyed talking with her imagine possibilities for urban schools. One 
moment in particular stands out in my memory. During the start of one dinner, one UTR 
was distressed and venting about her school and her job, in general. Since I was hosting 
the dinner, I tried gently to re–direct her to no avail. As this one teacher began relating 





impressed me with what I perceived as her willingness to move beyond what we [as 
urban educators] might already know and into what we could do.  
In her five years of teaching in a school with a majority of students in urban 
schools, Laura was constantly aware of being a White woman. She completed her own 
K–12 schooling in what she calls a blue–collar neighborhood with a diverse population of 
families. Laura is careful to describe “diverse” as a mix of races and ethnicities, and not 
just “non–White.” She resists this nomenclature in her interview when she states that the 
school in which she works is called “diverse,” but in actuality is overwhelmingly Black.  
As with all of the UTRs, teaching is her second career. She describes herself as having an 
“edge,” which she describes as fuel for her commitment to teaching. In her interview, she 
recounts how she sees new teachers entering the building who do not seem to have that 
fuel –– novice teachers who, at least, in her school context, don’t make it through the first 
year. In her fifth year of teaching, Laura felt the loss of her motivation and commitment. 
She was drained, exhausted, and in therapy. At the beginning of her sixth year, Laura left 
her urban school setting for a position in a suburban system. This profile refers to her five 
years of teaching in urban schools. 
 During her five years of teaching in urban schools, Laura taught in the same 
public charter school in a large school district. As is the case with a self–contained 
classroom, all of her students were “classified” as special education students. Although 
her classroom was designated as Learning–Language Disabled (LLD), her students 
demonstrated a variety of abilities and disabilities. Her classroom was located in a Pre–
K–7 charter school. All of her classroom students participated in the free or reduced 




several leadership positions. In her first year of teaching, she requested a restructuring of 
the school petitioning for a self–contained classroom instead of the pull–out Resource 
position so that she might better be able to serve her students. Although her classroom 
was designated as Learning Language Disabled, she taught students with disabilities 
across multiple disability categories beyond this particular school categorization. 
 Founded in 2006, the school’s mission and purpose speak to the development of 
values and beliefs in developing strong citizens. The school serves over 600 students, 
with over 150 families on a waiting list. Over 80% of the school’s population is 
Black/African–American, and 13% are Latino/Hispanic. 87% of the population is 
identified as low–income. According to the school website, “low–income” signifies the 
number of students who are eligible for free or reduced lunch. Overall, this school is 
located in a low socio–economic community that, historically, has not had access to 
adequate resources to address the needs of its people. 
 During my conversation with Laura, I felt a range of emotions including empathy 
for her frustration and disappointment while working for the charter school, 
disappointment at her decision to leave the urban classroom, and hope that her next 
assignment would be an avenue for her to continue to demonstrate her commitment to 
teaching young children. She talks of what she hopes she will have accomplished in her 
time, of making a “positive impact.” I had visited Laura’s classroom and seen her 
commitment to her students and her craft. Grappling with my own feelings around her 







 I looked forward to the interview with Terry. Since she was a UTR with whom I 
had little contact prior to this research, I was a little surprised that she agreed to be 
interviewed. Throughout her study in the UTR program, she engaged herself 
professionally; however, I felt as if I had missed an opportunity to become better 
acquainted with her since she was also only one of three African–American women in the 
program. I also considered how her anticipated career trajectory towards a position as 
school principal might influence her responses. Thus I wondered about what she would 
talk about and choose to share.  
 I met Terry, an African–American woman, almost a year into her residency 
program. At the time of our meeting, she had already completed the first phase of her 
coursework and had recently begun the yearlong teaching residency. As with other 
members of her cohort, Terry had experienced a few changes in the program and seemed 
to be self–sufficient despite having begun the task of co–teaching. Throughout the 
program, she held the same dispositions of professionalism and dedication. After a time, 
the program hired a site coordinator to check in with the UTRs and problem–solve any 
issues that might arise. To my knowledge, Terry did not have any issues specific to her 
placement. She continued working confidently and independently through any issue that 
may have arisen. The same district in which she completed her residency immediately 
hired her upon her completion of the program.  
Terry and Dora worked in the same district. Terry describes her district/school: 
 It’s an urban district, mostly Hispanic, the demographic is Spanish. It’s also 
 economically challenged and I would say probably 99% of the students receive 
 free lunch, and the majority of them – I would say 90% English is their second 




 classified I think as one of the schools that are academically challenged. I don’t 
 know…whatever…There’s different levels to these things…whatever the lowest 
 level is for academic achievement. 
 
 She continues later in the interview by describing the ethos of the school 
community: 
 It was very warm…the staff was very warm, everyone was very friendly, 
 everyone tried to be very supportive. It was a school with community and it 
 was definitely where everyone was trying to learn, we had our grade level 
 meetings where everyone was trying to learn from one another, teach each 
 other and all of that. So, it was a pretty good school environment. 
 
During her teaching residency, Terry informed me that she had entered the UTR program 
with the intention of obtaining a principalship early in her educational career. Not long 
after completing the UTR program, she entered a doctoral program then later transferred 
to a Master’s program in Educational Leadership, her second Master’s degree. In my 
estimation, Terry’s willingness to begin a second Master’s degree just a few years after 
finishing her first Master’s program makes her an atypical early–career teacher. At the 
time of the interview, she had completed five years of teaching in urban schools and, in 
her sixth year, was entering an administrative position, also in an urban school setting. 
Validity and Generalizability 
 This study acknowledges poststructural critiques of methodological certainties 
and assumptions of soundness, representation, validity, and generalizability  (Lather, 
1993; Richardson, 2000). Richardson (2000) helps to further situate a postmodernist 
position (of which poststructuralist theories are just a part) noting how “ the core of 
postmodernism is the doubt that any method or theory, discourse or genre, tradition or 
novelty, has a universal and general claim as the “right” or the privileged form of 




particular interests in local, cultural, and political struggles” (p. 928). These methods are 
not a full rejection of conventional methods or knowledge, but they do attempt to keep 





















INTERLUDE: (RE)THINKING ACCOUNTABILITY  
Upon hiring me, the Los Angeles Unified School District introduced the state’s 
standards in a new teacher orientation. California was one of the first states to 
implement a state–wide standard program. As a new teacher, and having no previous 
knowledge or preparation for teaching, as far as I understood, I was to follow the 
standards to the letter. I believed that the standards held the key and were therefore 
critical to my students’ learning.  
 In the midst of reforming the school in her second year, the principal hired 
bilingually certified teachers and stressed the implementation of the standards and high 
academic standards. After her first year, several teachers who rejected her emphasis on 
high academic expectations requested and received transfers to other schools. I would 
guess that she would be the first to tell you “good riddance.” She demanded high 
expectations and hard work, but this meant meeting, and even exceeding the standards. 
Daily I read the binder full of content and process standards as one might a bible. As 
such, my early–career teacher experiences in urban schools were grounded in 
normalized social constructs of standards and accountability measured by student test 
scores.  
As I continued teaching, I defined learning according to how the students 
accomplished the standards, but my students became an undeniable part of the 
curriculum. Thus this moment of learning “how to teach” intersected with learning how 
to provide young children a learning space in which to (re)imagine and (re)enact their 
possibilities. It was years later before my own nephews would enter school and begin 




As I will write through in the interlude to Chapter VI, my nephew, Malcolm, was 
expelled from high school. He later attended an alternative school and earned his high 
school diploma. In the interlude, he and I talk about his schooling. At one point, he 
expressed his views on the arbitrariness, and ultimately inequitable system of schooling:  
Is there another way of teaching that we haven’t thought about because we’re so 
accustomed to the current system that we can’t see that there is a better way to 
educate? What if we didn’t grade tests, but instead used them as a measure to 
gauge a students’ progress? Isn’t that the whole point, for every student to learn 
the material? What good does it do to give grades? Either the student has grasped 
the material or they haven’t. And if they haven’t, keep working until they do. I 
mean really, what is a “C”? That’s practically a no man’s land when it comes to 
learning. A “C” means you haven’t fully grasped the content that is being taught 
but you got just enough in order to move on to what’s next. This doesn’t make 
sense to me but, hey what do I know? I don’t have a fancy degree or political 
power to say that this system is failing more students than it is passing, and when 
I say failing I mean anything other than an “A”, or full comprehension. I don’t 
have concrete proof of that either but I do know that I’ve seen many people 
dropout and the rates seem to be gradually increasing. Some people pass while 
others fail so while it works for some it doesn’t work for others and if it doesn’t 
work for everyone than we can conclude that there is a better way out there that 
hasn’t been thought of yet? Here’s to thinking that we’ll come up with this 
utopian school blueprint. 
 
Although Malcolm’s expulsion from school was not about his grades, he offers another 
reading on what might be considered as “common sense” around the dichotomous 
marking of students as successes or failures. I include this interlude here because the 
themes of teacher accountability persist through the teachers’ talk around their early–













IV – URBAN SCHOOL TEACHER DISCOURSES 
Leveraging Urban Schools 
 Researchers question the veracity of the current educational crisis of failure as 
envisioned and propagandized by a neoliberal agenda and founded upon a “privatized and 
marketized” system, established to reward venture philanthropists who “leverage wealth 
to have more policy influence” (Kumashiro, Symposium, February, 11, 2013) and further 
disenfranchise marginalized urban communities. Such mechanisms algin with Collins’ 
(2009) disciplinary domain within her domains–of–power framework. The disciplinary 
domain interrogates the mechanisms and practices by which we govern and are governed, 
specifically, within schooling systems. Collins explains this domain, “The disciplinary 
domain references two sets of behaviors –how the rules of organizations regulate who 
can say and do what, and how people actually carry out these rules in their day–to–day 
behavior” (p. 63). Primarily, I focus on the discourse of accountability and the current 
audit culture moored specifically to urban school contexts. When I turn to agency, I write 
of the resistance of these teachers teachers to the status quo enacted by their decision to 
leave their classrooms. 
Delpit (2012) eloquently relates the problem of leveraging public school systems 
to build the wealth of individual citizens: 
   I am angry that public schools, once a beacon of democracy, have been overrun by 
the antidemocratic forces of extreme wealth. Educational policy for the past decade 
has largely been determined by the financial contributions of several very large 
corporate foundations. Among a few others, the Broad, Gates, and Walton (Walmart) 
foundations have dictated various “reforms” by flooding the educational enterprise 
with capital. The ideas of privatization, charter schools, Teach for America, the 
extremes of the accountability movement, merit pay, increased standardized testing, 




foundatons, which indeed have those funds because they can avoid paying taxes that 
the rest of us must foot. Thus, educational policy has been hijacked by the wealthiest 
citizens, whom no one elected and who are unlikely to ever have had a child in the 
public schools. (p. xv) 
 
I echo her feelings of anger and exasperation as teachers stand in the midst of a rising tide 
of corporate restructuring of schools and schooling. As the teachers in the study refer to 
the sheer volume of assessements of their work and their students through evaluations 
and testing, it is difficult to ignore Delpit’s concern asking whose children are critiqued 
scrutiny in such a system. The reality is that the current systems of accountability occur 
most prominently in urban schools with large populations of Black and Brown students. 
Foucault’s (1977, 1978, 1991) governmentality intersects with the current 
neoliberal school policies, namely teacher accountability. As the early–career teachers 
discuss, surveillant policies contribute to and overlap with the subjectivation of urban 
students through standardized testing and restrictive curricular practices. The climate of 
testing, standards, accountability, teacher evaluation and the making of school subjects, 
aligns with Foucault’s governmentality (Foucault, 1977, 1978, 1991;Taubman, 2009), 
which describes how power operates through the (re)production and regulation of “ideal 
citizens.”  
In his articulation of governmentality, Foucault (1977, 1978, 1991) describes a 
government in the 16th century rife with questions pertaining to the sovereignty of 
individuals under Divine Law and the “prince.” In the waning of a feudalistic society, a 
more centralized government challenged the status quo governing interactions between 
people and objects, most importantly, territories. Interestingly, the rise of the 
Reformation movement and the ever–increasing choice in one’s individual, religious 




Foucault, this duality of historical occurrences fundamentally altered relationships 
amongst people and governance in specific ways.  
According to Foucault (1997), three historical, and interconnected, elements 
assisted in the ushering in of a new type of government, “the science of government, the 
re–centering of the theme of economy on a different plane from that of the family, and 
the problem of population” (p. 99). The science of population, which comes through the 
family, ended the notion of the family as a model and transformed it into an instrument. 
As an instrument, family becomes a measurable (mortality, marriage, healthcare, etc.) 
object designed for the use of government through the development of statistical 
analyses. A science focused upon the relations between population, territory, and wealth 
and with the objectives of techniques of interventions makes up the political economy. 
Discipline became the mechanism through which the management of the population 
became possible. By the mid–18th century, government, population, and political 
economy epitomize what continues, until today to constitute governing.  
Jones (2010) argues how Foucault’s populational reasoning can be witnessed 
through the conversion of the urban schoolteacher from one who manages a “series of 
mechanical exercises” (p. 57) to one who “through a process of self–examination is 
transformed into a moral exemplar to project an ethical verity” (p. 75). This self–
actualization situated urban teachers as the models for reforming beasts into educable 
tutees. Popkewitz (1998) points out that an ‘urbanness’ measuring students against an 
invisible norm of ‘tameness’ overwhelms pedagogical practice determining what it means 





Taubman (2009) integrates Foucault’s governmentality by weaving together 
standards and accountability measures into a concept he utilizes and refers to as an ‘audit 
culture’—“the emergence of systems of regulations in which questions of quality are 
subordinate to logics of management and in which audit serves as a form of meta–
regulation” (Taubman, 2009, p. 108). In my analysis of teachers’ experiences with urban 
schools, one of the salient themes was that the primary culture through which these 
teachers have become acculturated into teaching relies on the audit culture Taubman 
describes. One of the difficulties for me in this analysis is that I, too am constituted 
within these subjectivities. I learned how to be a good student (by getting A’s) as 
compared to my sister (who did not), graduated and became a good teacher (as measured 
by my evaluations) and “advanced” through Master’s and now a doctorate program. As I 
wrote in the interlude, I assessed my students using these systems. As with these teachers, 
my practices in working on behalf of my students were not part of the system, but mainly 
operated as an outlier, something not to be counted within the school’s data. 
Throughout this analysis, I refer to discourses cloaked in accountability and an 
audit culture. I do not refer directly to Foucault’s governmentality as I see audit culture as 
an expression of Foucault’s governmentality present within these teacher’s schools. 
Within these teacher interviews, the rationalities of teacher and student accountabilities 
mechanize the curriculum and its practices of teaching. This group of teachers talks 
specifically to the large– and small–scale complexities of living within district and state  
accountabilities and how they and their students in urban school settings struggle with the 




Teaching Within a Climate of Accountability 
Dora 
 They want to say that it is student–focused…that it’s all about the students. The 
 students aren’t numbers. They’re people. They have interests. 
 
Dora spent the majority of her interview time critiquing the norms and practices of 
accountability that she felt were imposed upon her. She describes an accountability 
system injurious both to her work and the well–being and academic progress of her 
students. Throughout her interview, she is careful to note how, although she feels 
frustrated for herself, she struggles most with the constraints of not being able “to do 
what I know I can do for these students, what is right.” It is not until the end of the 
interview that she divulges how the disenfranchisement she is experiencing has left her 
feeling devalued not just as a teacher, but also as a person.  
Dora’s Student Narrative 
Twice in her interview, Dora refers to one particular young boy, situating the 
work of urban teaching within the specifics of a high–stakes accountability paradigm. In 
her telling, Dora problematizes the discordant relationship between how she sees and has 
come to know her student with how, the imposed system of testing and evaluation, rejects 
this knowledge: 
 I have a student now who if you were to look simply at his reading scores or his 
 math test scores or his MAP scores, which is the standardized assessment, that we 
 use. If you look at the data you would sit there and say that this student is failing. 
 He’s not learning. He’s making some growth, but he’s not growing in the way he 
 should be. Why? Blah. Blah. Blah. All those kinds of questions. But I can turn 
 right around and say he’s one of the most curious boys I have in my classroom. 
 His mind may not work the same way that everybody else’s does. He may not be 
 able to read letters and follow patterns and things like that that would be in a 
 typical curriculum. He may not be able to do that kind of work just yet. He might 
 need more support to do that. But he questions everything. He wants to know why 





By taking into account non–standardized assessments, Dora crafts a “complex 
conception” (Ladson–Billings, 2001, p. 76) of assessments valuing her student’s 
knowledge and abilities. Her enthusiasm for her young student refuses the 
contextualization of him as a failure. Instead, she relies upon the skills and attributes she 
observes as she spends her days with him as a means of characterizing his learning. If the 
school’s story is of student failure, Dora’s counter–story reveals a boy who is curious and 
lively. He interacts with her daily, asking questions and suggesting curricular changes, 
which she turns to as teachable moments. Yet, as he is tested, he is only evaluated on 
what he can accurately answer in an online format and around reductive markers of what 
constitutes “proficiency” (as a measurement of student test scores) and not the generative 
and interesting questions he asks daily. 
In Dora’s school, students as early as kindergarten are required to complete 
standardized testing online on a computer. This online system requires long passwords 
students must memorize and web browsers they must navigate. This password skill–set 
becomes part of a hidden accountability curriculum within Dora’s classroom. 
 They take the assessment on the computer. First grade students must be taught 
 how to login with incredibly complicated usernames and passwords to then enter 
 a code so that they can take assessment on the computer…. Getting them to login 
 to take MAP at the beginning of the year is difficult on its own. Getting them set 
 up with their usernames and passwords and teaching them how to login at the 
 beginning of the year takes over a week. And that’s just so that they understand 
 where to click and how to navigate through the web browsers. They don’t know 
 how to do any of that yet. We have to show them. Getting them to understand that 
 in order for you to enter your password you have to use the shift key and then 
 press the first letter of your name so that this way it becomes capital letter that 
 takes…I have students now who do not understand, but they have to do this and 
 they’re constantly raising their hands and saying “It won’t let me login. It won’t 
 let me login.” It’s because they’re just not familiar enough with these really 





While there is no first–grade lesson plan for learning a long case–sensitive password, if 
the students do not practice and learn it, they will not be able to successfully score well 
on the tests. Dora’s recounting of these complexities and contingencies of the testing 
process punctures the objectivity of such “neutral” measures. The imperative that schools 
prepare students for a 21st century workforce that requires “computer skills and 
knowledge” provides an unquestionable rationale for why six and seven–year old 
students are evaluated by sitting and answering questions on a computer. According to 
Dora, however, it neglects the obvious: that the use of online programs to test six and 
seven–year olds, in Dora’s words, “is so inappropriate for this age” and “dramatically 
reduces the students’ abilities to perform well – tak[ing] away from their ability to really 
focus on whatever it is that we’re doing.” As Dora emphasizes, this focus on the online 
tests also fails to leverage the digital knowledge that students bring to the classroom, in 
this case smartphones and tablets, instead of laptops and desktop computers. 
I understand the need to expose them to technology and to get them to learn how 
to login and to get understand how to take his assessments and drag–and–drop 
and all of that preparation for PARCC. But they are six and seven years old…. 
For my students who are six and seven years old understanding that you have to 
that there is such a thing as case sensitivity. That’s a concept that is completely 
foreign to them. And no matter how much I try to explain it to them but you have 
to have a capital letter it’s not something concrete for them. So it’s always an 
issue….They know more about smart phones and how to work smart phone 
technology than they do about laptops or desktops because smart phones are 
what’s available to them…smart phones and tablets. That’s the kind of technology 
that’s available to them at home. I have 23 students in my classroom right now. I 
would say seven of them have a computer at home, an actual computer…the 
rest…smart phone or tablet. 
 
Dora’s reference to what is available in the homes of her young children is not just a call 
for convenience, but also an explicit acknowledgement of students’ funds of knowledge 




from a cultural standing, Dora makes an effort to connect home and school knowledge 
understanding how such knowledges relate to student responsiveness. As Dora 
recognizes the differences between asking students to work at home on a desktop or 
laptop versus the smartphones and tablets of which she knows the students have access, 
she attends to assumptions around class inequality. She wonders why the school’s 
administrators cannot see what she sees. The students could accomplish the technological 
tasks if these tasks were in a student user–friendly format. Further, as she expounds on 
how her students are asked to spend so much time logging on with overly–complicated 
passwords, she reveals a discursive mask of inequality. In other words, the discourse 
suggests how in order for students to be prepared for the 21st century technology, certain 
procedures are necessitated. Dora interrogates the necessity of reductive, rote tasks of 
“logging on” which decrease instructional time. Lastly, the technology on which 
“technological preparedness” depends, namely smartphones and tablets is readily 
available to students, but not permitted. 
Educational policy within urban schools over time has caused this conflation of  
learning with high–stakes, standardized test scores Dora experiences (Ravitch, 2010; 
Taubman, 2009). In 2001, the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act’s 
(ESEA) became recognized as the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. No Child Left 
Behind federal policy embedded the standards and accountability movement into nation’s 
educational reform agenda (Linn, 2001; Stodolsky, 1984; Taubman, 2009). Domestically, 
state standardized test scores became “high–stakes” testing through, for example, the 
federal government’s refusal to issue education funding to any state opting out of 




standardized tests would determine student achievement solely by the school’s ability to 
meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). For schools, failure to meet AYP signified 
possible publicized rankings, test results, closure or reorganization thereby increasing the 
high in “high–stakes” testing (Rubin, Stuart, & Zanutto, 2004). In 2009, Race to the Top 
(another iteration of ESEA) positioned raising test scores in math, science, and reading as 
the key to not just countering the educational crisis, but ensuring the future stability of 
America’s economy. Yearly, Dora’s school (and the other teachers in this study) are in 
danger of not meeting AYP severely altering how students access the curriculum. 
Common Core Grading 
Recently, policymakers situated curriculum as national Common Core standards 
and measured it in relation to high–stakes tests (USDOE, 2010). After much national 
debate, the Common Core State Standards had been adopted by 42 states. The Common 
Core, as it is normally called, includes English Language Arts and Mathematics 
standards. In the last year, the state has re–adopted state standards to mimic the Common 
Core. 
In Dora’s school, the Common Core State Standards have shifted from a list of 
standards to inform teaching and learning to direct measurements of student performance. 
Student progress is measured solely by their performance on online tests, and the online 
tests measure only Common Core State standards. Dora describes the chain of testing 
accountability in detail: 
 I have to look at each of the summative assessments the student takes per quarter. 
 We use something called Schoolnet. Schoolnet takes all of the districts 
 assessments that have been uploaded into the software platform. Each question is 
 assigned a standard so I have to go in and I run reports per standard to say okay 
 here how are all of my kids are doing. This particular standard has been assessed 




 the question correctly. This student is currently meeting the standards. Student #2 
 however…same standard…four questions…he’s only answered it once. He is not 
 meeting the standard. He needs improvement on this particular standard. So I 
 have those reports. Then I go to my grade book and we have to look for the area 
 in which it lists all of the different standards. We have to compare it with what we 
 have in our reports. Find the standard our grade books. And then assign it either 
 an “I” for improvement, the “M” for meeting the standards, or the “E” for 
 exceeding the standards…There are no grades. 
 
This audit culture requires the ranking and sorting of students as “proficient” or not, 
based on a militaristic rank–and–file system of reporting that overlooks the teacher’s 
ability to speak to student progress. Students’ summative assessments produced on an 
online testing program are entered as numerical data inputs and the outputs are the 
students grades. The early–career teachers in this study grapple with the reporting 
procedures that manipulate so much of their time and add so little, if any, value to their 
daily teaching. Ultimately, and according to value–added teacher evaluations, how well 
Dora inputs her data also will determine her proficiency.  
To counteract this randomness of the online testing and decrease the amount of 
testing students are required to complete, Dora suggests the district integrate the district’s 
benchmark testing which is more localized and relatable to her classroom teaching. 
The district currently opts to ignore the benchmark tests they require Dora to administer. 
These district benchmarks, which are already aligned to the Common Core standards 
have the possibility, for Dora’s teaching, of increasing relevance.  
Teacher Evaluations and Doing It “Right” 
  There is no denying the particular impact of the current system of teacher 
evaluations on early–career urban teachers. Paradoxically, the purposes of teacher 
evaluation have been to improve teaching and learning. Newton, Darling–Hammond, 




literature is that teacher effects are a fixed construct that is independent of the context of 
teaching” (p. 18). Researchers also reject claims made by developers that value–added 
models can isolate the effect of teachers from personal and school effects (Darling–
Hammond et al., 2012; Newton et al., 2010). Additionally, teachers’ value–added ratings 
are inconsistent from year to year and when different tests are implemented (Baker et al., 
2010). Thus many scholars in teaching and teacher education reject claims made by 
developers that value–added models can isolate the effect of teachers from personal and 
school effects (Darling–Hammond, Amrein–Beardsley, Haertel, & Rothstein, 2012; 
Newton et al., 2010), while acknowledging that the present policy and educational 
climate privileges such seemingly neutral quantitative measures. As Milanowski (2011) 
asserts, “at this stage of the policy debate, many stakeholders will accept a practice 
measured only if it can be linked to the bottom line: student outcomes” (p. 20). Student 
outcomes measured by standardized test scores set the stage for teacher outcome 
measurements.  
As national discussion moved away from teacher “inputs” such as certification, 
states have come to rely more heavily on promises of “outputs” of value–added 
approaches. Newton (1980) describes the lure of scientific technology that drives teacher 
evaluation, with the increasing use of science management thought to bring “efficiency” 
to the educational system. In the literature, researchers express extreme caution regarding 
their use for systems of teacher rewards and punishments (Briggs & Domingue, 2011; 
Darling–Hammond et al., 2012; Milanowski, 2011). Researchers also have moved 
towards recommending value–added as one of several measures needed to evaluate 




Depending on the formula and owing to the formula’s margin of error, the same teacher 
can be labeled ineffective or effective and vice–versa (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010; 
Milanowski, 2011; Newton, et al., 2010). Additionally, teachers’ value–added ratings are 
inconsistent from year to year and when different tests are implemented (Baker, et al., 
2010; Darling–Hammond et al., 2012). 
Helping teachers to apply standards provides supportive and constructive ways to 
actually evaluate teaching performance rather than simply offer blame as Dora refers 
back to repeatedly. In Dora’s beginning years of teaching, value–added evaluation seems 
to have done little more than add confusion and shame. Before tenure, Dora was 
evaluated three times per year. Since she now has tenure, Dora is evaluated twice yearly. 
According to the district’s guidelines, two evaluators one each from school and district 
offices, are to spend one period watching her teach. These two observations, in 
conjunction with other factors such as student test scores, comprise her final evaluation, 
marking her on a scale from “ineffective” to “effective.” In this current climate of 
accountability in which valued–added teacher evaluations dictate whether she is a good 
or bad teacher, Dora questions the school’s leadership and her ability to “do it right.” The 
school has not had continuous leadership under one principal, and the change in the 
school’s administration alters the culture of the school including what is expected of 
Dora. These fluctuations create a gap in her knowledge of what is needed to do well on 
her observations and maintain her standing as a good teacher. 
 Dora has seen multiple principal turnovers. The leadership style of the principals 
seems to swing from one end of the pendulum to the other, with little middle ground or 




 This year it’s definitely an interesting experience. Last year we had a leader that 
 was very organized and very… She was a workaholic so everything was planned 
 out months in advance and everything was very scheduled. She was very detail 
 oriented. This year our principal has a much more laid–back approach. It might 
 seem like would be great for morale because we don’t feel like we have a 
 micromanager, but at the same time there are other areas where it detracts.  
 
 It’s kind of a give–and–take. You either take someone who’s constantly over your 
 shoulder and makes you feel like big brother’s watching every move or you get 
 someone who may not be great about details but who makes you feel like you 
 have room to breathe. It’s rough. It’s rough. 
 
Being caught between a hyper–organized and laissez–faire type principal styles, along 
with what she sees as district chaos has left Dora feeling as if she cannot meet the goals 
set for her in the evaluation process. Under one leadership style, she pushed herself to 
meet the rigor of a program where each minute is counted. Although she found herself 
capable of doing so, she saw how that particular style left her and her students without 
the freedom to learn in the way they each might choose. 
 I think when you feel like when someone is constantly looking over shoulder 
 watching you, you definitely doubt yourself. Am I doing this right? Am I doing 
 this right? Are you going to give me some kind of negative feedback right now? 
 Should I be doing this? Should I not be doing this? I have to make sure that I stay 
 on schedule. I have to pass over their questions. It’s a very rushed kind of feeling 
 because you feel like, well, you’re watching. So I have to make sure I stay on 
 schedule. just make sure that I get my mini lesson done in 15 minutes and my 
 read aloud done in 10 minutes. 
 
Conversely, with a different approach, she worried about the grey areas. She was not 
being surveilled as harshly, but might there be a “gotcha” when she would find out that 
she failed? 
 If you want walk into my room and you see that I’m doing what I’m not 
 supposed to be doing, will that reflect badly on me on my and my evaluations? 
 You have more freedom when you have someone who takes a more laissez–faire 
 approach, but at the same time you could have a tendency of maybe getting off 






Later, in the interviews, she describes the laissez–faire principal as not advocating for her 
failure, but instead using the rubric evaluation in her favor.  
 I don’t know if it’s because he does take such a laid–back approach to everything 
 that he’s not reading the rubric and following the rubric exactly or if he’s 
 interpreting the rubric in his own way and finding out…basically coming to find 
 evidence to support my work instead of just as opposed to coming in and saying 
 ok well this is what I saw where does it fall? 
 
She tells me how she has scored higher in these observations than in years past. Instead 
of feeling sure about her teaching, she sees this as temporary. Who knows how she will 
be evaluated next?  
 Later, I had a principal who came into my room and my objective was that my 
 students would answer one comprehension question related to the text correctly 
 using evidence from the text. I went to my post observation conference with him 
 and he looked at my objective and he said, “Just one question. Is that really 
 rigorous?” 
 
To Dora, this criticism seemed incongruent to her understanding of an appropriate 
curriculum for first grade students. She reflects on how the students had to use multiple 
skills, including extensive writing, in order to answer the one question. She wondered 
whether the principal lacked pedagogical knowledge of elementary teaching and English 
as a Second Language (ESL) methods. 
 Despite her success on her observations, she feels constantly an uncertainty about 
her work and whether or not she is doing it “right.”  She also rejects a formulaic 
convention of “right,” and reaches for the knowledge she holds of her students. It it 
through this knowledge which she ultimately determines her teaching value. 
I don’t know that I do. I know that I’m looking at my students and saying, “OK. 
You know how to do this. Great! You don’t know how to do this. OK.. Let’s find 





By talking through the learning process with her students, Dora actively engages them in  
to question their place in an unjust social environment (Gay, 2010). By pushing her 
students and giving them what they need, Dora’s ethic of care engages Esposito and 
Swan’s (2009) social justice pedagogy and “provides marginalized students with the tools 
to aid in effecting change” (p. 39). At this level, the change that she seeks for them is 
their perception of themselves as successful students. She continues about how a 
pedagogy conflicts with the teacher evaluation system: 
I don’t know. Everyone has their own ideas about what right is. From one year to 
the next, the idea of right changes, so I don’t even bother to define right. I know 
that I’m just doing what I would typically do for any student that’s coming to me 
to learn something. If it’s helping, OK. Fine. That’s all I care about. If it’s 
right…whatever. Others can come to my room and judge that. What I care about 
is whether not it’s helping. 
 
Within the discourse of “doing it right,” Dora’s awareness of herself as a knowledgeable 
teacher conflicts with the knowledge she encounters within the curriculum.  
As she describes her approach to supporting students in their learning, she 
provides multiple opportunities for students to engage with the content keeping what 
works and discarding what does not. She emphasizes her unwillingness to continue the 
use of practices without a clear outcome of student success. She compares this with the 
district curriculum that prescribes particular practices that may or may not work, and 
expresses frustration when the school’s administrators insist that she continue to 
implement the ones that do not. Dora’s frustration is with a “teacher–proof curriculum.” 
This type of curriculum was designed for any teacher, regardless of skill level, to be able 
to implement guided lesson plans and disallows divergences from its textbook regiments. 
Dora’s teaching is anything but regimented. It is student–focused, tailored to the needs of 




From a critical standpoint, the role of teacher is a “product of history and power” 
(Cherryholmes, 1993, p. 14) subject to limitations of authority and control. The authors 
assume teachers have power and control over teaching and learning to shift the 
curriculum to fit the needs of student–oriented pedagogies when these practices are not 
present within the curriculum, and when, in the case of these teachers, administrative 
mandates contradict culturally relevant practices. This is a problem since these early–
career teachers were taught how to implement the curriculum and even face possible 
repercussions when they do not. In the current climate of high–stakes testing and teacher 
accountability, teachers are less apt to take on the risk of adapting curriculum even if they 
value the tenets of culturally relevant practices. As in the case of these teachers’ schools, 
schools that mandate scripted, “teacher–proof” curricula leave little room for teacher 
authority. When these teachers resist the “audit culture,” they bear the risk of poor 
evaluations and, possibly even public ridicule. Gay (2010) argues that with great haste 
teachers are “to revise the entire educational enterprise so that it reflects and responds to 
the ethnic and cultural diversity that characterizes U.S. society and its schools” (p. 247). 
However, the entire educational enterprise is not under teacher control. 
Everyday Math is Not the Curriculum 
 Here again, Dora is willingness to adapt and shape the curriculum to the needs of 
her students is evident when discusses “Everyday Math,” the district’s mathematics 
program.  
 I care enough to learn about my students so that I can bring their interests into the 
 classroom. Not a day goes by that I don’t have a math problem that I’m posting to 
 my students that doesn’t use one of them as the star and something that they like, 
 whether it’s candy or anything like that. Why? Because if I sit there and tell them 
 well Mary had six pencils and Johnny had 4 erasers, then how many did they have 





 But the minute that I say, “Well, Ian had 7 Snickers. Xavier had 3 packs of Oreos. 
 How many snacks did they have?” For them, it’s the idea that their name is being 
 used in word problem. It’s the idea that they might actually have this many 
 Snickers or that many Oreos…just the possibility. They’re totally into it. 
 
Her characterization of the students being “totally into it” is an indication to her of her  
 
students’ focus, interest, and willingness to learn. To Dora, these are essential elements of   
 
her teaching and in this vein, she follows Brown–Jeffy’s (2011) idea of equity by “giving 
students what they need” (p. 74). She shows an understanding of seeing “students both as 
they are and how they can be” (Ladson–Billings, 2001, p. 122). She looks for equity–
based practices as a driving force in her classroom curriculum. 
Interrupting her knowledge is what she sees as the administrator’s  




My Math Coach tells me that you have to make sure that you’re following the 
curriculum. My argument was, “But I am. The standard is this. They have to be 
able to add and subtract within twenty. What do you think they’re doing? [Math 
Coach–Yeah, but they really need to see what the Math journals are like and what 
the problems are in the Math journals because that’s what the big focus is for 
second grade.] Who cares what the format is? It’s a skill! That skill will transfer. I 
can give my kids any number story and 75% of them will be able to tell whether 
they have to find a sum or if they have to find a difference. They use those words 
because they’re trained from the beginning. “OK, what is it asking you? What 
operation do you need to use here? Is it minus or is it plus? Ok. Show me. 
They’ve associated those words with the symbols minus or plus. They know what 
to do, but I have to use the Math journals because that’s a big focus for second 
grade.  
  
 Me: So you’re saying the word Math journals and I’m thinking… 
 Dora: It’s a workbook. It’s a workbook…This is what my biggest issue is. We 
 have been told since this Math curriculum was revised that the Math program we 
 use, Everyday Math, is not our curriculum. That it’s a resource. It’s not our 
 curriculum. But when you look at our curriculum, it’s literally every thing from 
 the Everyday Math program. If you open up the Teacher’s Guide of the Everyday 




 corresponding lessons, everything that is on the page in the teacher’s guide is on 
 that lesson. So you keep telling me Everyday Math is not my curriculum, but my 
 curriculum reflects everything that is in Everyday Math. If Everyday Math is not 
 our curriculum, then I’m going to make sure that I look at the curriculum, look at 
 the standards, and teach those standards my way because, ultimately, Everyday 
 Math is not my curriculum! 
 
As she wraps up this narrative in which she dramatizes an ongoing conflict with the Math 
Coach, she arrives at her “biggest issue.” The curriculum has been essentialized to a 
workbook. Even worse, the administrators refuse to acknowledge this commitment and 
simply demand her acquiescence. The debate over what is curriculum that is being played 
out in Dora’s classroom is as old as public schooling. 
 Historically, with/in the American education system, control over the 
“curriculum” has been most typically conceptualized as one way to exert control and 
influence over society. In his study of the American school curriculum, Kliebard (2004) 
quotes Edward A. Ross, a sociologist, stating how “education was one of the most 
effective…weapons in society’s arsenal, particularly in the light of the decline of other 
modes of social control” (Kliebard, 2004, p. 78).  
Although Franklin Bobbitt (1918) first introduced behavioral objectives into the 
American school curriculum, it was Ralph Tyler (1949/2003) who made the movement 
popular through his University of Chicago course syllabus converted into a book, Basic 
Principles of Curriculum and Instruction. Political and social forces transformed social 
efficiency into a “science” of supremacy. It is this Tyler–influenced, technical–rational 
version of curriculum that, although critiqued, reconceptualized and deeply expanded by 
curriculum theorists in the 1960s and 1970s, still continues to hold sway today most 





 The Tyler Rationale relied on pre–determined and, most often, linear and 
sequentially designed behavioral objectives through which students’ educational 
experiences and their achievement of such could be tested and measured. When put 
together, these objectives, instructional activities, and assessments supposedly comprised 
students’ learning of knowledge (Lagemann, 2000). It is important to note here, in 
relation to this study, how empowered interests utilized social efficiency models to 
further ingratiate the status quo for Black students in post–Civil war, rural schools who 
would later dominate the settings of urban schools. These curriculum changes in relation 
to population shifts were not incidental, but a series of planned political and social 
movements that would later determine the trajectory of urban schools. 
 From behavioral objectives (which Dora must display publicly in her classroom) 
to prescriptive textbooks, Dora pushes back on the traditional curriculum that for students 
of color in urban schools now exists in the form of dull, uninteresting workbooks. What 
Dora knows is that the “skills” set forth in the textbook will more than likely not translate 
over to the higher–order reasoning, problem–solving and creativity extolled by the 
entrepreneurs, artists, and leaders who help shape the country. Thus Dora is not just 
struggling against workbooks, she is fighting for her students to have access to equity by 
“confronting inequitable and undemocratic social structures” (Ladson–Billings, 1995, p. 
474). Dora’s fight is not a new one. Researchers have recognized the inherent disparities 






Parent Involvement, Immigrant Families, and ICE 
One of Dora’s major concerns is how the parents of her students are reacting to 
the recent changes in immigration laws within the United States, and more locally in the 
school’s locale. The majority of the students in Dora’s schools are Latinx. They come 
from first–generation and multiple–generation families. For the families who have newly 
immigrated to Dora’s classroom, the current political climate around immigration has 
created, what is for her, an indelible mark on her students and their lives in her 
classroom. As she reports, the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) has 
become another element of a hidden curriculum within her school.  
 Discourses around parental involvement have taken up new meanings. Dora 
counters prevailing discourses of “no parental involvement” and “parents not caring” 
with the  
 My parents are much more involved and if they felt like there was someone 
 running the school that wasn’t up to snuff for their kids I feel like they would 
 have much more of a voice…..I don’t know that they can. We deal with a very 
 large illegal population. For them, being here is many times gift enough especially 
 now with everything’s that’s happening. It breaks my heart.  
 
While the language of an “illegal population” emboldens discourses that criminalize 
families, in Dora’s telling, she is grappling with the complexities of supporting her young 
students from immigrant backgrounds, particularly undocumented students, as their 
families face the political realities in today’s climate in which a mother does not know 
whether or not she will be grabbed by ICE and taken away.  
One of my students…it was Dr. Seuss’s birthday. We were doing so many 
different activities. Right before lunch he stops and he says, “Ms. M., can we 
make a card?” And I said, “What do you mean darlin’?” And all of a sudden he 
just burst into tears. He said, “Donald Trump is going to make my mother go back 
to Mexico. He is six. I was not prepared for that. I expected these types of 
questions to pop up after the election. I expected these types of questions to pop 




and this questions crawls into my lap and I said–Oh my God. I don’t know what 
to do. So I said, “Sweetheart, I need you to understand that this is something we 
both think about. I absolutely promise you that we will be talking about this but 
for right now, I need for you to not be worried about this. It’s almost lunchtime 
and I want you to get some food into your belly. I want to make sure that you are 
fed, that you have had a very good, healthy lunch, and if you’re this upset right 
now, it’s going to be difficult for you to eat. So I want you to work on just 
calming down, getting some food into your belly, calming down, and then we can 
talk about this.” So he was all sniffly, but he headed down to lunch.  
 
In seeking to care for her students and not intending to deny the realities and give them 
false assurances, she enacts an ethics of care in her classroom. She was unaware that the 
raids were taking place and the school had not prepared her for to be able to 
productively support her students as they navigate these dangers. Although the counselor 
spoke with this young student, there remained, understandably, the fear and anxiety 
around the possibility of this mother being removed from the home.  
I headed straight to the counselor’s office. I said, “Whoa. Whoa. Hold on. You’re 
going to have to help me here. I don’t know what to do. I cannot tell this student 
that his mother will not be taken because I don’t know. I can’t tell this student that 
everything is going to be okay because what if it’s not. I don’t know what to say 
to him. 
 
 Me: What did the counselor say? 
 Dora: The counselor called the mom and asked what is the catalyst for this. It 
 turns out. They’re having the raids in the district and she had sat her kids down. 
 
 Me: Who’s conducting the raids in the district. 
 Dora: ICE and the police officers. (Me: Ok. I’m sorry for interrupting.)  
 The mom had sat them down the night before and said basically “If anything ever 
 happens, you will have a home with my cousin.” He must have been listening to 
 the news the following morning or something because something made that… 
 
 Me: Even just hearing that would have been… 
 Dora: She [the mother] explained to the counselor. I thought I was doing the right 
 thing because God forbid there’s a raid at my job or something like that. I’m just 
 afraid I wouldn’t be coming home to my kids. I needed them to know that if 





What is striking about this story is how was able to continue her teaching and the 
student continued to attend school, despite the uncertainties of navigating a treacherous 
political terrain of immigration policy and its effects within this classroom. 
Dora and her students are not alone in their concern for undocumented families and the 
violations they are experiencing. Local newspaper headlines in the state echo these 
concerns: “2 dads nabbed by ICE as they drop off kids at NJ school; 3rd takes shelter 
in church,”“5 ways Trump's immigration crackdown could be affecting your kid's 
classroom” and “Does ICE Pressure Schools for Student Info?” Policies upheld by the 
U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”), in conjunction with local law 
enforcement agencies and the Federal Bureau of Investigations have situated families 
such as Dora’s students as threats to national security.  
Contreras (2002) has investigated the complex intersections between immigration 
reform and urban schools and their impact on students and families. Critical Race Theory 
and LatCrit scholars, however, (re)position the narrative highlighting a space in which 
agency becomes possible (Fernández, 2016; McClain, 2010). Fernández (2016) tells of 
Blanca, a Chicana parent living the “American Dream,” whose life with her husband and 
children in a house with a pool was upended and ultimately lost, when first her husband 
was arrested and then she found herself hiding from ICE in the bushes with her children. 
In her counter–story she, despite her fears of revealing her immigration status, Blanca 
builds a relationship with her children’s school and consequently, other families. The 
school’s parental advocate helped to forge this relationship and develop Blanca’s trust in 
finding possibilities (and resources) for her family. In Dora’s story, we miss an 




through this one telling, that such agency is not occurring. It is an act of agency, mine 
own and early–career teachers, to find such moments and share them. 
Terry 
 As Terry discussed her work with me, she seemed to balance the broad, 
generalized discourses of urban schools with a matter–of–fact approach. She believed in 
doing her work to the best of her ability despite the “ups–and–downs.” She talked 
extensively of how, because of her professionalism and commitment, the district 
considered her to be a teacher leader and gave her leadership opportunities. Even though 
she faced challenges, she was loathe to “complain.” 
Teacher Evaluations, Teacher Expectations, and Race/Culture 
According to the school’s state performance card, the student population is 97% 
Latinx and yet the percentage of teachers is approximately 40%. Terry’s school follows 
the national trend in which stark disparities exist between the race/cultures of the students 
and the teachers.   
The majority of the staff were Caucasians, although it’s a predominantly Spanish 
speaking community I would say it’s maybe – well, in the school where I last 
worked, there’s probably maybe only two Black teachers. And then it’s about 
40% Hispanic and then maybe like 60% white, 40% Hispanic. I know that comes 
up to 100, and then you have the two Black teachers. 
 
Terry is not alone in pointing towards the difference between the populations of students 
and the teachers who educate them. The Shanker Report (2015) cited the lack of teacher 
diversity in the educator workforce as a crisis of democracy. Based on research and data 
on teacher diversity from 1987 to 2012 in nine cities in the United States, the authors 




increase in the percentage of teachers of color. In the 1980s, researchers recognized the 
disparity between the races or ethnicities of students of color and those of their teachers 
focusing on possible implications for an American democracy (Carnegie Forum on 
Education and the Economy, 1986). These studies asserted that a society devoted to 
pluralistic ideals could not maintain claims of adequate progress towards those values 
was being made if students in schools lacked consistent exposure to people of color in 
authoritative, powerful positions.  
 At the time of this interview, Terry had already left the classroom to begin 
administrative work in a new district. I neglected to ask her whether the school hired 
another Black teacher to replace her. In the narrative that follows, Terry (re)situates the 
racial disparities between teachers and students as problematic to student learning and 
achievement. 
In this narrative, Terry begins to thread together race/culture with teachers’ low 
expectations. She speaks not from a broader narrative or from research, but from her 
daily observations –– what she sees and hears as she listens to and sits in meetings with, 
some not all, White teachers. 
 I definitely think there’s an influence because most of the student body is 
 Hispanic. there should definitely more Spanish speaking teachers there because 
 people – kids are influenced most by the people that are most similar to them and 
 then also what I’ve experienced in this district is a lot of the – not a lot, but I’m 
 just saying some of the Caucasians they kind of have this attitude that the kids 
 can’t learn or they just have this attitude that the kids…There’s the urban district, 
 these kids are poor and the expectations aren’t as high for them as they probably 
 would be in a suburban school. That’s just what I perceive. I’m not saying it’s for 
 the entire district, but it’s just like when you sit and you listen to people talk and 
 then you just have meetings talking about the kids, they just don’t have 
 attention…yeah, I think…I don’t know. There’s some phenomenal teachers as 
 usual, but then I think also there are teachers that look at these children and they 





Within her narrative, Terry describes a teacher discourse mired in low expectations and 
steeped in racist ideologies (re)produced as school norms. Although Terry is careful to 
not generalize such statements to all teachers, these statements are both permitted and 
allowed to circulate within public spaces (possibly in the presence of students) and 
formal school meetings. This discourse of student inferiority is not hidden, but operates 
with the tangible effect of blaming students for a perceived lack of academic growth. I 
want to reiterate that, in this school setting which she is describing, she is one of only two 
Black teachers which means that these statements are spoken around her and directly to 
her. Even as she describes the small number of White teachers who take up this 
positionality, the teachers that do are allowed to speak racist language as a natural 
occurrence within the school’s boundaries.  
Not relying solely on race, Terry draws my attention to low teacher ratings and 
how teacher ineffective scores might relate to low teacher expectations. In other words, 
for Terry, some White teachers who score low on yearly teacher evaluations reject a self–
reflective lens and turn the blame towards the students. 
Usually the teachers that were labeled as ineffective teachers or just didn’t have 
that great of a reputation of being a teacher, those were the ones that you could 
always bank on them saying that the students “just can’t learn” and they’re this 
and they’re that. But it was always those teachers who, you know, they’re like 
highly effective…those are always the teachers who are…like they just have that 
more of a positive outlook.  
 




Oh, and also, the younger teachers, the younger teachers I noticed that – you 
know, younger meaning like – because I was considered a younger teacher, not 
that I’m young, but the teachers who had been teaching like maybe like 8 years or 
less. They really believed in the students. But the teachers who had been teaching 




know? Maybe because they get worn out. I don’t know, but it’s definitely 
something there. 
 
There are connections to be drawn to teacher burnout and how the system fails to support 
teachers and students.  
 In this research, I historicized intersections of race and teacher preparation and 
early–career teaching in urban settings as far back as the 1800s, but with intensified focus 
in the research around the time of the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 
Kansas ruling. Terry’ s narratives in this subsection underscore how negative and 
dangerous discourses around students of color persist. The research relating teachers’ low 
expectations with student failure is extensive and irrefutable and yet the discourse of 
failure remains unproblematized and in operation within Terry’s school.   
Diversifying the Teacher Workforce/Diversifying Race/Culture Knowledges  
 Terry also introduced the narrative that she was one of only two Black teachers in 
the school. Her narratives (and my questions) did not extend to why this might be the 
case. The work of changing the climate of schools cannot and should not rest on the 
shoulders of one or two individuals. As Dora and Terry’s narratives clarify, teacher 
diversity encompasses much more than the goal of increasing numbers. As in Terry’s 
school, the recruitment and retention of teachers of color in public school speaks to 
changing the climate and culture of schools to shift allow for access and equity for 
students of color. 
Much research has focused on the recruitment and retention of teachers of color 
(Quartz et al., 2004; Villegas & Davis, 2007) and recruitment, preparation, and retention 
studies, specifically of persons of backgrounds similar to those of diverse students 




initiatives, focused recruitment efforts on hiring more teachers of color (Clewell & 
Villegas, 1998; Villegas & Davis, 2007). Organizations such as the Ford Foundation and 
the DeWitt Wallace Readers’ Digest Fund contributed more than $60 million towards the 
recruitment of teachers of color. The results of these early recruitment efforts are a 
mixed–bag. While these programs worked, sometimes doubling the numbers of teachers 
(Ingersoll & May, 2011), the overall numbers of teachers of color continues to be dismal.  
Retention studies have focused on a number of problem areas including teacher 
resilience (Stanford, 1998) and the inexperience of novice teachers (Boyd, Grossman, 
Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2006; Allensworth, Ponisicak, & Mazzeo, 2009). High 
teacher turnover rates that impact the school’s organization have been attributed to poor, 
working conditions (Johnson, Kraft, & Papay, 2012; Simon & Johnson, 2015). These 
‘conditions’ are often seen as the students who populate these schools (Borman & 
Dowling, 2008: Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin 2004). However, in one of Simon and 
Johnson’s (2015) examples, a quantitative study of 1,071 teachers by Loeb, Darling–
Hammond, and Luczak (2005) showed a significant decrease in the “predictive power of 
student characteristics when the factor of school conditions was added” (p. 65). Poor 
working conditions most prominently encompass dilapidated school buildings with 
minimal resources, and overly bureaucratic and disorganized district administrations.  
Most recently, teacher retention research for teachers of color points towards lack 
of influence and autonomy (Ingersoll & May, 2011). Ingersoll and May (2011b) situate 
the lack of teachers of color in the workplace not as a crisis, but as a shortage. They 
define teacher shortage as “an insufficient production and recruitment of new minority 




asserting how this particular demarcation in ‘terminology and diagnosis’ allows for a 
response to policy initiatives such as higher expectations in teacher accountability that 
have left teachers of color in contexts where decision–making is top–down. As a low–
cost solution to the high cost of teacher attrition, they advocate schools take a proactive 
approach in reforming how teachers have influence and make decisions within the 
schools structure. 
I am familiar with Terry’s experience of being part of an almost nonexistent 
minority in a school setting. (She excluded herself and the other Black teacher in her 
make–up of the teaching population.) When I began teaching, I was the only Black 
woman, and only one of two Black teachers. I described this setting in the interludes in 
the beginning chapters of this work. I have written of the extraordinary sense of 
community that has surrounded my work from my early–career years into several 
decades of working and learning alongside a varied and diverse population of teachers, 
students, and families. In different settings, I have experienced racializations in which I 
was positioned by teachers from various race/ethnic/cultural backgrounds as not being 
like “those people.”  
Reforming Schools 
Terry approached one topic in particular that I found parallel to my own 
experiences. For 11 years, I taught in k–12 urban school settings. Naming the number of 
reforms I saw introduced and rescinded over the years would not be possible. After so 
many reforms, I started questioning how much these reforms cost the students. I also 
wondered, and continue to contemplate, why? When talking to teachers over the years, 




comments speak to the constant cycles of reform with no rhyme or reason that are 
ultimately detrimental to student progress.   
New initiatives come up, new programs come up, so many changes take place, but 
then the more  things change the more they stay the same and I think you see that 
in a lot of urban districts, but not all….You have these initiatives, they come out, 
you work on them two years and then they change to some new and greater idea. 
Implement this, before you can even  get the teachers trained well enough, “Oh, 
this isn’t working well, so let’s change this. Pearson just came out with this. Let’s 
implement this.” They’re not giving  themselves enough time to catch up to make 
the changes…If you look at my district they had this program–Achieve 3000. 
Students were – it’s a reading program, and the students were making significant 
gains and they did it for three years and then it was just like, “Okay, well we’re 
not going to do that anymore. We’re going to do this other program that’s even 
more expensive that’s supposed to yield even better results,” but you’re not 
allowing the program that you implemented three years ago to run its course to 
really get true statistical data.  
 
Terry’s description of her school’s cycles of reform is not new to urban school settings. 
Reform has maintained a continued tradition within urban schools often as centers of 
experimentation and little change (Anyon, 1997; Kozol, 1991; Tyack & Cuban, 1995).  
Terry grapples with making meaning of a system in which those in the role of school 
administrator continue to perpetuate the same practices without, over time, ever having 
different, long–lasting results. In Terry’s narrative, although she is frustrated, she 
emphasizes the impact on students who do well in programs that later disappear only for 
them, and the teachers, to have to learn a new one which ultimately slows down student 
progress and possibly stops it altogether.  
An unspoken agenda of failed reform undergirds a public acceptance and buy–in 
into urban schools discourses despite a large body of research challenging the social and 
political groundings of educational inequalities, accountability measures, and ‘failed’ 
reform efforts (Anyon, 1997; Duncan–Andrade & Morell, 2008; Fine, 1991; Weiner, 




the educational crisis in school reform measures. Kliebard (2004) discusses one of 
Dewey’s (1901) works in which he ponders the failure of education reform (more than 
likely his own included): 
   First, he said, someone feels that a school system is behind the times, that there are 
new and exciting things going on elsewhere. Public sentiment is aroused, and, after 
letters are written, editorials appear, and lobby groups do their work, the change is 
instituted: ‘The victory is won, and everybody–unless it be some already 
overburdened and distracted teacher – congratulates everybody else that advance steps 
are being taken’ (p. 334). Within a short time, however, complaints are heard that 
children do not read as well as they used to or that their handwriting is bad; there 
develops a public outcry to rescind the reform, and there is a return to the status quo 
ante. (Kliebard, 2004, p. 282) 
 
I have included intentionally this rather lengthy quote because Kliebard’s restatement of 
Dewey’s sentiments echo and parallel Terry’s present–day concerns around discourses of 
school failure and reform. He explains Dewey’s articulation of the reason for such cycles: 
for one, reforms often occur in isolation independent of the curriculum as a whole; two, 
the ‘organizational features’ of the school micromanaged by administrators tend to 
overwhelm lasting reform; third, the driving need to measure reform through technocratic 
means defeats holistic reform; and finally, the teacher input and power to make decisions 
is often excluded. This final rationale speaks to Terry’s experience with school reform 
and the teacher’s role in such ventures. 
 Through Terry’s viewpoint of leadership, she assesses the climate of teachers and 
finds teacher apathy amongst racial lines, but also through the continuous reform 
practices. 
One of the biggest challenges, I believe, was the mindset of the staff. You have 
 this system that they’ve been in the system for many years and no one really 







These reforms inhibit student progress, but possibly even more dangerous, they  
 
contribute to teacher apathy. Again, Terry is pointing towards the systemic level in which  
 
teachers feel they have no voice. Kliebard (2004) refers to Dewey’s vision for reform. 
 
   There was simply no point in attempting a reform of the course of study without the 
active participation of the teacher and without taking into account the teacher’s 
abilities, interests, and desires. Curriculum change, therefore, required not simply a 
new conception of the course of study, but a complex process of interaction involving 
both the organizational structure of the school and those who were to be instrumental 
in bringing it to the classroom. (p. 282) 
 
Kumashiro (2012) situates his rather disturbing duality of hero/villain within the 
accountability debate. He writes, “a range of competing proposals exist on how to reform 
public schools, and yet, in the media, in policy papers, and in speeches by politicians, 
only certain initiatives seem to count as reform, and only certain actors as reformers” (p. 
10). Historically, the literature has elucidated how school reform will continue to fail 
unless teachers have a stake in the reform (are the reformers) and organizational structure 
of schools can also be put into the mix. 
 By current standards of teacher accountability, housed in a neoliberal agenda, 
Terry’s “failure” exists within a specific framework. Since 2002, the United States has 
ranked below average in mathematics and average on science on the Program for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) as compared with other countries in the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Policymakers have 
pointed to these test outcomes as evidence of a threat to the American economy and its 
standing within the global marketplace (USDOE, 2009). The common refrain in 
educational media, public discourse and research is that the teacher is the most important 





Mulhern, & Keeling, 2010). This framing allows for a conflation of student failure and 
teacher failure but often neglects dysfunctions within urban systems. 
 In her classic work, Anyon’s (1997) study of the Newark public school system in 
the early 1990s troubles a failed story of a “failed system and unrealized school reform” 
(p. xiv). Of grave concern and a significant aggravation of school reform failure, was the 
political isolation of inner–city residents, community leaders, and politicians from state 
and national power structures. Ultimately, she argues that attempts such as Newark’s (in 
the 1990s and I would argue, today) will continue to fail unless underlying institutional 
causes of poverty and racial isolation receive address. As I have written elsewhere in this 
work, cultural and critical researchers have shifted the conversation from the failure of 
students to the failures of the systems, and most importantly, focused on possibilities of 
how to move forward.  
Teacher Agency, Identity, and Attrition 
Laura –– I couldn’t stay. I couldn’t stay, both for myself and also, I didn’t want to 
do damage to the kids because I felt like that’s where I could be. 
 
Dora –– I’m trying my hardest to get out of there. I have sent out my resume. 
 
In this section I explore two ideas: 1) of the six teachers who participated in this 
study, all have chosen to either leave their school district (two are in the process of 
applying); or leave the classroom altogether; and 2) I interpret these teachers’ decisions 
to make a career change through a lens of teacher agency. To theorize teachers leaving 
urban schools as a form of teacher agency, I moved into Scheurich’s (1995) suggestion to 
envision “data” beyond the data collections spaces to the “data’ passing through the 




solely on the “data” in the interviews and focus groups, but my current knowledge of 
these teachers through conversations that we have had in other spaces and my own stories 
and experiences of urban teaching.  
The early–career teacher transitions in this study can be summarized in the 
following: 
Teacher 1: Resigned from first urban district after a layoff and hostile 
employment climate around healthcare; Is now employed in another urban district 
 
Teacher 2: Resigned from urban school after three years: Is now employed as a 
classroom teacher in a suburban school setting 
 
Teacher 3: Resigned from first urban district; Now employed as an administrator 
in different urban district 
 
Teacher 4: Resigned from first urban district; Now employed in an out–of–
classroom position in suburban district 
 
Teacher 5: Currently employed in first urban district: Seeking employment in 
different urban district 
 
Teacher 6: Currently employed in first urban district: Seeking employment in 
suburban district 
 
According to NCES (2016), data, teacher turnover focuses on three main types: stayers, 
movers, and leavers. In the 2016 data, NCES reported 86% of public school teachers 
stayed at the same school, 8% moved as a teacher to a different school, and 8% left the 
profession. (This includes teachers who leave the district for a new school.) Of the 8% of 
those who moved to other schools, the majority of the teachers left voluntarily for 
personal reasons (23%). Other reasons teachers changed schools included school factors 
(23%), classroom factors (5%), and salary and other job benefits (4%). Student 
performance was the least of all of the factors selected (NCES, 2016). The data highlights 




second largest group are the teachers who “leave” the profession and transition into non–
classroom positions (29%). For the teachers in this study; the NCES categorizations look 
like this: 
 Stayers: None of these teachers have chosen to stay 
Movers: No teachers voluntarily moved from one school to another within the 
same district. (District administration re–assigned Teacher 6 to another to support 
a classroom deemed in distress.) 4 teachers will leave the district, but stay in 
teaching. 
Leavers: 2 teachers left the classroom, but not the profession.  
 
The reasons for the leave differ. Laura, a White woman, describes coming to the 
realization, through therapy, that she had begun to fear who she might have become if she 
stayed. She felt that Trump’s presidency had placed a target on her back, and that she was 
seen as part of the problem and not part of the solution as she once was. Laura’s school 
regarded her as a school leader until her departure. 
At the end of last year, I didn’t think I wanted to leave education per se, but I 
needed to figure out what aspect of education I wanted to be in. I mean, I think 
part of me wanted to see if teaching outside of [the school district] was something 
that I could do, and something that I would be good at, and something that felt 
good, that felt more rewarding and fulfilling. And so, I thought I’d like to do that. 
I didn’t want to get into a very high–end district. Then I would have helicopter 
parents and parents who are negotiating about grades because I realized there are 
other ends of the spectrum, but I wanted to be in more of a blue–collar, middle 
class area similar to how I grew up with multiple races, multiple religions. 
 
Dora, a Latina woman, can no longer see her way through the administrative politics or 
what she might call antics.  
I’m trying to stay away from urban settings because my experience is that the left 
hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing.  
 
Additionally, although her she also fares well on her evaluations, the verbal feedback 




environment in which, despite doing well on her evaluations, she feels negatively 
assessed. 
I feel like if I would be in that kind of district I would have value. I don’t feel 
valued in my district.  
 
Consequently, Dora says she’s “checked out” when it comes to making sense of 
administrative discourses and practices. Although Dora is at the present moment seeking 
another position as a classroom teacher, she intends to leave the classroom, but stay in 
education. Her hope is to enter a doctoral program. Terry spoke of increasing her income 
as well as a career move with an immediate move towards administration. In contrast to 
what the other teachers shared, Audry recounted how much she loved working in her 
school, nevertheless, she planned on leaving the district for the opportunity to increase 
her income. These early–career teachers are successful, continue to speak highly of 
students and their expected achievement, and desire to continue in education, but choose 
to leave the classroom. By looking evaluating their positions and searching for the value 
in their teaching, Laura and Dora seek to be activists, but are not sure how to move 
forward. 
Departing from traditional school reform methods in which teachers are objects of 
reform, Cochran–Smith (1991) reconceptualizes teachers as necessary to sustainable and 
meaningful school reform. In what she refers to as teaching against the grain, Cochran–
Smith calls for teachers to embrace their roles as educators and activists in political 
activities focused on how teachers engage in schools and schooling. From a critical 
standpoint, teaching against the grain situates teachers as members of a social community 




power, labor, and ideology at individual school levels. The struggle exists at least in part 
as a result of the socio–historicization of teachers.  
 Cochran–Smith (1991) expands the view of the teacher identity as activist. In a 
detailed articulation of teaching against the grain, she describes teachers who stand up for 
students against the powers that be, understand culture and politics in schools, are willing 
to go it alone when colleagues disagree with their practice and yet perceive collaboration 
as necessary, take courage in their beliefs, and commit to their students and their families. 
They inquire, question injustices, and seek answers for what is answerable. Dora, in 
particular, expresses her decision to leave the classroom as her discontent with finding 
such answers. 
My situating of the decision to leave the classroom as agency is not entirely 
theoretical. After 11 years of teaching in urban schools settings, an opportunity arose to 
teach in higher education. In my experience, early–career teachers sometimes lacked 
support, therefore, I often voluntarily offered mentoring when they struggled with 
feelings of self–doubt. Later, I entered teacher education with s strong desire to support 
early–career teachers as they prepared to enter teaching. 
My decision to leave the classroom was painful and almost inexplicably guilt–
ridden. Laura and I spoke briefly of my own decision to leave in her interview. 
Me: “Where can I be where I can approach this differently?”…I thought, “I’m not 




Me: “I’m not going to be able to do this here.” It’s literally like throwing – it’s 
like a drop in the bucket. 
 





Me: And I felt enormously guilty, my leaving. 
 
Laura: Oh sure. 
 
I believe I left the classroom as an ethical practice. I no longer felt like I was doing the 
work I set out to do. I still believed in my students, but I refused to continue within a 
system in which, in my experience, lacked commitment to its students. Later in the 
interview I shared what it felt like to return not just to the district in which I worked, but 
the actual school where I attended kindergarten: 
This is the office that I walked into when I started kindergarten. So, there was a 
whole other emotional aspect to that. And I began to find a place for the work that 
I wanted to do and working with teachers became almost a lifeline for me because 
I could be of support to teachers. I knew what they were experiencing. I knew 
their frustrations. I knew why they really hadn’t been trained well, and prepared 
well. I knew when they honestly were just not good teachers. And I could – once 
they began to trust me, I could work with them. 
 
There is a great deal of research on why teachers stay or leave, but there remains a gap 
where teachers choosing to leave is not just about how they see the schools or the 
students, but how they make meaning of themselves and their work as they make career 
changes.  
As a teacher for more than ten years in urban school settings, I integrated 
personal, community, and political forces. I believed I could create classroom spaces in 
which teachers honor and validate students’ culture and difference while negotiating 
larger political forces of school, community, and nation. In my personal experiences with 
agency, the teachers in this study (re)vision capacity and activity; they see themselves as 
able to (re)imagine and take ownership of what is before them.  
Teacher agency comes through the literature repeatedly. Gay’s (2010) agency 




change. Agency occurs during moments of transformation, both of self and the world. 
Vetter (2012) discusses four processes of change that teachers undergo when becoming 
architects of transformation: “contemplating and imagining a new position, enacting and 
solidifying a new position, maintaining a new position in spite of resistance, and realizing 
the results of her new position” (p. 33). Often, the teachers in this study surveyed the 
work before them, making determinations about what was/is needed, and acting within, 
and sometimes beyond, prescribed limitations within classrooms or in the broader 
contexts of school and community. Such spaces recognize the power and possibility of 
teaching. By overlapping teacher agency from within a context of Taubman’s (2009) 
audit culture, I take up the assumption that these teachers seek equity and social justice 
for their students through opportunity and access in their learning, but must do so within 
at the boundaries of power/knowledge confines. I have witnessed this agency occur in my 
teaching career time and time again, and, now, through my interaction with these 
teachers. 
Achinstein and Ogawa’s (2011) longitudinal study of new teachers in urban 
settings describes a “double–bind” that teachers of color encounter. A double–bind 
explains how new teachers of color, who are more than willing to pick up the gauntlet of 
social justice, find themselves challenged by institutionalized policies and practices. They 
summarize their findings by concluding that, over time, these agents of change become 
themselves change(d). Such a lens opens narratives on early–career teachers to 
interrogations of teacher “procedures” as enacted by administration rather than the 
individual teacher. As I present it here in the data, teacher agency historically and 




 Identity is one component of teacher agency. For most of these teachers, the 
identity of teacher is often inextricable from a constitution of self.  
Dora: I’m doing the best I can with what I’m given. It’s the best that I know how 
to do. I pour my heart and everything I do…for my students. 
 
A person who enacts agency must have a vision of themselves in the world and the 
imagined world. Undergirding this problem of is the teacher’s own identification of self 
as teacher, self as teaching. In Unsettling the Settler Within, Regan (2010) explores how 
the juxtaposition of self in the world disrupts the teacher’s identify as teacher –– and as 
self. By exposing the mythology of how teachers see themselves, she begins to unravel 
the complexity of a teacher identity. We want teachers to see the possibilities of 
transformation, and simultaneously look inward for the truth that we are ourselves helped 
to create the world. When these early–career teachers are told that they are failing or 
when they assess their own work as failing, they feel as if they have failed as people.  
Laura: Yeah. Well, a teacher is more than just – I mean, if I worked in an office 
like I did before when I was doing marketing like I probably wouldn’t be so tied 
to it. This is who I am. When you’re a teacher it is who you are, it is part of your 
identity. So, it is tied to who I am. 
 
Laura: Right, and my ego was bruised because I didn’t feel like I was doing well 
by…It was not really my ego so much as I just felt guilt. I felt guilty, like I wasn’t 
doing right by them. You know? And that’s hard. I didn’t know what else I could 
do though. I didn’t know what else I could possibly do. 
 
Dora: I don’t know what’s out there. I’ve only been in this one school. 
 
The teachers in the study make the change to leave their districts and the classroom 
because they are fighting to hold onto what they imagine teaching – education, to be.  
Teacher leadership acts as a fulcrum for these teachers as they make their decision 
to leave the classroom. All three of the teachers give examples of how they functioned as 




writing the curriculum for English as Second Language program and she received high 
scores on her final evaluations. Both Laura and Terry scored ‘effective’ and ‘highly 
effective’ on their evaluations. Laura collaborated on the schools intervention team and 
the principal discussed creating a new intervention position for her. Terry received the 
most accolades from her district. They invited her to join a district–sponsored leadership 
program and also placed her on a special team assigned to do “instructional rounds.” 
Additionally, the district transferred her out of her school into another classroom to 
provide leadership and training. According to Terry, her reputation, based on her 
observations, had spread across the district and administrators viewed her as a valuable 
resource. The teachers see themselves as school leaders and experts, despite inconsistent 
administrative and parental feedback and decide to leave to be able to be able to continue 
















INTERLUDE: “WHOSE SIDE AM I ON?” 
On my matrilineal line, I am a granddaughter to grandparents who in the late 
1800s migrated from the Southern United States to the Northeast as part of the Great 
Migration. In 1864, as the Civil War was ending, my great–great grandfather left 
Richmond, Virginia and settled in Montgomery County, Georgia. He became known as a 
religious leader and a leader in the local community. His grandson, Frederick Douglas, 
would migrate from the south to Jersey City working as a laborer before owning his own 
moving business. Although neither he nor his wife had access to secondary schooling in 
the South, their move to the North allowed all of their ten children to either graduate 
high school, attend college, or enter the military. My grandparents worked hard and 
bought a home. My mother and father graduated from high school, but I was the first of 
their five children to graduate with a postsecondary degree.  
Early in my doctoral study, I began to see how my own normative assumptions 
had foreclosed certain thinking about my family’s history. Specifically, in reading 
Anderson’s (1988) The Education of Blacks in the South, I lived a moment in which I had 
to re–think meaningful circumstances, possibly, that there may not have been any high 
schools available for my grandparents to attend. I could no longer hold onto my own 
family history in the way I once had.  
* * * 
Narratives around school exclusions abound within my family’s experiences. They 
resist the boundaries of traditional definings of success and failure. Within my familial 
experiences, five of my ten nephews were either pushed out, withdrew, or expelled from 




despite a severe learning disability reshapes the story of her dropping out in the 11th 
grade. How my sister graduated from high school “on time” despite having given birth to 
her first child negates a story of just another teenage pregnancy. My brother, who took 
15 years to complete his undergraduate degree, traveled the world and lived abroad, 
marking his story as something other than college dropout. While my family’s narratives 
around school complicate discourses of failure and the knowledges that move through 
them, they also have led me to interrogate how the educational system has constituted me 
as “successful.” How do I feel about my educational success as family members have 
often felt failed by schooling systems?  
My subjectivities as “the one who made it” invite further query. Circulating are 
my proud feelings of being successful and “making it.” By “making it,” I refer to 
dominant discourses surrounding Black youth such as “go to college,” and “achieve 
your potential,” which transfer the accountability of individual success to Black youth 
and miss an examination of the system itself. Further troubling the discourse of “making 
it” is the reasoning that, in some ways, my educational success propelled me into the 
educational field, hoping to dismantle essentialized and dangerous beliefs and create 
successful experiences with Black youth. (Re)writing a tale of success through the lens of 
my family and my own experiences of graduating college, becoming a teacher educator 
and doctoral candidate, disrupts notions of failing and failed Black youth. (Re)telling, 
both in this narrative and through my own experiences, my family’s educational 
passages, complicates my positionality as “researcher” attempting to write against and 




V – URBAN SCHOOL STUDENT DISCOURSES 
In this chapter, the teachers talk of their experiences with students, which I relate 
to larger, contextualized discourses of safety; poverty and reform; and achievement. 
These discourses live in Collins’ (2009) structural domain. As I wrote earlier, the 
structural domain addresses the climate in which institutions are constructed, but it also, 
determines, to a large extent, how these institutions function. These discourses, in 
particular, only survive because they function in institutionally–based, color–blind 
systems of urban schools. Through discourses of safety, reform, and achievement “one 
can see how social institutions interlock: ghettos, schools and prisons begin to resemble 
one another in ways where people move smoothly among them” (Collins, 2009, p. 63). I 
rely heavily on these constructions as they are often missing in the everyday meaning–
making outside of and within urban schools.  
The teachers navigate these historical discourses through localized and contingent 
practices. They continuously look to resituate their work in close relation to the needs of 
their students, although they believe, at times, they are unable to do so within their school 
systems which often deter their individual knowledges. Terry is unwilling to essentialize 
students as “bad” even as she agrees with the necessity, at times, for suspensions and 
expulsions. While she is affected by student misbehaviors, she does not essentialize her 
students as violent. She looks toward the system and the care that is lacking in the 
educational process. Laura, struggles with an overwhelmed charter school system, but 




uphold her own values and expectations. Audry has returned to her home city to teach 
and emphasizes and places value on being able to relate to her students and how this 
particular perspective inspires academic achievement. In my personal experiences in 
teaching, I experienced teachers blaming their students for the failures, inadequacies, and 
insufficiencies of school systems, thus these narratives and historical renderings of policy 
and race relations amongst and through these common sense discourses are significant.  
Terry–Safe Schools 
Terry shares her experiences around school discipline allowing me an opportunity 
to explore the historical, social, and cultural discourses that have been constructed around 
suspensions and expulsions in urban schools. In a historical section, I will explore my 
interpretations of discursive lineages of “law and order” in the American political system 
that, over time, have transgressed to “safe schools.” As I interact with her early–career 
teacher experiences, I ask myself how my own subjectivities as a woman of color who 
attended similar schools to the one Terry is characterizing, and whose nephews 
experienced a prevalence of suspensions and expulsions circulated within the context of 
our interview. As the chapter concludes, I write around my own performance (Villenas, 
2000) of silence surrounding the suspensions and expulsions within my own family. 
In her final year of teaching, district administrators transferred Terry from one 
classroom to another to bring a new level of discipline to the classroom. When asked why 
she was chosen, she points towards her reputation of being a strong teacher. Around the 
same time, the district had moved to a new discipline system whereby student 




They’re also very cautious about dealing with the students on disciplinary issues 
and the students clearly can see this so there is no consequences for any type of 
poor behavior. I don’t think the school district, or I don’t think my administrators, 
at least, take a very active role in disciplining the students other than pulling them 
out of class for like 10–15 minutes, bringing them to their office, letting them play 
on the iPad or Chromebook and then sending them back to class. So that’s 
basically how it was handled….Yeah. Go to the office and stuff like that. Maybe 
go down to the counselor’s [office] or social worker’s [office]. Yeah, but no real 
consequence. 
 
Terry describes the ways in which the school administration had refused to 
respond to student misbehaviors, including violent behaviors which Terry herself 
experienced, within the school. Terry talks of a new state law prohibiting suspensions and 
expulsions of primary age children in preschool through second grade. She points, 
specifically, to the school administration’s failure to employ these particular, or any, 
methods of discipline. In a follow–up e–mail I asked Terry which student misbehaviors 
she thought merited suspension. She responded: “fighting, vulgar language, cheating 2–
3rd offense, bullying, obscene behavior towards teachers or staff.” According to her, the 
violent act of assaulting a teacher merited an act of suspension or expulsion. In 
September 2016, the governor of New Jersey signed a law (S–2081/A–3790) prohibiting 
the expulsion of young children between preschool and second grade and severely 
limiting suspensions and expulsions by this same age group to incidents involving 
violence or sexual conduct. Additionally, the law requires that schools implement a 
system of early detection and prevention programs for behavioral issues. 
I was not surprised when I heard Terry talk of the problem of discipline and 
suspensions and expulsions in her school. ‘Classroom management,’ and ‘discipline,’ 
show up repeatedly in the discursivities of urban schools. Thus, Terry’s statement: “So it 




versus teaching” exemplifies and, problematically reifies a negative image of students of 
color whom are too out of control to teach. Yet, Terry has been lauded in the district not 
just for her discipline practices, but also for her students’ test scores.  
As I will discuss in the next section, suspensions and expulsions in urban school 
settings have historical, social and discursive implications, and in recent years, the topic 
has garnered a great deal of attention. In January 2014, the USDOE issued the “Guiding 
Principles: A Resource Guide for Improving School Climate and Discipline. The 
document sets as its agenda two premises: schools need to be safe, so that students can be 
successful. Important to this discussion is Duncan’s immediate attention to the 
disproportionality of suspensions and expulsions for ‘students of color.’ 
   No student or adult should feel unsafe or unable to focus in school, yet this is too 
often a reality. Simply relying on suspensions and expulsions, however, is not the 
answer to creating a safe and productive school environment. Unfortunately, a 
significant number of students are removed from class each year –even for minor 
infractions of school rules—due to exclusionary discipline practices, which 
disproportionately impact students of color and students with disabilities. (p. i) 
 
Given these current and political reconfigurations of “safe schools” and, correspondingly, 
suspensions and expulsions in American public schools, this document set off a national 
agenda for schools to ameliorate a crisis and shifted the policy of disciplining in Terry’s 
school. 
In the following section, I follow the Civil Rights movement to the current era of 
suspensions and expulsions in schools through which urban students, especially, Black 
students, have been produced as violent and unteachable. This interpretation situates the 
dictum of ‘law and order,’ the safe schools policies, and the suspension and expulsion 
rates experienced in many urban school settings—all of which contribute to Terry’s 




Violent Students/Safe Schools: Law and Order 
   He [President Nixon] emphasized that you have to face the fact that the whole 
problem is really the Blacks. The key is to devise a system that recognizes this while 
not appearing to. (H.R. Haldeman, The Haldeman Diaries as cited in Alexander, 2012, 
p. 44) 
 
   On Monday, a widely circulated video recorded in a classroom at Spring Valley 
High School in Columbia, S.C., showed a white officer assigned to the school, Ben 
Fields, grabbing a Black female student seated at a desk, flipping her backward, then 
dragging and throwing her across the floor. (New York Times, October 27, 2015) 
 
Early in the twentieth century, Silberman (1964) describes the “shifting hordes of 
illiterate people from the farms to the cities, where there were no chores to keep the 
children occupied all day” (p. 250). This description depicts urban streets as unsafe and 
filled with rioting, dangerous mobs who Horace Mann described as “wild beasts, that 
prove their right to devour by showing their teeth” (Horace Mann as cited in Tyack, 
1974, p. 74). One of the primary purposes of urban schools was to maintain public safety 
by keeping masses of immigrant and Black youth off of city streets (Tyack, 1974; 
Silberman, 1964). In common, everyday refrain, urban schools were known as 
Blackboard Jungles (Conant, 1961) as a way of describing the chaos and violence within 
which the schools operated. In the media, Richard Brooks,’ Blackboard Jungle (1955), 
held sway in the public eye in its depiction of a fictionalized version of a “typical” urban 
high school in the 1950s. The movie’s premise represented an acceptable social 
framework of “the nation’s juvenile delinquency panic, burgeoning youth culture, and 
education crisis” (Golub, 2015, p. 1). One of the opening scenes features a “seasoned” 
History teacher of 12 years describing this same “urban” school as the “garbage can of 
the educational system.” He declares “They hire fools like us to sit on their garbage can 




without getting attacked.” Although this is a fictionalized tale of urban schooling, a very 
real proposition of violence and safety was being offered.  
 From the 1950s, a political discourse of “law and order,” resituated criminal 
behavior pushing the discourses of ‘controlling crime’ to the forefront of the political 
agenda, (re)positioning race and poverty as its hidden discourses (Alexander, 2012; 
Baum, 1996; Oliver, 2000; Simon 2007). Riots prompted by the Civil Rights Movement 
led Conservatives in the South to call for ‘law and order’ legislation arguing how civil 
disobedience was a willful and flagrant abuse of the law and increased lawlessness and 
criminal activity (Baum, 1996; Edsall & Edsall, 1991). Thus the Civil Rights protests 
were framed as criminal activities and not those of a citizenry fighting for equal 
protections and equal rights (Beckett, 1997; Simon, 2007). Further, riots prompted by 
civil rights protests opened in public debate calls for politicians to take action against 
‘mob rule’ (Nixon, 1966). Conservatives and segregationists reasoned that these riots and 
protests were proof of the need for continued segregation and worse, the racial lines by 
which these protests were drawn gave impetus to the idea that the simultaneous rising of 
crime rates in large cities could be attributed to Black populations in poor neighborhoods 
(Alexander, 2012; Silberman, 1964). The messaging in the public sphere relied on 
subliminal strategies to connect race with the crime, poverty, and violence. Policy and 
research on slums and slum schools characterized poverty as “character failings” 
(Beckett, 1997, p. 34) instead of institutional defects. Alexander (2012) writes, “By 1968, 
81 percent of those responding to the Gallup Poll agreed with the statement that ‘law and 
order’ has broken down in this country,’ and the majority blamed ‘Negroes who start 




educated, middle–class protestors separated themselves from poor, and potentially 
violent, ‘inner–city’ rioters.  Silberman (1964) refers to a moment in which middle–class 
protestors extricate themselves from ‘hoodlums’ and ‘winos:’ 
   Following the riots in Birmingham during the summer of 1963, Rev. Wyatt T. 
Walker, executive director of the Southern Christian Leadership Council, expressed 
great bitterness over white reporters’ failure to distinguish between the rioters and the 
people who had staged the non–violent demonstrations downtown. ‘All Negroes are 
the same to you,’ he told a group of reporters. ‘Those rioters the other night were 
hoodlums, winos from over on Fourth Avenue. None of them were our people, but 
you can’t see the difference. They were all just Negroes to you. (p. 122) 
 
Over the next three decades presidential policies against crime, poverty, and drugs and 
these perceived ‘character failings’ would forever alter the discursive landscape of lawful 
and unlawful citizens.  
Oliver’s (2000) study of presidential politics from the era of the Hoover 
administration focuses on the shift from addressing crime as the locus of control for local 
municipalities to a national policy–based mandate. Through four decades of increasingly 
stringent policies, this national focus created a belief by the American public that crime is 
the one of the most important problems in the country (Gallup Poll, 1994, as cited in 
Oliver, 2000). Politicians who were positioned as being “soft on crime” risked losing 
elections. Politicians tough on crime opened avenues to the presidency. 
 From Johnson to Clinton, the ‘wars’ on drugs and poverty paved the way for 
exponential rises in incarceration rates (Oliver, 2000). In the presidential election of 
1968, Nixon’s pledges for law and order in his own words “hit[s] it right on the nose. It’s 
all about those damn Negro–Puerto Rican groups out there” (Klinker & Smith as cited in, 
2010). Therefore, his “war on drugs” marked a new era of racial divide (Tyack, 1974). 




divide in the country. His campaign strategies continuously juxtaposed ‘welfare queens’ 
and ‘tough on crime’ and escalated the public perception of poverty and crime. During 
his tenure, federal spending on law enforcement rose from tens to hundreds of million 
dollars and fell sharply for treatment and education. The crack cocaine epidemic 
solidified the public’s view of Black culture and garnered support for anti–drug policies. 
In George Bush’s run for president, Willie Horton epitomized racial tensions. The legal 
frameworks targeting African–American men surged. By 1991, one–fourth of all 
African–American men lived under the jurisdiction of the criminal justice system 
(Alexander, 2012). The final nail in the coffin of ‘law and order’ discourses came with 
the election of William “Bill” Clinton in 1992. Rallying under ‘get tough’ policies and 
discourses of ‘fiscal conservatism,’ Clinton signed into legislation the “three strikes and 
you’re out law” severely punishing not just drug dealers, but those arrested for carrying 
small amounts of marijuana; diverting public housing monies to prison construction; and 
altering Housing of Urban Development policies to effectively evict one–time criminals 
from assisted public housing. Alexander (2012) writes, “Ninety percent of those admitted 
to prison for drug offenses in many states were Black or Latino, yet the mass 
incarceration of communities of color was explained in race–neutral terms, an adaptation 
to the needs and demands of the current political climate” (p. 58).  
By the 1990s, hidden modifiers of crime, violence, and ‘law and order’ would 
find their ways into urban schools (Simon, 2007). These race–neutral crime–fighting 
policies would lay the foundation for urban school policies founded on discourses of 
safety. Zero tolerance policies, in particular, upheld a rhetoric of ‘safety,’ while 




2008). Simon (2007) writes, “it is not a great jump to go from (a) concerns about juvenile 
crime through (b) measures in schools that treat students primarily as potential criminals 
or victims, and, (c) later still, to attacks on academic failure as a kind of crime someone 
must be held accountable for” (p. 14). From discourses of ‘law and order’ to ‘safe 
schools,’ it is not difficult to see how Black and Latino youth in primarily urban schools 
are paying this account. 
Safety, Safe Schools, and Zero Tolerance 
“Safe” as an idea has social, cultural, and psychological connotations. In the 
United States, we use “safe” colloquially in numerous ways: “better safe than sorry,” “to 
be on the safe side,” and “it’s safe to say.” We also have slogans/campaigns designed to 
encourage people to not engage in what might be dangerous acts, i.e., “Safety First.” In 
the dictionary, safe means 1) secure from liability to harm, injury, danger, or risk; 2) free 
from hurt, injury, danger, or risk; and 3) involving little or no risk of mishap, error, etc. If 
safe is a state of being “secure from danger” or “free from injury,” then it would seem 
that, at the very least, this is the desirable state for all parents who send their children to 
school. How do safe and safety function as discourses through which schools reify and 
even amplify disproportionate disciplinary practices? What does a discourse of safe and 
safety foreclose?  
Simon (2007) describes the emergence of safe school discourses as a response to 
middle–class fears of law and order. He writes how:  
   For many middle–class Americans whose children will virtually never encounter 
guns or even knife fights at school, the real and imagined pictures of violence–plagued 
public schools in inner–city communities have created a neural pathway to the concept 





Visitor sign–ins and close–campus procedures in suburban schools parallel the extreme 
“fortress tactics” seen in urban schools. Additionally, “the framing of danger as a national 
problem facing schools everywhere is an essentially political act that has consequences 
for schools environmentally, physically, pedagogically, and in terms of governance” 
(Simon, 2007, p. 213). However, he goes on to say that “crime’s relevance to the 
discussion of school reform is dependent not on its actual prevalence but on its success as 
a rationale for recasting governance” (p. 228). Taubman (2009) explains how, “three 
strikes and you are out, tough love, holding kids accountable, ensuring there are 
consequences for not reaching the standard, keeping kids under surveillance and 
monitoring behavior—these practices and language are part of ‘governing through 
crime’” (p. 131). 
 In 1994, Congress passed the Safe Schools Act concentrating political and fiscal 
attention on the governance of crime in schools and enacting punitive and pervasive 
measures against it. In addition to a “genealogy of crime’ that had pushed crime to the 
forefront of the national agenda, Bush’s Education Summit of 1989 highlighted the 
trifecta of “drugs, violence, and lack of discipline” as one of six ‘national performance 
goals.” Simon (2007) articulates that by the mid–2000’s, over 90% of schools had zero 
tolerance policies in place, more than 80% of schools had punitive disciplinary policies in 
place, nearly 75% of schools had created “drug–free” zones; 66% of schools were “gun–
free;” and more than half conducted locker searches. Federal funding was provided to 
schools that demonstrated crime in their schools and made public an audit system to 
measure progress. The Act, instead of providing support to victims of crime and 




demanded schools 1) formalize internal discipline procedures, 2) enforce exclusion 
within clear guidelines and 3) work in “close cooperation with police and juvenile justice 
agencies” (p. 218). 
In its most public iteration, the Act directly mandated the use of zero tolerance 
policies designed to respond to deviant school behaviors. In 2001, Bush’s speech 
introducing No Child Left Behind linked “the scandal of illiteracy” with “the plague of 
school violence” enacting a “governmental metaphor” in which persons involved in a 
“scandal” are morally stigmatized (Simon, 2007, p. 229). The American Psychological 
Association Task Force’s (Losen & Skiba, 2008) review of zero tolerance policies found 
a lack of data supporting the policy and a negative impact between education and the 
juvenile justice system as contrary to well–established understandings of adolescent 
development. It is no wonder that the effects of safe schools would lead to an eruption of 
suspension and expulsion rates and a cementing of a school–to–prison pipeline distilled 
disproportionately in urban schools and for Black and Latinx youth. 
 Researchers have explored extensively the misidentification of Black and Latinx 
youth, considered to be “slow” and in need of disciplinary measures. Individual students 
of color are more likely to be excluded from general education curriculum through over–
classification in special education (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 2009). Also hidden 
from view is the subjectivity of suspensions and expulsions (Skiba & Noam, 2002) and 
the realities of these youth who spend their days without access to an education and with 
ample possibility of becoming delinquents not just in the school system, but society. 
Further, Vavrus & Cole (2002) suggest how “much commonsense belief about 




and Cole examined how school suspensions are made possible through what they 
characterize as “disciplinary moments.” The authors’ “ethnographic and microanalytic 
approaches,” (p. 89) which they interpret as discursive moments, are interesting in that 
they are highly situated. By foregrounding the study of urban school discourses, we can 
then question assumptions how links between suspension and violence in contemporary 
debates around school safety are constructed.  
An overwhelming body of research over the last few decades on out–of–school 
suspensions points specifically to disproportionalities in exclusionary discipline practices 
that specifically marginalize Black and Latino students (Mendez & Knoff, 2003). This 
literature helps us to understand how Black and Latino students experience out–of–school 
suspensions differently from their white peers (Lee, Cornell, Gregory, & Fan, 2011). For 
example, Black and Latinx youth experience multiple suspensions, for more subjective 
“offenses,” and are more likely to suffer criminal consequences (Skiba & Noam, 2002). 
In Black Boys: Public Schools in the Making of Black Masculinity, Ferguson’s study of 
Chicago schools (2001) examined, “the everyday practices that give rise to a pattern in 
which the kids who are sent to jailhouses and dungeons in school systems across the 
United States are disproportionately Black and male” (p. 7). Even when students are kept 
in school, they are relegated to “the Punishing Room” where school identities and 
reputations are constituted, negotiated, challenged, confirmed for African American 
youth in a process of categorization, reward and punishment, humiliation, and 
banishment (p. 40). Even more problematic, is that race does not always solve the 
problem. Administrators and teachers of similar cultural backgrounds, but of divergent 




poverty and othering (Anyon, 1997; Fine, 1991). To counteract out–of–school 
suspensions, school practices focus on in–school suspensions and alternative school 
methods (Kennedy–Lewis, B., 2012). The research on decreasing out–of–school 
suspensions focuses on institutional concerns such as maintaining fairness (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2014), modifying behavior through psychologically–based 
approaches (PBIS) which focuses on psychological remediation, and improving school 
and individual safety. Increasingly, research interrogates school factors and focuses on 
mentoring young Black males (Givens, Nasir, Ross, & de Royston, 2016) 
As I re–read the ‘data’ of Terry’s violent experience in her classroom, I began to 
note my performance of silence. As she spoke, a cacophony of voices in my head was 
sounding about my conflicted thinking around urban school suspensions and expulsions. 
The topic of suspensions and expulsions is particularly sensitive and multi–faceted to me 
and yet, in my performance (Villenas, 2000) as a researcher I chose to keep silent. In my 
experience, educational exclusions in my family often move through silence.   
During Terry’s narrative, I chose this performance of silent observer. During the 
interview, I said almost nothing during Terry’s story. I said very little and almost 
immediately after she shared asked more questions. I spoke nothing of my own familial 
experiences with suspensions and expulsions. On one level, I wanted to add minimally 
my influence on the telling of her experience. Undergirding my performance as 
qualitative interviewer was the draw to Enlightenment–centered notions of research in 
which the interviewer is capable of being objective and unbiased. Yet this topic was 
personal, and making visible my own affective responses to Terry’s story underscores 




 Writing through this experience of Terry’s was difficult for me. Early in my 
doctoral process, I had considered a topic close to the area of suspensions and expulsions 
of young Black males. Specifically, I had considered the educational experiences of my 
nephews. I wondered how their experiences would influence my positionalities and 
subjectivities as I researched urban school settings. As I continued through my 
coursework, I moved away from this topic, but it remained entangled within my own 
familial experiences. I was startled when it showed up in this interview, and almost 
shocked by how it showed up, but in another sense, I felt a sense of relief. The 
disciplining experiences of students of color in urban schools, made visible through 
Terry’s telling of her experiences, opened up this depiction, and its historical, social, and 
discursive underpinnings, to reflection and the historical analysis I undertook.  
Laura –– “The Great Equalizer” and Poverty 
A moment during my interview with Laura felt tense and unknowable. It centers 
on Laura’s juxtaposition of the current American national political climate under the 
Trump administration, the severe poverty her students and their families face in their 
community settings, and the charter school’s lack of resources. I begin by presenting 
Laura’s story and tracing her characterization of the role of schooling in relationship to 
issues of race and class. I then speak to my “performance as colleague” when I have to 
grapple with what I see as an ingrained culture of urban teaching in which support for 
novice teachers is limited. In the last section, I write through the historical aspects of 
reforming poverty in urban schools as a means of further unpacking the experiences 
shared by Laura around these issues. In the interview, Laura shared the following story 




I was seeing a lot of abuse. Sometimes physical. Sometimes in the form…most 
times in the form of neglect and there was just so little I could do about it. And 
[DCPNP] is a very broken system. At least it seemed to be in [city} and you know 
you make calls and it just seemed like nothing ever happened. Nothing.  
 
There was so much need that they all had their caseloads full, as well. There was 
so much need. There was so much mental illness. There was so much physical 
illness. 
 
 In Laura’s experience, poverty played a significant role in how she managed her 
classroom. Jiang, Ekono, and Skinner (2015) report that 1 in 5 children under the age of 
18 live in poverty and 44% of all American children live in low–income families (poverty 
and near poverty). The authors report these numbers are increasing. Poverty in urban 
schools affects the lives of Laura’s students and, over time, she feels overwhelmed by 
how little she is able to do. She describes the system, both at school and city levels, as 
being deficient in its response. 
In urban school environments such as Laura’s (and the other early–career teachers 
in this study), in which the majority of the school’s populace are students of color and 
living in poor conditions. Black and Latino students suffer from the debilitating effects of 
poverty such as homelessness (National Center for Homeless Education, 2017) and lack 
of medical care. Accordingly, the families of children in poverty living in low–income 
communities are exposed to social class–related issues including lower rates of high 
school and college graduation rates and physical and emotional traumas (Ullucci & 
Howard, 2015).  
In their discussion of the effects of poverty on school children, Ullucci and 
Howard (2015), bring attention to the education of preservice and early–career teachers 
who often serve students in urban school settings. The authors push back against the 




Arne Duncan’s extolling charter schools as taking a “no excuses” approach to teaching 
poor children that, to his description, result in academic success. By doing so they reject 
the idea that poverty’s impact on student cannot be minimized, and yet as their position 
acknowledges poverty’s far–reaching consequences, it simultaneously draws upon the 
possibilities of children who live in poverty. Their work, which includes a discussion of 
the myths surrounding poverty and practical approaches to teaching preservice and early–
career teachers, offers a practice guide for teacher preparation programs and schools. 
In Laura’s local context, big companies and donors are shelling out millions of 
dollars within urban districts to create charter schools. The claims of these corporate–
sponsored charter schools, that they offer parents an opportunity to “choose” more 
equitable schools for their children, has been disputed (Ravitch, 2013). Laura’s former 
charter school operates within one of these systems.1 Within this intersection, Laura 
grappled in a charter school system that she felt ultimately failed the students with its 
lack of equitable resources and attendance to student needs. Thus historical discourses of 
greatness and equality exist within a prevalent and persistent poverty of American 
schoolchildren.  
Entangled within this political fallout, in her fifth year, she found herself 
acknowledging the economic precarity of many families within the community that she 
believed to be more marked than ever before. She returns later in the interview to dispute 
her own thinking.   
Laura: Yeah. Well, a teacher is more than just – I mean, if I worked in an office 
 like I did before when I was doing marketing like I probably wouldn’t be so tied 
                                                
1 In 2010, Mark Zuckerberg donated $100 million to the school system, with roughly 25% slated for charter 




 to it. This is who I am. When you’re a teacher it is who you are, it is part of your 
 identity. So, it is tied to who I am. 
 
Me: So, when you feel like you’re failing your students you feel like a failure 
 as a person? 
 
Laura: Oh yeah, oh yeah. Yeah, for sure. For sure, because sometimes I look at 
 it and I think, “Maybe this is how I really feel about people. I don’t know. Maybe 
 I’m not as open–minded as I think. Maybe I’m racist.” You know? Like 
 sometimes I think that. 
 
Grappling daily with what she saw as her inability to sufficiently care for students who 
showed signs of neglect, she had begun to overgeneralize this neglect as totalizing, 
comprising an essentialized version of her students leading her to question how racism, 
and racist ideologies were shaping her thinking.  
Historical Discourses of Greatness, Equality amidst Poverty in Public/Urban 
Schools 
    Education then, beyond all other devices of human origin, is the great equalizer of 
the conditions of men, the balance–wheel of the social machinery. (Horace Mann, 
1848) 
 
   And with your courage and with your compassion and your desire, we will build a 
Great Society. It is a society where no child will go unfed, and no youngster will go 
unschooled. (President Lyndon B. Johnson, Speech for the “Great Society,” May 7, 
1964) 
 
   We are going to assemble the best thought and broadest knowledge from all over the 
world to find these answers. I intend to establish working groups to prepare a series of 
conferences and meetings—on the cities, on natural beauty, on the quality of 
education, and on other emerging challenges. From these studies, we will begin to set 
our course toward the Great Society. (President Lyndon B. Johnson, Speech for the 
“Great Society,” May 22, 1964) 
 
   Yes, we can, to justice and equality. Yes, we can, to opportunity and prosperity. 
Yes, we can heal this nation. Yes, we can repair this world. Yes, we can. (President 
Barack Obama’s New Hampshire Primary Speech, January 8, 2008; Campaign 
Slogan) 
 






   Let’s make America great again. (Campaign/Political Slogan of President Donald 
Trump) 
 
   A new chapter of American greatness is now beginning. A new national pride is 
sweeping across our Nation. And a new surge of optimism is placing impossible 
dreams firmly within our grasp....Education is the civil rights issue of our time. 
(President Donald Trump, Speech to U.S. Congress, February 28, 2017) 
 
The discourses around equality and greatness burn brightly in the American 
political rhetoric, however, in the midst of historical and present–day reforms, they 
remain somewhat questionable. It is through public schools that the social conditions of 
urban centers in the 1800s might be altered, uplifted, and possibly even flattened. A 
flattening of social conditions suggests that, through the urban school system, Mann’s 
great equalization of society, its “balance–wheel of social harmony’ might be achieved.  
The American Public School System 
Goodlad (1994) writes that from the time of Plato, philosophers engaged in debate 
over two main purposes of education, the growth of the individual in support of society 
and the growth of the individual in support of knowledge. So although both ideologies 
claim to nurture the growth of the individual, the outcomes of that growth differ. Schools 
in support of individual growth promote reflection, creativity and growth of knowledge. 
Schools in support of society would develop the ability of its citizens to participate fully 
in the democratic process and to demonstrate allegiance for and to the country. The focal 
point of the school was the child. 
John Locke’s (1693), Some Thoughts Concerning Education, argued for the child 
as a tabula rasa, a viewpoint in opposition to the previously held beliefs rooted in early 
religious teachings that a child is born in sin and in need of correction. Such a philosophy 




philosophy laid the foundation of the Common School movement in the United States. 
With Horace Mann, also known as the “father of the common school,” at its helm, the 
Common School, based on revolutionary ideas observed in Prussia, was designed to bring 
about social reform, a reform envisaged as necessary for America’s survival.  
In a time in American history when there was little shared agreement about the 
goals and purposes for public schools, the ideas of common schools were lofty. Spring 
(1997) writes how “Common school reformers believed that education could be used to 
ensure the dominance of Protestant Anglo–American culture, reduce tensions between 
social classes, eliminate crime and poverty, stabilize the political system, and form 
patriotic citizens” (p. 79). Such schools would be administered by state and local 
governments and able to structure a singular and shared ideological belief. The outcomes 
of such a system for a society fractured by class wealth in the industrial age were two–
fold: 1) the elimination of a divisive class consciousness and 2) the overall increase of the 
population’s wealth. 
Mann’s “social harmony” through the Common School movement failed in its 
physical manifestation, if not its philosophy. The disparities of race, economics, and 
school segregation were too great to bring about equal opportunity. The movement 
lacked the shared ideological values and the vision to eliminate crime proved to be 
utopian, at best. Yet, the viewpoint of “the school as a panacea for social, economic, and 
political problems” (Spring, 2011, p. 43) continues. Laura’s story reverberates through 
America’s history of public schooling, and in its attempts at educational reform. In policy 
and literature, when speaking of reform, the vernacular of public schools is enacted; 




that fail and must suffer the upheavals of reform, but the ‘urban,’ ‘inner–city,’ ‘failing’ 
districts.  
More importantly, these discourses of educational reform play out within the 
boundaries of racial and socio–economic constructs. Beginning as early as 1861, Black 
schools began to emerge pre–dating the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. Anderson 
(1988) writes of the Pioneer School of Freedom established in 1860 in New Orleans and 
other schools run by slaves and free persons of color. At the close of the Civil War when 
ex–slaves campaigned for the right to universal, state–sponsored public schools, they 
received support from Republican politicians, the Freedmen’s Bureau, northern 
missionary schools and the Union army. Blacks in the South sought multiple avenues of 
learning, quickly and effectively establishing partnerships that assisted in generating 
universal public and private schools.  
As Anderson (1988) eloquently details in The Education of Blacks in the South, 
the campaign for schools in the South far surpassed a political proposition and instead 
encompassed a struggle to seize the right for Blacks to be educated and, in doing so, 
oppose the social order. Federally, the government  
devoted significant resources from the federal treasury to support the so–called 
Freedmen’s Bureau, which tackled, among many other challenges, the huge task 
of improving educational opportunities for recently emancipated slaves. The 
Freedmen’s Bureau initiated three areas of federal aid to education that would last 
into the twentieth century: (1) offering federal aid to raise the educational level of 
the most disadvantaged members of society, (2) promoting economic (or 
“manpower”) development through the expansion of access to learning, and (3) 
assimilating new citizens into American society for purposes of productive labor 
as well as social harmony” (Federal Education Policy and the States, 1945–2009, 
p. 5) 
 
Political and economic forces would largely derail these attempts made by Blacks to 




The U.S. Department of Education in 1867 was created merely two years after the 
end of the Civil War for the purpose of data collection. Its almost immediate dismantling 
was caused by pressure from the states to maintain local control. Its later resurgence in 
1979 under the Department of Education Organization Act also saw a shift in budget 
allocations from $15,000 in the 1860’s, $1.5 billion in the 1960s, to $60 billion in 2010 
(www.ed.gov). This fiscal expansion related directly to the Soviet Union’s launching of 
the first orbiting satellite, named Sputnik, in 1957 coupled with the international postings 
of the almost subterranean performances of schoolchildren in America’s public schools, 
particularly, in the areas of Math and Science. 
Johnson’s Great Society 
As I described briefly in Chapter 2, in the highest court of the land, Brown v. 
Board of Education, sought reform in the form of school desegregation. Chief Justice 
Warren’s majority opinion ruled that Brown’s “separate but equal” schooling policies 
created a sense of inferiority amongst Black students and violated the Equal Protection 
clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. In the ten years that followed, the 
failure of Brown in its attempt toward equality in local policy and practice in American 
schools, the high rate of poverty, and the increasing attention to a socially and politically 
segregated society led to legislation in the form of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the 
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.  
On January 8, 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson would issue a State of the 
Union address claiming what would come to be known as the “War on Poverty.” At that 
time, poverty hovered around 19%. Later that year, Johnson’s “Great Society” speech 




government’s role in federal and state policies concerning education and social policies 
as the vehicle to win the war. It looked to further civil rights and federal aid to schools in 
impoverished communities, rural and urban schools. 
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, originating with President John F. Kennedy, 
outlawing discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin and 
guaranteed citizens equal protection under the 14th Amendment to the Constitution. 
Ingrained within the Act, under Section 402 was the language commissioning a survey 
within two years on the “lack of availability of equal educational opportunities for 
individuals by reason of race, color, religion, or national origin in public educational 
institutions at all levels in the United States” (Coleman et al., 1966, p. iii). In the decades 
that followed, the Equality of Educational Opportunity Report, or, as it is more widely 
known, the Coleman Report of 1966, would shape the purposes of education and policy 
reform in urban schools. 
Johnson’s call for a Great Society led to the signing of the Economic Opportunity 
Act of 1964. In the wake of this legislative act, Congress passed the most sweeping 
reform in American public schools since the Emancipation Proclamation, the Elementary 
and Secondary (ESEA) Act of 1965. The Economic Opportunity Act established Title I 
funding, specifically targeting schools in impoverished communities. Problematically, 
“The logic behind the Title I program was that increases in funds to high–poverty schools 
would enhance equal educational opportunities for poor students, though equal 
educational opportunity outputs had never been systematically measured” (Wong & 




The ESEA was put under management of the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) 
(which would later become the U.S. Department of Education). Amongst other 
initiatives, the Economic Opportunity Act funded such school reform measures as Head 
Start and Job Corps. Job Corps today stands as alternative schooling measure mostly for 
Black and Latinx youth whereby the “alternative” often becomes the only option for 
youth not who have opted out of the educational system, but have been pushed out.  
Grant (1973) describes how through the commissioning of the Coleman Report, the 
USOE expanded its authority from the aforementioned data collection process to a more 
expansive function of conducting student achievement tests. The local superintendents 
protested this expansion, as the States had protested in the 1800s and 10% of the districts 
refusing to comply.  
Almost four decades later, Congress re–enacted the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act as No Child Left Behind (2001), followed by Race to the Top, and the 
Every Student Succeeds Act signed into legislation by President Barack Obama in 2015. 
The most visible effects of these reforms have been the rapid rise and later 
standardization of standards and testing within American public schools, increased calls 
for teacher and student accountability, and one of the most profitable ventures in public 
schooling’s history played out most visibly in urban schools, the charter school 
movement.  
This nexus of ever–expanding dollars allocated to public schools, competing 
social interests, and discourses of greatness, reform, and equality hides how, for many 
Black and Latinx children, greatness and equality that have not been achieved and 




which Laura found herself in her final year in urban school teaching. It is important here 
to recall Laura’s words, “I’m not sure if it is because of “politically what’s happening.” I 
interpret her words to signify at least in part, the racial and class divide highlighted in the 
United States during the Trump presidency.  
The Trump campaign, and subsequent presidential, slogan of Donald Trump to 
“Make America Great Again” harkens back to a perceived moment in history when 
America’s political hegemony in the world, seemed not only possible, but inevitable. 
Trump’s promise of “again” speaks to a return to an almost nostalgic remembrance of 
times past when through its political strategisms, (after World War II), industrial upsurge, 
and military might (the advent of the arms race), America led the world politically, 
economically, and powerfully through what was conceived and promulgated as American 
democracy, a democracy still invisible and held at bay within and for low–income 
communities of color. 
Performance as Colleague: The Urban Teacher Shared Experience  
 In the midst of the interview, there are moments where I would characterize my 
participation as a performance as colleague (Villenas, 2000). It is in these moments when 
the form and format of the interview seem to lose their coherence as researcher–
participant paradigm. I found myself moving in between moments of performances as 
colleague, one who has shared a space in urban school teaching to my own subjectivities 
that bring me to call upon my own experiences. As Villenas finds similarity with the 
Latina mothers in her study around schooling and social class experiences and thus she 
finds herself performing “schooled identities,” I find within this interview with Laura as 




commonality provoked a performance in which I treated Laura as a peer even though we 
have different ages, educational resumes and teaching experiences. There’s a moment 
before I share a story of urban teaching with Laura.  
Me: In this Laura and Sharon conversation. As I’m talking, I’m thinking: I don’t 
want to color your experience. I don’t want to make it into my experience. [Laura: 
Mm–hmm.] And that’s hard to do. It’s hard to take my experience out of this 
conversation. [Laura: Yeah. Yeah.] It really is.  
 
In this moment, I am seeking a space in which I can step out of my role as researcher and 
address Lauren as someone who seems to have had a shared experience around urban 
schools and within which my own subjectivities as urban teacher seem to be at play. 
Hearing her story, I am reminded of the many times when I felt frustrated by the 
institutional systems that I felt had displaced simultaneously my power as a classroom 
teacher and my students’ access to academic resources.  
Audry –– Student Achievement 
 During our conversation, Audry speaks of a familiarity she experiences with her 
students. She and her students share a hometown. Having my own familial and living 
experiences in this same district, I write first around my performance of familiarity. Next, 
I present a partial representation of the interview in a moment in which Audry speaks to 
this familiarity and how it impacts student achievement. I choose this situating to revisit 
once again, albeit briefly, the historical aspect of Black teachers in urban school settings. 
I interrogate historical notions of achievement in urban schools discourse of achievement 
using multiple lenses: achievement of the individual (Black and Latino youths) (Youdell, 
2006), student achievement as a racial and cultural function in urban school settings 




educational public school system. In conclusion, I summarize the discursive construction 
of urban students through circulations of these deficit discourses of achievement in 
Audry’s narrative. 
 In this section, I examine my own performance of familiarity during this 
conversation with Audry. Of the four individual interviews, this interview was the least 
formal. I talked about my own professional and life experiences with her. We spoke 
about her wanting to pursue doctoral study, a topic which, given her experience as an 
early–career teacher, could be seen as a periphery of this study. I had not had much 
interaction with Audry personally prior to this conversation and enjoyed the informal 
aspect of our interview. 
 Audry is teaching in a city in which I lived briefly as a child and attended two of 
the district’s schools, and as of this writing, I have family who live in this city. At the 
close of this interview, I asked Audry which of the schools she attended. I discovered that 
she attended the same high school as two of my cousins and graduated in the same class 
as one of them. She seemed surprised when I told her my cousin’s name. I had not 
mentioned the relation in our previous conversations. She then told me about her 
experiences with my cousins when she was in school.  
 My confession to Audry of my family’s background does not sit squarely as a 
qualitative researcher’s ‘confession,’ (Pillow, 2000), but speaks rather to what I perceive 
as possibly my own wanting to connect with Audry as she described growing up and 
living in the same district as her students. Throughout my teaching career, I enjoyed 
drawing on my K–12 schooling experiences to improve my teaching and to build 




In this interview moment I have selected, Audry describes how her experiences as 
a student in urban settings influenced her preparation during the UTR program and her 
early career teaching. For Audry, her shared community background with her students 
creates a special bond in which she understands their behaviors and characteristics better 
than other teachers. Additionally, this shared background cultivates a space for her to 
build trust with her students. She speaks of the difference it makes when teachers have 
“exposure” to urban students before they begin their teaching careers. For Audry, both 
the experiences of her growing up in the community and the year–long experience for 
residents in the UTR program speak to an early–career teacher’s ability to relate to the 
students, in many ways, understand their experiences, and provide the appropriate 
learning environment.  
In Chapter II, I began to discuss the historical underpinnings of Black teachers in 
urban schools. There is a significant amount of current education literature focusing on 
the diversification the teacher workforce primarily for urban school settings. I also began 
to situate how Brown v. Board of Education and the decision to desegregate schools 
impacted the hiring and retention of Black teachers. Third, I described how urban school 
and urban teacher residency research is beginning to situate understanding of school 
‘context’ as crucial to the development of teachers. In regards to the preparation of 
teachers and teaching of urban students, Audry almost leaves race and ethnicity out of the 
narrative altogether. She refers repeatedly to her shared sense of community with her 
students. 
Historically, policies and practices after the Brown decision dealt a significant 




movement escalated job loss for Black educators, shifted White students into private 
schools, and solidified White fear and resentment to a changing society (Ladson–Billings, 
2004). Despite the availability of certified, Black teachers, most urban systems continued 
in their refusal to hire them. White protest often overruled the hiring and/or tenure of 
Black teachers.  
In the northern cities, this loss was less prevalent than in the South (Rosenthal, 
1957). Between 1954, at the time of the Supreme Court’s decision, and 1965, 38,000 
Black teachers and administrators in twenty–one southern and southern bordering states 
lost their jobs (Fultz, 2004). The causes of this loss have been attributed to closures of 
dominantly Black schools; salary discrepancies between White and Black teachers, 
involuntary transfers, and legislation allowing for dismissal of Black teachers without just 
cause (Haney, 1978; Oakley et al., 2004; Orfield, 1969). North Carolina and Alabama 
present two such legislative cases: A bill was introduced into the Alabama legislature in 
1956 which would have given school boards throughout the state the right to dismiss 
Black educators "with or without cause, and with or without a hearing and right to 
appeal” (Haney, 1978, p. 90). Not surprisingly, new teacher certification tests 
disadvantaging Black teachers coincided with increased demand for school desegregation 
(Tillman, 2004). Eventually, White female teachers comprised the majority of the 
American teaching force and the urban school settings. Therefore, the literature of the 
time directed its attention to a population of middle–class, White, female teachers 
entering the “Blackboard Jungle.”  
As a teacher of color, Audry directly connects being able to relate to the students 




students’ academic performance. In at least one way, I interpret Audry’s tellings, as 
speaking to the discourse of achievement in urban schools. 
Audry: I see urban schools as lacking resources or is lacking...and also students 
that occupy the building are students who face those urban issues, as well, that 
others may not…I attended urban schools so growing up in the system I kind of 
was accustomed to the type of children I would be encountering once I actually 
started working in the schools. Being that environment almost kind of in a way set 
me up for me to prepare myself for what I could possibly encounter. 
 
Me: So this is really interesting to me because I attended urban schools for a time 
in my schooling, as well. Then I taught in urban schools (you probably remember 
some of this) and now I continue to work in urban schools. So I’m just curious 
when you say you attended urban schools and you knew what kind of student you 
would be encountering, what does that mean to you? 
 
Audry: For example, there are certain issues that children in urban areas face day–
to–day that children in suburban areas, per se, would not face. So I have an idea if 
a child may be upset or sad, it may not just be just that they want to come in that 
way. It could be because something is going on at home or something, you know, 
or something happened while they were out.  
 
Audry’s comments draw attention to the subjectivity within the discourse of student 
achievement. She sees how students may encounter difficult circumstances at home or in 
their community, however, she believes that in order for students to achieve, a teacher 
has to know that the students want to and can achieve, a contradiction to the common 
discourse of student apathy. Delpit (2012) speaks of the need to uphold student 
achievement as the highest standards, despite what may be interpreted as student apathy 
or misbehaviors. Not doing so is a kind of ‘insanity.’ She asks teachers to: believe in 
children in order to recognize “children’s inherent intellectual capability, humanity, 
physical ability, and spiritual character” (p. 30); ‘fight foolishness’ by abandoning 
teacher–proof curricula that negate higher–order teaching and learning; and, as part of 
teaching Black children, study the history of people from African and their legacies of 




the district and associates herself with their context although it is not exactly the same as 
hers. Achievement is not dictated by a student’s background experiences, but according 
to the teacher’s orientation of whom her students are and of what they are capable. 
Audry: You know, I kind of understand, it’s easier for me to relate to the kids 
because I have been, not in their shoes, but I’ve seen the possibilities of issues 
they may face. It’s easier for me to kind of relate to them. 
 
Me: Do you think, you said, relate, do you think that that changes how you relate 
to students compared with other teachers? 
 
Audry: Absolutely. Absolutely. Because some parents, not parents, some teachers 
who may not, and this has happened, where a teacher may not understand why a 
student is behaving in a certain way or is doing certain things but I kind of see 
certain characteristics or behaviors that I may have seen before when I was 
growing up so I can understand it versus someone who has never experienced or 
seen it or had any exposure to it. They may, you know, be ignorant to it just 
because they haven’t been exposed to it so they may not be able to relate to that 
child versus someone as myself who grew up in that environment so that it’s 
easier for me to relate and to understand what they may be feeling. It actually 
works out better for the kids, too, because the kids can sense it. They can feel 
their relatability if that’s even a word, but they basically can feel, they can sense 
the whole, oh well, she kind of understands where I’m coming from, it sounds 
like she knows what she’s talking about versus someone who they see it as just 
acting up at the moment. 
 
Me: Do you think, it’s something I think about, do you think it’s just a matter of 
exposure? One of the founding understandings of the UTR program was that you 
would have a year in urban schools and that time would give you the exposure 
that you need so that when you began teaching in urban schools that...ummm... at 
least some of the conditions that you might face you might be familiar with. Do 
you think it’s just a matter of exposure or, you know, you’re saying the words 
exposure and relatability. So I’m just curious. 
 
Audry: Even if you haven’t been exposed, you can still empathize with a student 
or a child but, umm, I feel like even cause it’s, there are situations that some of 
my students have been through, that I’ve never personally been through, but I 
may know others that have been through that, so that’s still exposure because I’ve 
had a friend or someone I know who’s been through that. It’s not necessarily 
exposure where I personally, where it happened to me, but ...I think you could 
still empathize with a child even if you haven’t been exposed to it firsthand or via 





 The underlying assumption that I make here in Audry’s talking around a 
“relatability” translates from her perception of being better able to understand her 
students. Kohli & Pizarro (2016) describe how teachers of color who return to their 
communities often bring a ‘relational accountability’ to their work in classrooms. 
Relational aspects of their work in the communities include ontological, epistemological, 
and axiological ways of interacting. According to Audry, her orientation towards 
developing her students’ academic and personal growth, in turn, leads to increased 
student achievement. The assumption is that, on the whole, students in urban schools do 
not perform very well, yet Audry’s story adds a different valence to the ‘achievement 
gap.’ Audry is speaking to the teachers who do not seem to be able to relate their 
students, who misinterpret their behaviors, and ultimately how those misinterpretations 
can lead to student failure. Audry’s experience leads me to ask: How have notions of 
achievement been constructed in urban schools, and how do these historical discourses 
circulate in Audry’s account and in my interactions with her story?  
Discourses of Achievement 
 In today’s educational climate within urban schools, accountability shapes what it 
means for students to achieve and how improving academic achievement might be 
accomplished. Notions of increasing student achievement in urban schools historically 
began from the perspective of teacher education and the lens of White teachers who were 
ill–equipped to work with non–White, economically–deprived children in urban schools. 
I looked previously at the making of urban schools through this lens of teacher 
preparation in the 1950s and early 1960s. Influential to the studies of the time were the 




context, slum delineated the poor children who learned in slum schools from the White, 
middle class teachers who taught in them. Undergirding that effort were the emphases of 
who urban children were, and maybe more importantly, were not, and how White 
teachers might deal with those deficiencies. It is no wonder that in today’s urban school 
settings a discourse of failure aligns with a discourse of achievement. The failure of a 
student in urban schools presupposes achievement. However, achievement for students in 
urban school contexts has existed within the literature as a point of contention (Collins, 
2009; Delpit, 2012; Duncan–Andrade & Morrell, 2008; Horsford, 2011). Through reform 
efforts of policy and practice, what constitutes learning, i.e. achievement, has embraced 
social, cultural, and political contingencies of race and class. Thus while race is often 
highlighted as one of the indicators of school performance, race (and racism) continue to 
be ignored as important factor in discussions of power, privilege, social stratification, and 
cultural reproduction (Horsford, 2011). The defining intersection around student 
achievement and race was the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka Kansas Supreme 
Court decision. 
 In regards to Brown v. Board of Education (1954) and the subsequent failure to 
implement Brown in American public schools, the question of examining educational 
inequities largely was largely taken up in the field of social science. As I wrote in 
Chapter I, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Coleman Report (1966), the Commission on 
Civil Rights Study, Racial Isolation in Public Schools (1967), and the Kerner 
Commission Report (1968) all agreed that there were deeply cultural and educational 
divides between Blacks and Whites in the American school system and that school 




achievement in urban schools became a topic of study for researchers in the 1960s and 
into the 1970s.  
 By far the most influential and oft–cited of these studies, the Equality of 
Educational Opportunity, or the Coleman Report of 1966, examined the issue of school 
segregation and student achievement. The report, mandated by Section 402 of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and commissioned by the U.S. Department of Education, sought to 
examine the “lack of availability of equal educational opportunities for individuals by 
reason of race, color, religion, or national origin in public educational institutions at all 
levels in the United States” (Coleman et al., 1966, p. iii). In it, sociologists and 
educational researchers James Coleman and Ernest Campbell reported that factors 
concerning the school facilities were not the most significant factors influencing student 
achievement. Coleman’s statistical findings, which later fell under intense scrutiny, 
supported school desegregation in its advancement of equitable outcomes in student 
achievement. Despite the controversies surrounding “cultural deprivation,” by the end of 
the 1960s, little progress had been made towards the advancement of student 
achievement in urban schools. Passow (1971) explains:  
   Since then [the 1962 Work Conference on Curriculum and Teaching in Depressed 
Areas at Teachers College, Columbia University], having spent billions of dollars on 
compensatory education, initiated thousands of projects (each with its own clever 
acronym title), completed hundreds of studies of uneven significance and even more 
disparate quality, entered numerous judicial decisions, experienced dozens of riots and 
disorders, and generated whole new agencies and educational institutions, the nation’s 
urban schools continue to operate in a vortex of segregation, alienation, and declining 
achievement. (p. 1) 
 
In the 1970s questions in the literature focused on the intellectual ability of impoverished, 




 In the 1970s, the question of culture, cultural deprivation, and disadvantage began 
to take shape. These studies pointed towards something other than just lack of economic 
resources. Weiner (1993) writes: 
    For instance, Education of the Disadvantaged used “disadvantaged” and not       
“culturally deprived” to describe students from lower–income families, but 
nonetheless advised school workers that homes of disadvantaged students did not 
stress “behavioral assets such as obedience, punctuality, cleanliness, and care of 
personal property” and children were not afforded “much experience with organized 
group behavior or verbally stimulating tasks.” (p. 17) 
 
The shift in nomenclature coincided with a theoretical challenge to the concept of cultural 
deprivation, which criticized the idea that culture itself was the primary cause of poverty 
or students’ educational failure.  
 Thus to describe students as “deprived,” implied that before starting their 
education, they had suffered a loss; “disadvantaged” allowed the possibility that students’ 
lack of academic success had causes external to the student or family. Deprivation means 
loss or privation, that is, the absence of “that which is needed; want of a necessity or 
necessities,” while advantaged denotes “loss of advantage.” Students who are culturally 
deprived lack the cultural essentials for success; those who are disadvantaged do not have 
a privilege that others enjoy” (p. 17). 
 In her text, Preparing Teachers for Urban Schools, Weiner (1993) bifurcated the 
literature on student achievement in the 1960s into two categories: interactions between 
teachers and students and secondarily, school conditions and their effects on teaching. In 
her review of the literature on interactions between teachers and students, Weiner 
explains the eventual rift in the naming of urban schoolchildren between “culturally 
deprived” and “disadvantaged.” The first spoke to a model of culturally deficiency 




rate of White children due to inherited deficiencies. She writes, “It was a “bitter irony,” 
one author argued, that the concept of culture, which was borrowed from social scientists 
to illuminate the ways social conditions rather than innate propensities led to differences 
in group behaviors, was being used “in a form almost as pernicious in its application as 
biological determinist and racist views have been in the past.” (p. 17). The second 
naming of “disadvantaged” spoke to the social inequities that denied privilege and access 
to opportunity. Weiner’s text is now one of many negating “cultural deprivation” as a 
means for understanding academic achievement. Weiner notes in her summary how the 
either/or conundrum of the two categories she investigated ultimately refused an 
opportunity for researchers to interpret difference among urban schoolchildren, instead of 
merely essentializing large populations into one ambiguous grouping. As I referred to 
Chapter I, the either/or debate further spurred the naming, and within and through its 
naming – meaning, of “urban:” “The either/or dichotomy of the debate may explain why 
educators used “disadvantaged” and “urban” interchangeably to describe the problem: 
The geographical description was empirically correct and had the virtue of skirting the 
politically controversial implications of ‘deprived’ and ‘disadvantaged’ (p. 37).  
 Ornstein’s (1981) research argued a debate between two primary discourses 
concerning the lack of student achievement in “inner–city” schools between 1960 and 
1980: hereditary vs. environmentalism. “Hereditarians” such as Arthur Jensen, William 
Shockley, and Richard Herrnstein argued the side of intelligence bounded by genetics; 
while “environmentalists,” such as Benjamin Bloom and Martin Deustch named the 
social environment as the cause for student failure. Undergirding both of these arguments 




significance of Ornstein’s use of the term inner–city is not incidental. Also occurring 
during this time was the move towards yet another change in nomenclature towards 
Ornstein’s descriptive. By the end of the 1970s, a shift occurred as multicultural 
education was born and later theorized (Banks, 1998). Yet and still, the ‘problem’ of 
urban schools remained what was becoming to be seen as insurmountable. Further, these 
problems, caused either by hereditary or environmental, or teacher factors, continued to 
be viewed discretely apart from the social conditions and influences on student learning.  
 Most researchers and writers on education agree that following Sputnik in 1957, A 
Nation at Risk (1983) thrust student achievement in public schools once again into the 
national spotlight. Although reports on the education agenda proliferated at the time, the 
National Commission on Excellence in Education’s report garnered much attention 
“because it benefited from a well–designed and well–executed marketing campaign and 
because it was a masterful synthesis of claims, criticisms, and proposals that had been 
continually made since the end of World War II” (Johanningmeier, 2010, p. 347). The 
report that was publicized in the print and on television found an audience who heard 
once again the conclusion that academic achievement in the United States was in a steady 
decline, had been since at least the early 1960s thrusting urban schools into the unknown. 
 In her classroom, Audry continues to grapple with an achievement that continues 
to be illusory for her students. She offers her students a way of relating to her because, 
ultimately, they struggle with continuous constitutions of their failure. Through Audry, 
achievement is eased by having someone who, at the starting point, believes that they are 




In conclusion, from a broader perspective urban school discourses circulate 
invisibly, “behind the scenes” shaping students’ lived experiences and academic progress. 
Through discussions with these early–career teachers, discourses of safety, reform, and 
achievement operate visibly in their classroom experiences. Terry’s concern for her 
school’s lack of disciplinary response speaks to a shift in the meaning produced from 
research publicizing the racial disparities around suspensions and expulsions. Dominant 
discourses of safe schools circulating through urban schools provoke and justify 
particular regulations, policies, and practices whereby students of color are marginalized 
and excluded from the schooling process, including constituting students as criminals. 
These experiences fall within the parameters of my familial histories and shape my own 
subjectivities and continuously frame a personal bias and professional belief toward 
interacting positively with students through teacher–student relationships. Additionally, 
my relationships with my students inspired me to reflect on how my educational practices 
influence and impact student learning experiences. Laura grappled with a dichotomy 
within which discourses of successful urban school reform framed within the charter 
school movement conflicted with her daily, lived experiences. Undergirding this 
movement is the general acceptance in the public sphere that urban schooling had failed 
and was in need of an overhaul. Examining discourses of reform interrupts common 
sense, deficit thinking that reforming schools is a natural by–product of needing to reform 
students of color who inherently require remediation. Throughout my discussions with 
Laura, I connected with her frustrations with the system and its inability to serve its 
students. Audry’s ‘relational accountability’ relies on her community ties and 




sees this relationship as unique, discussing how other teachers were more likely to judge 
or discipline students harshly. Through this relationship, she also sees her students 
treating her differently trusting her with their personal needs and concerns. For Audry, 
this relationship creates an environment in which student achievement is possible. 
Audry’s suppositions about how to develop achievement differ from the dominant 
discourses of achievement focused on increasing student test scores. Coming from a 
background within the same community, I looked to relate with Audry through my own 
performances as a researcher. Throughout this chapter, as these early–career teachers 
navigate familiar discourses of safety, reform, and achievement, school knowledges 
around policy, school regulations, and classroom practices are (re)produced. Finally, I 
explored my own knowledges around these discourses and how I am (re)constituted in 






















In particular moments, the early–career teachers discussed their lived 
experiences with young Black males in their classrooms. Influencing these stories were 
the teachers’ conceptions of care and how they viewed the importance of building 
teacher–student relationships. I read these discussions as an invitation to delve more 
deeply into my own assumptions, interpretations, and beliefs around my nephews’ 
complex stories of urban schools in which the positionalities of the teachers at times 
braced and, other times, interrupted their schooling process. In this interlude, I present a 
snapshot of Malcolm’s school story.  
In 2013, I invited my nephew to a screening of American Promise, a documentary 
created by two parents to tell a story of their African–American son’s schooling. I had 
chosen to “interview” Malcolm for a Narrative Inquiry class so after we watched the 
screening, we talked around the contradictions, failures, and surprises in his urban 
school experiences. I have selected one part of this conversation as important to this 
study. I recorded our conversation and so I utilize direct quotes.  
Text, 6:25 pm, December 10, 2013 (Malcolm to Sharon.) 
 I’m here. 
 Leaving my Narrative Inquiry class later than I anticipated, I half–run through 
the halls of Teachers College. Its complex of buildings is located in the Morningside 
Heights section of New York City, and still inspires my awe after several years as a 
student. In this space, I always feel conflicted. I am an outsider, and yet I am not. I am a 
doctoral student here and I am a teacher educator, but this world of private schooling 




professional and academic commitments and towards a personal relationship. My 
nephew is here. 
 I burst through a side door into the main hallway and head towards the front 
foyer where people enter the building. It is a cold and snowy night and I see several 
people wiping off their coats. When I see my nephew standing and looking at his 
cellphone, I feel a whirlwind of emotions. The grin on my face must look wide and 
encompassing, but, every time I see him, I am happy. I ask, “Isn’t the building amazing?” 
“Yeah. Yeah. This is amazing.” As he looks around, I peer at my nephew’s face, the same 
face I have known and loved for twenty–five years.  
  He has come into the city to watch American Promise, a documentary centered 
on the 14 years of Idris, an African–American male and his friend, Sheun’s, school lives. 
The film intersperses video of the boys’ school, home, and community lives with 
interviews and narratives from the boys, their parents, and members of the Dalton school 
community. The film both explores the social conditions that produce the boys as 
successes and failures and problematizes these (re)productions as forms of subjugation. 
 As I watch the documentary, I carry in my thoughts the problems of schooling that 
he, his brothers, and his cousins, encountered. In this space, these feelings bump against 
one another and create an altered, less certain space for me. Afterwards, we walked over 
to a café to talk. I looked forward to my conversation with Malcolm. He is insightful, 
thoughtful, and intelligent. He is also a born leader, with charisma and charm to spare. I 





 After a number of incidents, Malcolm was expelled from high school for fighting. 
Although I was aware of most of the incidents leading up to his expulsion, the actual 
event evoked feelings of fear and dread. I simultaneously felt his failure and my own. 
What could I have done differently? I also grappled with outrage, anger, and fear. What 
was he going to do? How would he be able to find his way? During our talk, Malcolm, 
spoke of his expulsion from high school eight years prior –– 
Malcolm: The major connection is when the administrators, you know, the people 
in the positions of power and they’re looking at you…and they’re telling you that 
you have a problem and…um…which I always thought was obvious. There’s a 
problem, but they’re not trying to help you solve the problem and then points in 
the film when they’re talking about, Sheun especially, what he was going through 
and it’s like you see this kid. He’s struggling. Don’t just be in a rush to push him 
out. Help him get over the hump. Help him with why he’s struggling. Understand 
first why he is struggling then help him overcome his struggles. That’s something 
I went through in school. I didn’t really struggle academically, but I had outside 
activities that were, uh, I was distracted. I didn’t have somebody to pull me in and 
help me get over the hump. I just had the school trying to suspend me and things 
of that nature, you know. 
 
Me: Were there moments when you identified when someone could have helped 
you and that would have been a key moment for you. Do you know what I mean? 
 
Malcolm: Well, who could have helped me? The thing is, I always had a great 
relationship with my teachers. I excelled in the classroom. (Me: Yeah.] My 
teachers loved me all the time. [Me: Right.] I didn’t have a problem in the 
classroom. [Me: (Interrupts.) You’re the MacDaddy. I laugh.] (Malcolm laughs.) 
Something like that. That’s why I say the administrators…I didn’t really have a 
problem with the teachers. An example, we were taking a typing class, learning 
how to type. Well, that teacher ended up becoming an assistant principal. During 
the class, I guess that was 10thgrade. We were excellent. Me and him were 
excellent. We were good. He knew I was doing my work. I was doing well in that 
class. Once he became an administrator, he didn’t look at me as, I feel, as a 
student anymore. He looked at me as a problem. He approached me that way, you 
know. The dynamic was different. 
 
Malcolm’s experiences align with research that finds students, especially students of 
color, who are suspended from school multiple times become labeled as “troublemakers” 




incarceration. If it cannot, then there is no other choice but to “get them out” (Bowditch, 
1993; Fine, 1988). I asked him how he might work with young males of color who are 
marginalized within the school system. He responds:  
Well, the first thing is, don’t make us feel like us it’s versus you. It’s the students 
versus the administration. We can’t feel like you guys are uh…or they, you 
know…are out to get us. As a student, you don’t want to feel like the 
administration is out to get you. [Me: No one does.] Yeah. And, you know, I felt 
like that at times and plenty of other kids felt that way and it was. That’s what it 
was. You know.  
 
 His outrage feels familiar to me. In my teaching practice, I often saw adversarial 
and contentious relationships between administrators, teachers, and students. Such 
positionings either falsely positioned students as either adults with whom an adult could 
reasonably argue or demeaned and diminished students as they demanded respect. 
However, also at work were Malcolm’s utterance (“you guys”), corrective utterance (“or 
they, you know”) my guilt, and possible shame, through my associations and, therefore, 
implications by an educational system that had allowed my own educational success 
(“making it”) while it had almost entirely foreclosed his access to achievement 
(“expulsion”).  
 In conclusion, I include this narrative to further support the work of Critical Race 
Theory that demands that we hear the voices from the margin and that we use those 
stories to contradict and subvert the dominant narratives through which youth of color 





VI – (RE)TELLING STORIES 
Story  
Teachers’ lived experiences span the experience of teaching itself. Jersild (1955) 
recognized the oft–ignored ‘personhood’ of teachers. He writes of his attention to “the 
strivings, satisfactions, hopes, and heartaches that pervade the teacher’s life and work” (p. 
1) and encompasses these teacher desires within a configuration of teacher’s work. Again 
through Bullough’s (2008) discussion of teacher emotions, we see the life of the teacher 
as a person or individual, expanded beyond the procedures and practices within the 
classroom setting. The teachers in this study seek ways to overcome challenges facing the 
care of their students, supporting families, and disrupting schooling practices in their 
attempts to bring about equity, social justice and democracy. It occurs to me that as 
teachers seek spaces in which to enact equity and social justice, they often encounter 
resistance. They often have to struggle for what they want education to be.  
It is not an accident that these particular teachers, four of whom are teachers of 
color, showed up for the focus group session. I believe these teachers care about me and 
my work. It matters to them that I have engaged in this process of completing a 
dissertation and that I do well. I easily reciprocate these feelings. These women took time 
out of busy days filled with children and lesson plans to arrive ready to talk with me. I 
felt overwhelmed and grateful. I offer the following narrative as a CRT counter–story. 
The story that I push back against is the one of teachers, and thus teachers of color, as 
incompetent and uncaring, failing at their jobs and failing their students. Collins (2009) 




teachers and students. How teachers identify themselves and their students according to 
structural power relations. Based on how we are defined within structural power 
relations, by how belief systems construct us for others, and by the types of experiences 
we have had with institutions that strive to discipline us into our proscribed place, we 
each have some sense of who we should be and how we should understand and treat 
others. (Collins, 2009, p. 78) 
Counter–story – Urban Teachers Caring for Urban Youth within Urban School 
Discourses 
I left my office in a rush. I had been thinking about and preparing for this focus 
group for weeks, but in the end, the hour of the session arrived in a rush. Two 
undergraduate students had visited me. Often, when I have students in my office, my 
focus shifts entirely to them. During this time, my students come first and I push all other 
commitments to the side. I know it’s a carryover from my K–12 teaching days when 
students would show up at my door at all hours, but in my mind, teaching is teaching. 
You provide a space for your students and hope that the space might be filled with both of 
you.  
I was also rushed because the best time available for the session was directly 
before a class I had to teach that night. Nevertheless, the room where we the focus group 
would be held was right across the hall. This worked out well because first I forgot my 
notepad and then the Consent forms and had to return twice to my office to retrieve them. 






 “ Dora! Hi! How are you?” 
 “Great, Prof! How are you?” We hugged quickly but warmly, and I invited her to 
sit down. Dora is intensely passionate about her work. She is Puerto Rican, but explains 
how because she “doesn’t look it,” she often gets overlooked as a woman of color. She 
always offered to share a lot about her six years in the teaching field. I wondered what 
might be on her mind this afternoon.  
 “As you can see, you’re the first one here. We’re just going to wait a few more 
minutes for everyone to arrive.” 
 “That’s fine. I rushed from school to make it here on time. I’m just glad I made 
it.”  
 Within the next 10 minutes, three more teachers, Audry, Laura, and Alicia, 
arrived. Audry, an African–American woman in her late twenties, was in her fourth year 
of teaching. Alicia, a Latina woman in her early thirties, had completed four years, but 
had taken some time off to have children, and Laura, a White woman also in her early 
thirties, were both in their sixth years of teaching. (Karen, a White woman, would join 
the session later. She was in her seventh year of teaching.) This group of teachers coming 
together to talk about their experiences in urban schools was a result of a community we 
had created together and we had all spent time together previously. After we settled in, 
the conversation turned quickly towards “an ethics of care,” a focal point of this 
discussion and conversations we shared in the past. 
 I was not surprised when Dora jumped in first. “I’ve just had it. It seems like the 
more we try to care for our students, the more we are admonished that we are not 




irritated, but as she continued talking, her feelings of sadness also came through. “I just 
don’t know what to do anymore.” 
 I immediately felt empathy for Dora. “What do you mean? How are you 
attempting to care for your students and how is it rejected?” This was not a new 
conversation. Dora and I had talked about this in the past, but I was curious how she 
would articulate her thoughts to the group. 
 “Well, we read about Noddings’ (1992) ‘ethics of care’ in one of our residency 
classes. I remember how we discussed caring as a moral act. We don’t teach moral 
education in the first grade, but we do, or at least I do, engage with her ‘relational 
ethics.’  
Karen chimed in. “Dora, I wasn’t in your cohort. I don’t think I remember that 
reading. What’s relational ethics?  
“I don’t know if I remember it word–for–word, but a relational ethics deals with 
how teachers and students interact with one another. I think about this almost every 
single day. I try to be so careful with how I treat my students. I know they sometimes 
come to school confused or even hungry. They’re so young and yet they have a lot on 
their minds so even though my mornings are so busy, I try to listen and hear them. In my 
classroom, it’s not just how I treat them, but I ask them to respect and be kind to one 
another. I think this is just as important as their academic achievement. Or maybe I’m 
saying that students cannot be successful if we don’t care for them and about the 
possibilities for their success.” 
“We learned that from Ladson–Billings (2001) in Crossing Over to Canaan. It’s 




teaching.” A few of the teachers laughed as Audry continued with confidence, 
“Culturally relevant pedagogy asks teachers to acknowledge, respect, and integrate 
cultural knowledge. By doing so, the teacher engages in care and high expectations.” I 
could see how Audry was weaving together her own personal narrative with theory. I 
encouraged her to continue. 
“Ok. It sounds like common sense, but Ladson–Billings stresses the connections 
between care, cultural competence, and achievement. Ladson–Billings’ approach to 
academic achievement has several components. From her grounded research Ladson–
Billings found conceptions of self, social relations and conceptions of knowledge as 
necessary proponents of achievement. Teachers allow for student achievement by holding 
high expectations for all children; and contextualizing, critiquing, and integrating, 
multifaceted approaches and outcomes to assessment, teaching, and learning (Ladson–
Billings, 2001). Students can be successful and achieve when teachers integrate cultural 
competence and sociopolitical learning. Cultural competence accesses and integrates 
teacher and student knowledge of culture. Without this competency, Ladson–Billing 
found that “students’ academic success came at the expense of their cultural and 
psychosocial well–being” (Ladson–Billings, 1995, p. 473). Student achievement takes 
place within a “form of cultural critique” (Ladson–Billings, 1995, p. 477), whereby 
achievement cannot exist without students’ being able to “recognize, understand, and 
critique social inequities” (Ladson–Billings, 1995, p. 476). Teachers who work to raise 
students’ socio–political consciousness use an ethic of caring assist students in 
developing a critical lens through which students filter the world, and question their 




for the connection between students’ work and “students’ lives, the welfare of the 
community, and unjust social arrangements” (Ladson–Billings, 1995, p. 474). In 
summary, when she asks, “What constitutes student success?” (p. 469); she asks teachers 
to consider achievement as students demonstrating a knowledge of themselves, their 
world, and what they do with that knowledge.” 
Laura chimes in. “I remember reading that text. You explained it so well, Audry. 
It stayed with me, too. Noddings (1984) talks about this too. Caring involves modeling, 
dialogue, practice, and confirmation. You know, up until this past year, I felt like I was 
caring for my students. For example, many of my students would come to school and they 
had not eaten breakfast yet, so I allowed them to eat in my classroom even though the 
school policy was for them to eat in the cafeteria only.” 
“That’s exactly what I mean! It seems like I’m doing my best to care for my 
students, but the school’s policies keep getting in the way. How do they expect our kids to 
learn if they’re hungry?” Dora’s passion for her students always came through when she 
talked about her job, so I wasn’t surprised to see her so animated. 
“Dora, I get the modeling, dialogue, and practice. What is meant by 
confirmation?” Karen asked. 
“Confirmation is what we do when we get to know our students and their 
strengths. It’s like what we learned with Tomlinson (1999) and differentiating instruction. 
You have to know your students before you can teach them. That’s just the beginning. 
Noddings says caring for them means once you know them, we can distinguish between 





 “What is the name of this article? I didn’t read it, but I talk about this all the 
time. I relate Noddings’ theory of care to my own personal situation. I grew up in the 
district where I now teach.” I was glad when Audry added more to the conversation. She 
and I had spoken extensively about this very idea during her interview. “Sometimes the 
other teachers judge the students when they act out. They say the kids don’t care about 
learning or that they’re just lazy. In my classroom, when a student so–called 
“misbehaves,” I stop and ask myself what I know about that student and what is 
happening in their home life. I tell them about how I grew up in the district and I think 
that they trust me a little bit more because I know their neighborhoods. Their home lives 
are not always traumatic. Sometimes it’s just kid’s stuff, but I don’t judge them as “bad 
students” like some teachers do when they misbehave. Ultimately, when I care about 
them, they do better in school, they achieve more.”  
“I hear you, Audry and I agree.” Alicia spoke for the first time. “I, too, attended 
urban schools and I use that as a motivation for my students. I teach middle school and 
the statistics for Black and Latinx students dropping out of middle school is frightening. I 
think it’s received a lot of media attention lately, but I have read literature, on the 
dropout rates, or what a study at Johns Hopkins University (Balfanz, 2007) calls a 
“silent epidemic.” When they looked at urban schools, they found that between 30% and 
50% of students do not graduate. This number is higher accounting for Black and Latinx 
students. Worst of all is that most people think about high school as the time when 
students drop out, but ninth grade is a pivotal year for students. Ninth grade students 
who have already experienced at least one suspension, received an “F” in a class, and 




money, are more likely to be incarcerated, and have children in their teenage years. 
What’s interesting is that they name this very issue, how adults in school care for 
children, as one of the most significant factors in students choosing to stay in school. I 
agree with Noddings. Care is an ethical practice, not just a kindness we express towards 
students. It’s the difference between our students having access to better careers with 
higher income potential, which coming from low–income households is key.” 
“Alicia, you and your husband now have two kids. I just have the one and as a 
teacher, I know I am able to provide so much more for my son. I have my family’s 
support, but it’s important for me to provide as many opportunities for him as possible. I 
talk to students in my school all the time about providing a foundation for yourself and 
your children, when you are ready for them.” I looked at Audry. She always amazes me. 
The vision she expresses around mentoring her young students is not surprising, but she 
is still in her twenties and she could put her attention elsewhere. Instead, she spends her 
time focused on how to improve the lives of her students. 
“We’re discussing the outcomes when they graduate which is critical, but the in–
school benefits are also vital. The research is clear. Teacher care reinforces higher 
attendance rates, positive attitudes toward schooling, and overall increased self–esteem 
(Darling–Hammond, 1997; Noddings, 2007). All of these contribute towards student 
success models. There’s also research citing teachers’ lack of caring as a major decision 
to leave school (Schussler & Collins, 2006).” 
“I’m just going to put this out there. Last year, I began to feel ostracized by the 
parents and the students. I never denied being White amongst an all Black and Latino 




to care for them, as we’re talking about, that they knew I was on their side. It was really 
hard to suddenly become “that White teacher.” By the end of the year, I felt like I wasn’t 
caring for my students anymore. I had to leave because that wasn’t how I saw myself or 
my work.” Laura was always upfront about her struggles and her successes in the 
classroom. In the past, she had called our coming together a “safe space” for her to talk. 
I was glad for the opportunity of a group of teachers to talk honestly about race without 
judgment. I knew that there would not be a general agreement, but dialogue about race 
when it pervades school policy and practice, often gets ignored. 
Alicia began to talk almost immediately. “It’s funny you bring that up, Laura. I 
heard about a Black parent in my school who told a White teacher, ‘I brought in 
research. You can’t teach my child because you’re White.” I thought about all of the 
articles that I had seen recently about diversifying the teacher workforce. As I was a part 
of a national group discussing the topic and spearheaded a university group, I was 
almost embarrassed that it had not occurred to me how parents might be reading these 
very same articles.  
“Diversifying the teacher workforce is an important topic in teacher education 
today. Statistically, the majority of the teacher workforce continues to be overwhelmingly 
White and female (Shanker, 2015) with enrollment of K–12 students of color in public 
schools hovering around 40 percent (Ingersoll & May, 2011) As you might imagine, 
these numbers are higher in urban schools. I decided to pose the question I wanted to ask 
somewhat controversially, So can White teachers care for Black and Latinx children?” 
Audry responded, “I think they can but they need cultural knowledge and 




not even realize how they engage in deficit thinking or bias. Ladson–Billings’ (2001) 
work offers an opportunity for teaching population who is largely White and female 
(Guarino, Santibañez, and Daley, 2006) and may have little or no connection with the 
diverse populations they seek to teach to navigate their inexperiences, while not being 
viewed as incompetent. Focusing on inexperience as lack of experience, but not lack of 
competence is essential. By focusing on inexperience, Ladson–Billings acknowledges that 
all teachers need to learn culturally relevant practices, without assuming that any 
specific group has superior knowledge over another. She studied African–American 
teachers’ pedagogy, but she states that all teachers are capable of these kinds of 
classroom practice.”  
Alicia added, “My mom is Black and my dad is from Honduras. I do feel a special 
connection to my students because of my cultural background. I can’t speak for all the 
White teachers in my school. We have so many great teachers who happen to be White 
who I see exhibiting care for our students, but sometimes it just seems like some, not all, 
of the White teachers in my school are clueless. It’s almost like when it’s bad, it’s 
terrible. At best, their expectations are so low that they don’t think they have to teach and 
they just sit around all day. At worst, they treat the students like criminals.” 
After Alicia spoke, there was quiet in the room. Karen decided to offer her 
opinion, “Clearly, I’m White, but I agree. There’s a cultural dissonance that we have to 
be aware of. Did we all read Ladson–Billings? (A few teachers nodded.) When I began 
teaching, I couldn’t help but think about how my implicit biases might impact student 
learning. To be honest, sometimes I wasn’t even sure what they were. I found myself 




a result of my teaching? Personally, that’s how I kept Culturally Relevant Pedagogy at 
the forefront of my mind. Dora, you said at the beginning that it seemed like 
administrative policies often interfered with your work. I found that too. When I first 
began teaching, I was on a permanent sub position in a charter school. The class was a 
group of students who had been referred to for classification, but had not yet been 
classified and were not receiving services. How does this scenario support student 
learning and development? When I applied for a permanent position, and even though 
the principal recommended me, I wasn’t hired. They chose to keep a permanent sub in 
the position, which was cheaper. I cared for my students and worked hard to teach them, 
but clearly that wasn’t the school’s top priority.” At this point, Karen stopped to take a 
deep breath. I noted how even though Karen was in her seventh year of teaching, this 
event still caused her concern. We all waited patiently to see if she would continue. Her 
next comments stirred the atmosphere in the room. I stayed quiet to keep open this space 
in which the teachers might dialogue without my interference. She continued, “Getting 
back to your point, Laura, I saw many White teachers talking down to their students, but, 
to be honest, I saw Black teachers doing it, too. I’m not saying that it excuses any bad 
behavior, but maybe the problem is not just about race.” 
Alicia began talking again, “It isn’t just about race, Karen, you’re right, but that 
does not mean it isn’t about race. I was hired in the same district in which I did my 
residency. I believe part of the reason why the school committed to hiring me before I 
even graduated was that I committed myself to being a Warm Demander.” 
I broke in. “Alicia, would you be willing to describe what a Warm Demander is?” 





teachers of color demonstrated high expectations, respect, and even sometimes, a stern 
approach to teaching (Delpit, 2012; Irvine & Fraser, 1998). 
“Sure.” Alicia spoke confidently about her work. “Warm Demanders realize that 
student behaviors do not always coincide with school expectations of achievement. Isn’t 
this true of most children? But in my classroom, for my students, this is not a deficiency. 
Lots of times students of color have experienced uncaring teachers whose low 
expectations leave them without an education. In my classroom, I talk with my students 
about my expectations and why I make the decisions that I do. Almost every day, I tell 
them that they are capable of doing great work and achieving. Even when I’m frustrated, 
I still talk with them. They know if I’m upset, it’s because I have high hopes for them and 
I care about them. I’m definitely seen as one of the tough teachers, but being tough 
means I have high standards.” 
Audry responded, “I think we have to be careful about how we understand 
teacher–student relationships when it comes to race. More often than not, the research 
points to the care students feel when they are taught by teachers of color. I don’t think 
it’s a binary, these teachers are good and these aren’t. I think that if we want to create 
successful scenarios for our students, we have to be aware of our own orientations. It’s 
also about socioeconomics, status of immigrants, gender…it’s all important. We have 
even had problems with the teachers in the school compartmentalizing themselves by 
their race or cultural background. The students do it and so do the teachers. We could be 
asking how we might interrogate our own positionalities as we interact with one another 




Sealey–Ruiz (2007). She’s another favorite of mine. She applied a culturally relevant 
curriculum with African–American women in her classes. Again, how she fostered caring 
relationships within class created an environment in which the teachers actively cared  
for and looked out for one another. I think this, too, ultimately impacts how we care for 
our students.” 
Dora returned to the conversation, “I don’t know. I’m still stuck on how 
powerless I feel to be a good teacher when the administrators seem to care more about 
how something looks rather than if students are actually learning. I’ve decided to look 
for a job somewhere else.” 
I asked, “Do you know where you want to go?” 
Dora nodded, “Yes, I want to go to a suburban district.” 
Laura responded, “Dora, I just started in a suburban district. It’s different, but 
I’ll be honest, it’s not as gratifying. Right now, I don’t feel like I’m making a difference.”  
“Well, I’ll have to see. I can’t stay where I am.” 
“We’ve talked quite a bit about Noddings’ work tonight. In light of Dora’s 
contributions, I believe I can add something. Noddings (1995) also makes clear the hard 
work that accompanies caring for students. Teachers who practice care in their 
classrooms experience burnout and stress, especially in urban settings. Students don’t 
always readily respond and administrators may not recognize the extra mile that you go. 
In my experience, sometimes when they do, these teachers are given heavier workloads 
because the thinking is that these teachers just have a way with the students and it all 
comes easier to them. I can only say that our work is to continue the care you give in all 




care is also necessary. One last thought…I love this quote from James Baldwin (1985), 
“Yet my teachers somehow made me believe I could learn. And when I could scarcely see 
for myself any future at all, my teachers told me the future was mine (p. 662).” 
As the conversation wound down, I thought about the teachers’ focus on an ethics 
of care and the implications for classroom practice. It was encouraging to hear these 
early–career teachers speaking explicitly around their practices involving care, and as 
they expressed overwhelming feelings of stress and disillusionment, I wondered how 
future practices could further support their work. There was much more to be discussed, 


















VII – CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND CONSIDERATIONS 
 In this interview study, I focus on the experiences of six early–career educators in 
their first six years of teaching in urban school settings. Throughout the study, I followed 
the research questions I posed. The first question asked: In what ways does a group of 
urban teachers in their first years of teaching in U.S. urban schools talk about urban 
schools? Following this research question, I looked for contextualizations around a 
possibly normalized and essentializing category of urban schools as well as thinking 
more closely situated to their personal and lived experiences, both in an urban teacher 
residency program and into their early–career teaching. The second question posed the 
following: In what ways does a group of urban teachers in their first years of teaching in 
U.S. urban schools speak of their experiences as early–career teachers? While this 
question attempted to delve deeper into their lived experiences, further questioning 
referred specifically to their descriptions of the students and families with whom they 
work. For the third question, I turned the lens towards my own subjectivities and 
interpretations asking: How do my interpretations of my subjectivities and experiences 
with and in urban schools influence my interpretations of their talk and experiences, as 
well as, self–reflexively generated data? In consideration of my multiple positionalities, I 
also asked: How do my subjectivities and experiences with the early–career teachers as 
their former “teacher educator” and current “researcher” influence my interpretations? 
The final subheading for each of these questions regarded the circulation of dominant 
discourses that may influence and impact how the teachers interpret their own work, and 





Foucault’s invitation to see something we call urban schools, as embedded within 
and (re)produced by multiple contexts required me to sift through historical, cultural, 
social, and discursive constructs from a broader context. A ‘scaffolding of discourses’ to 
which Popkewitz (1998) referred his readers reckons not just one discourse, but a matrix 
of meanings through which we understand urban schools. I have referred to the 
operations of these constructs with/in Foucault’s power/knowledge framework. It is 
with/in and through powerful discourses that knowledges are (re)produced. I questioned 
and (re)situated qualitative representations of urban schools that might neglect powerful 
historical and social constructs and contribute to (re)establishing negative archetypal 
representations of both students and teachers. As I delved into the data, I began to hear, 
both from the teachers, and my own stories, narratives entrenched in discursive 
constructs, which have effects at the classroom level.  
From my attention to the interviews and the focus group, I examined teacher 
discourses around accountability and agency; and student discourses around keeping 
schools “safe” through student suspensions and expulsions; public schools as “the great 
equalizer” as a response to poverty in low–income communities; and student 
“achievement” within urban school reform; and finally, the focus group explicitly offered 
an opportunity to explore a discourse of caring which I have chosen to express through a 
CRT–oriented counter–story. So, too, in this research, as I sought to interpret experience, 
of the early–career teachers as well as my own, while navigating assumptions and 
dangers of a researcher “giving voice” to urban school early–career teachers, I, as the 
researcher, was continuously mediated by these dominant discourses within particular 




attended and taught in urban school contexts. Thinking through a poststructural lens, I 
wrote reflexively through my own fragmented positionalities sculpted by my 
interpretations of my experiences, and those of the teachers, with/in urban schools. CRT 
ultimately undergirded much of this work, both in the methodology and the methods. It 
also afforded me, with the positionings of race in mind, the opportunity to question and 
(re)interpret how, particularly through political and cultural makings, urban students and 
families become, at least partially, known. 
Contributions 
 By hearing directly from early–career teachers and focusing on their lived 
experiences within urban school settings, this study contributes to teacher education 
programs and, simultaneously, to what is referred to as the induction period within in–
service teaching. Early–career teachers in urban schools navigate district– and school–
level discourses both professionally in how they conduct their classrooms and personally, 
in how they process their emotional lives. Within the current teaching climate much is 
expected of urban teachers. The navigations I explore in this study might support pre–
service teachers as they imagine teaching in urban schools, in–service teachers as they 
begin their teaching careers, and possibly even seasoned teachers like myself who have 
been at this for a while, yet always are looking to learn something new and learn it 
differently. These teacher narratives begin to demonstrate how teachers might negotiate 
traditional curricula so that they can teach children with an ethic of caring and with an 
eye, or a full face, toward dismantling racializations harmful to students. 
Another contribution of this research is how it highlights that, despite over 60 




caught in the maelstrom of urban school reform and deficit–laden discourses of ‘safety,’ 
‘reform,’ and ‘achievement.’ Repeatedly, the teachers described their efforts to improve 
their schools and their classroom practices. Recognized via evaluations and leadership 
positions, the teachers created positive learning environments in which students can 
accomplish academic milestones, but also learn to care for themselves and each other. 
They described the care they take with their planning and their practices, as well as 
attending to students’ needs. They build relationships with their students and foster high 
expectations for learning. As teachers pick up and embrace alternate theories and 
pedagogies that attend to students’ varying needs with care and competence, we must 
create a space allowing for a complex understanding of how to bring these pedagogies to 
life. For the teacher who sees the purpose of education as liberation, these pedagogies 
support their knowledges, but not necessarily the lives in which these epistemologies 
occur. Further, their students are situated amongst wide–scoped policies and practices 
that reject students’ cultural knowledges, personal attributes, and abilities to act as agents 
within the learning process. Worse, the teachers feel forced out of their positions by 
school–level policies and low teacher pay. To be clear, there are a number of school 
reforms and, specifically charter schools, declaring their attention to student success, 
however, there is a clear lack of research that this is the case. Specific to this study, one 
of the teachers has worked in one such school and chose to leave. As described in this 
study, and against all odds, the students persevere. I disagree with the research that 
students need positive behavior systems (PBIS) to learn better school dispositions or that 
they need persistence and grit. What students need are environments in which their 




Working with race and racism as an intersection through a lens of Critical Race 
Theory through the experiences of early–career teacher in urban school contexts adds to a 
body of literature centering the voices, experiences and narratives of teachers (and 
students) of color. The Critical Race Theory that I have integrated here is far from 
exhaustive, however it acts as a touchstone for the myriad discourses woven through 
urban school research and literature. Utilizing Collins’ (2009) domains–of–power 
framework through which she examines race and racism as systems of power allowed me 
to align the tenets of CRT with what I intended to be a look at the structures, policies, and 
procedures within and through urban schools through early–career teacher navigations. 
Through my own experiences, I have wonder how we might move forward with new (and 
continued) perspectives on race as an imperative. Horsford (2011) implores any and all 
working within education to become firefighters to bring about educational changes. In 
her work, she integrates four theories of racism with the power to bring about equitable 
education:  
   Racial literacy is the ability to understand what race is, why it is, and how it is used 
to reproduce inequality and oppression. Racial realism is drawn from critical race 
theory’s focus on acknowledging the history, pervasiveness, and salience of race and 
racism in U.S. society, including its schools, and the pitfalls, associated with liberal 
education ideology, policy, and practices. Racial reconstruction is the process of 
ascribing new meanings to race in order to transform the ways we think about and, 
subsequently, act on our racial assumptions, attitudes, and biases, in an effort to 
dismantle the racial contradiction that has plagued our nation since the Constitutional 
Convention of 1787. And finally, racial reconciliation is where we seek to heal the 
soul wounds and damage that have been done in schools and society relating to race 
and racism. (p. 95) 
 
Another contribution of this study is the methods I have chosen for this study. 
There is research situating teachers’ voices, but there is very little research by researchers 




have taught in urban schools. I taught for 11 years in urban school contexts. Often, as I 
revisited the teacher narratives, I (re)encountered my own subjectivities and assumptions, 
and interpretations. As I have attempted to write through, this situating is at once valuable 
and valued through a CRT lens and also open to new interpretations. 
This work continues to explore teacher agency. The teachers in this study 
seemingly embrace the role of  “agent of change,” willingly committing themselves to 
improving the lives of their students. This belief is deeply embedded within urban 
schools wherein the argument lies that the teacher must act as the agent of change 
capable of transforming schooling. One assumption of teacher praxis and working as 
agents of change is that teachers are situated and represented as the “savior.” While a 
notion of a “teacher savior” (re)inscribes student deficit discourses (Kumashiro, 2012, p. 
13) through which marginalized students gain value, the teachers in this study embrace 
the idea that they can make a difference in the lives of their students. Researchers discuss 
how teachers tend to embrace a superpower image (Lortie, 1975; Taubman, 2009),  and 
yet these images reinforce student–teacher dichotomies. In this work, I have looked at 
teachers taking agency to leave their settings as a necessary component of improving 
urban schools. Teachers who do not see the fruits of their labor, need to see the agency in 
moving their work to a place where this might be possible.  
I intend this work for all students in urban schools who need and deserve access 
to social justice and equity. As I have reiterated throughout this writing, I am not just the 
researcher of this study. I spent the first three years of my schooling, some say the most 
pivotal, in one of the poorest school districts in the state. Yet even amongst the 




I do not intend my success to be a prescription for others to aspire, but for students in 
urban schools be given the space, access, and right to conceptualize what success might 
mean for them. I hold this same hope for all children. 
Again, as I am the researcher in this study, I choose to extend this last 
contribution towards continuously reviewing and (re)evaluating aspirations of social 
justice and equity. I am not entirely convinced that those who espouse it actually enact it. 
In fact, I know from my personal experiences that this is not the case. In my own work, 
my activism waxed and waned depending on how many papers I had to grade and/or 
write. I found activism easier to enact over time especially as I moved into professional 
positions. In my last position, I worked to integrate my lived experiences into a practice–
based system of social change for urban teachers and students. I am proud of my efforts 
in creating the first of the Holmes expansion programs and working as a Holmes 
Coordinator. I invite other teachers of color to seek out Holmes Programs and to apply to 
critical venues such as the International Teachers of Color conference. These are places 
in which they “walk the walk” and “talk the talk” of equity and social justice. 
Limitations 
 I identify five limitations to this study and expand on their possibilities in the 
implications sections to follow. The first, and major, limitation of this study is the lack of 
student voice. This is particularly significant as I have employed a Critical Race Theory 
lens. CRT research has begun to integrate student voices in ways that have considerably 
advanced educational research including Chicano studies (Pizarro, 1999). By not hearing 





Similar to the first, but with different implications, is the limitation of speaking 
only with teachers. Teacher experiences and interpretations comprise only one part of the 
field of urban schooling. However, as much as I attempted to complicate my 
interpretations of the teachers’ stories, and by doing so, situate their multiple 
perspectives, I would argue for research to continue to (re)imagine the effects of political 
hierarchies of urban schools by contextualizing the stories of parents, administrators, 
district–level personnel, school board members, and local congresspersons who legislate 
these communities. For urban schools to “improve”—that is, for them to be more 
rigorous, humane, inclusive, and anti–racist sites of learning— we need to hear from the 
variety of constituents of school communities, from university personnel and faculty to 
the students. We also need to create opportunities for them to talk with one another. In 
conjunction with this limitation is that within this research, I designed the study’s 
parameters, gathered the participants, and analyzed and interpreted their stories and thus 
an extension of this limitation is the knowledge that research with teachers and not just on 
teachers allows for teachers to interpret and interrogate their own stories, and I believe, 
for a richer researcher community. 
As a third limitation, I included both teachers of color and White teachers. While 
it is important to hear from myriad early–career teachers, there exists in the teacher 
workforce, and within teacher research, a dearth of teachers of color telling their own 
stories. Research continues to grow on diversifying the teacher workforce, and, as it does, 
including the narratives of teachers of color in all different teaching experiences is 
necessary to looking at recruitment and retention and also how we have come to 




The fourth limitation parallels the third–although all of my participants are 
women, the constraints of this study prevented an investigation of what is gendered 
within and through these urban school discourses. By the same measure, I speak to class, 
but I do not fully take up the mantle of investigating what is classed, from the 
perspectives of the teachers and the students although I speak briefly around how issues 
of class influenced and impacted my own personal experiences. Exploring what is 
gendered and classed might have allowed for study into such complexities as the 
gendered histories around education research and curriculum studies (Lagemann, 2000) 
or the hidden curriculum of schools (Anyon, 1980). 
Fifth, this research occurred after this group of teachers had graduated from an 
urban teacher residency program, but neglected to focus on the intricacies of the program 
beyond a general description. As I stated in the first chapter, funding continues in the area 
of teacher education research, and specifically urban teacher residencies. As with this 
grant, these proposals often require schools as partners. There is much to be explored 
here in the landscape of teacher preparation for urban school contexts, which exceeded 
the constraints of this study. Additionally, too often educational research focuses 
disparately on pre–service or in–service teachers. If we intend for teachers, and teachers 
of color, to stay in teaching, urban teacher residency research might provide at least one 
avenue of looking at how preparation can impact and influence practice longitudinally 
from pre–service through in–service teaching.  
Considerations 
In this study, I explore how a particular group of early–career teachers talk about 




researcher, process and interpret their talk. Throughout this research, I have attempted to 
include my experiences as points of inquiry and analysis. Writing through how this group 
of urban teachers talked of their experiences with urban schools supports the possibilities 
of how to potentially approach future practice, research, and policy.  
Teacher Collaboration and Professional Learning Communities 
The early–career teachers in this study talked often about their perspectives on 
and about their schools, however I did not hear any of the teachers describe a school 
platform in which their observations and needs might be heard and addressed. In this first 
implication, I explore possibilities for Professional Learning Communities to support 
early–career teachers as they navigate urban school discourses and as a practice to disrupt 
the hierarchized systems within urban schools. If we are to support early–career teachers 
in enacting pedagogies such as Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (Ladson–Billings, 1995), 
then we cannot ask early–career teachers to carry the burden of changing urban school 
settings on their own. We must create teaching environments in which such change is not 
their sole responsibility, but the charge of all. 
Within Delpit’s (2012), Multiplication is for White People, the subheading, “What 
Can Teachers Do?” strikes a chord as I consider the implications of listening to urban 
teachers. I suggest that this work be one of many starting points and not an end in itself. 
My workings within this study illuminated how we need to be having conversations as 
teaching communities. She cites a conversation with Asa Hilliard III who stated how 
collaboration is the magic bullet to improving our teaching environments. Specifically, 
she explores Schmoker’s (2006) work around Professional Learning Communities as a 




one way forward that has as of now gone unexplored beyond one–time panel discussions 
in far off conferences. 
 Professional Learning Communities traditionally are comprised of teachers within 
a school site who gather under a school administrator’s direction to inquire about teacher 
and student learning. Over time, the practice and research of PLCs has become more 
accepted in schools. For example, the work of Critical Friends Groups (CFGs) produced 
information about building teacher collaboration within a school site helping to alleviate 
feelings of failure in an isolated profession when teachers do not share their experiences 
and knowledge with one another (Lima, 2003). Other researchers found similar results 
(Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991; Warren Little, 2003). However, there is still a great deal of 
work to be done. Schools with issues of isolation, habits of autonomy, privacy and trust 
take longer to adapt to collaboration, but given the appropriate environment, teacher 
collaboration in professional groups can improve student achievement. The work within 
PLCs could be examined to determine whether it is occurring with teachers (in 
collaboration and development) or for teachers (through mandates and accountability 
measures) 
 Researchers agree that while Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) have the 
capacity to be a driving force in improving student progress, while the run of the mill 
teacher development programs fail (Schmoker, 2006). Schmoker (2006) refers to a five–
year study in which a high school raised student test scores without the use of external 
professional development support. While I attempted to complicate the current era of 




 Two significant types of PLCs emerged, one more than 80 years ago and the other 
recently and inform my thinking. Both take to heart the idea that a “learning community 
classroom functions in partnership with the entire school community, and also with 
stakeholders outside the school building” (Doolittle, Sudeck, & Rattigan, 2008, p. 304, 
Hord, 1997). The Eight Year Study conducted between 1930 and 1942 by the Progressive 
Education Association emphasized the importance of teachers working in collaboration 
with university faculty, social scientists on the development of inquiry in areas such as 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation (Bullough, 2007). Hord (1997) describes 
approaches to PLCs outside of the school building, where stakeholders across the district 
can become part of a community. 
Hord (1997) identifies five attributes of professional learning communities as 
supportive and shared leadership, collective creativity, shared values and vision, 
supportive conditions, and shared personal practice. Each of these elements focuses on 
with–teachers. Although Hord (1997) refers to varying definitions and purposes of 
education, she neglects a teacher perception of professional learning communities 
whereby teachers see it as yet another initiative with little benefit and much challenge 
(Wood, 2007). Wood’s vignettes of two schools illustrate the dichotomy between teacher 
engagement (with teachers) and teacher tolerance of new initiatives (for teachers). 
 Professional Learning Communities can expand to include stakeholders beyond 
the district and school. Policymakers, researchers, teachers, district and school 
administrators, parents and students could work together to stimulate dialogue, problem–
solve, and engage in a Freirian–type (1970) praxis. In these communities, all stakeholders 




promising because very simply put, these stakeholders are share active leadership 
minimally. Opening up lines of communication with stakeholders who feel valued might 
be the first step in beginning to change how education policy and practice occur.  
Holmes Programs as Policy and Practice 
As with the four of the six teachers who participated in this study, teachers of 
color are leaving and/or moving away from urban school classrooms. The teachers name 
various aspects of the system, but not the students, as the reasons. These reasons include 
imbalances in authority, chaotic administrations, and pay. The teachers’ stories of the 
ways they felt devalued within their school contexts, and the material constraints that 
impacted their teaching, underscores how leaving urban schools was one way that the 
teachers could enact agency in a dehumanizing environment. Given that teachers of color 
are needed in urban classrooms, how can we look at possibilities for retention in policy 
and practice?  
In light of the overwhelming research on the lack of teacher diversity in the 
educator workforce and with the hopes of (re)imagining teacher spaces, the American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) has developed a continuum of 
Holmes Programs for K–12 students through the professoriate focusing efforts on 
recruiting and retaining teachers of color. Undergirding the programs is the intention to 
share a space in which Holmes students, who assist in guiding both the development and 
implementation of these programs, might interrogate what it means to be supportive and 
how to approach support, mentorship, and professional growth in new ways. In addition, 
in my opinion, the teachers in this study showed up and participated in this study because 




program. I suggest the possibilities of research around community building as an 
important component of supporting teachers of color. Thus an implication of this research 
are the possibilities of building teacher communities that include a continuum of 
educators from K–12 into professional fields (e.g., academia, school leadership). AACTE 
Holmes programs are building such communities. 
From Pre–Service to In–Service Teaching 
This final implication considers the role of policy funding in the implementation 
of teacher learning structures such as Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) or 
Holmes Programs. How can we think about grant funding for Urban Teacher Residency 
programs that looks beyond teacher preparation programs? Comprehensive works such as 
Bullough’s (1989), First–Year Teacher, show that such efforts may be warranted. 
Further, The former Urban Teacher Residents agree that urban teacher residencies 
provide a much–needed opportunity for preparing new teachers. I would argue, however, 
that the program is incomplete without funding to continue the programs into the early–
career teacher years. Further, although in my experience, federal Request–for–Proposals 
ask for the collaboration of high–needs schools, this collaboration should require the 
districts to work as true stakeholders. In other words, I suggest having the district meet 
federal funding as a match. Such a buy–in would put district and school leaders at a table 
where school reform is expected. I would also suggest that sustainability measures should 
require the districts to commit funding beyond the active years of the grant. Too often 
“reform” in urban schools lasts less than a year, just enough time for the new 
administration to enter and make changes. In the end, I think enough is enough. It is not 




to blame. To change the system, we must (re)conceptualize what the system is and what 
it is designed to do. 
As I conclude this research, I have listed what I see as five key limitations to the 
research and three possible implications. Discourses surrounding urban schools require 
our attention. It is important to continue foregrounding the role of race in education. It is 
also necessary to continue centralizing the voices and experiences of teachers, and 
teachers of color, as they attempt to attend to the systemic inequalities that have 
continued to result in the difficult working conditions they describe. Finally, my hope is 
that research with early–career teachers will provide a platform for interrogating, and 
revising, the oft–repeated stories of urban schools so that these stories become vehicles 
for transforming structural and cultural norms that have subordinated access and equity 
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Appendix A – Request for Participation in Study 
 
E–mail Invitation to Teachers 
 
Dear _______________ 
Request for Your Participation in My Study 
 
You are invited to participate in a study, which is part of my doctoral research in the 
Department of Curriculum and Teaching at Teachers College, Columbia University in 
New York City, New York. 
 
What: The purpose of this study is to explore how a group of early–career teachers who 
graduated from an urban teacher residency program from one university and who have 
been committed to teaching in urban schools talk about urban schools. 
 
Who: 12 Urban Teacher Residents who graduated from one university will be invited to 
participate. 
 
When: September–October 2017 
 
Where: The interviews will take place at the place that you agree to be most convenient. 
The focus group will take place in an agreed upon location. 
 
How: I hope to conduct at least one interview with 3–5 early–career teachers. According 
to the first interview, at least one follow–up interview may be requested. These 
interviews will be audio–recorded and transcribed. I hope to have 6–8 teachers (total) 
who agree to participate in the focus group to attend at least one session. At least two 
session times will be offered. 
 
This interview is completely voluntary. At any time, you may choose to end the interview 
or not answer any or all of the questions posed. Your name and its contents will be kept 
confidential. At no time will this be interview be associated with neither the university 
nor the urban teacher program from which you graduated. You will have access to the 
transcript of the interview at any time once the transcription is complete. 
 





Lillian Sharon Leathers 
Doctoral Candidate, Department of Curriculum and Teaching 
Teachers College, Columbia University 






Appendix B – Consent Forms 
 
Teacher Letter of Informed Consent and Participant Rights 
 




DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH: My study is to explore how a group of early–
career teachers who graduated from an urban teacher residency program from one 
university and who have been committed to teaching in urban schools talk about urban 
schools. I will request at least one interview lasting approximately 60–90 minutes. I may 
request follow up interviews that may also last 90 minutes to follow up on any questions 
that arise as I re–read the interviews. This interview/These interviews will take place at a 
time and place most convenient to you. You will also be asked to participate in at least 
one focus group session. I will offer at least two times from which you may choose to 
participate. You may choose to participate in both sessions. The interviews will be audio–
taped. The focus group session will be videotaped. Recordings and research notes will be 
kept in locked files electronically on my cell  phone, iPad or laptop or, in paper form, in 
my home and labeled according to individual pseudonyms to protect confidentiality. This 
study will be conducted by Lillian Sharon Leathers, a doctoral student pursuing a 
doctoral degree in education. 
RISKS AND BENEFITS: This study has no more risk than teachers would encounter 
during a discussion about experiences in school. These discussions are for the purposes of 
my academic work. These discussions around preparation for and teaching in urban 
schools may be beneficial for the research, but will hold no benefit to the subject. 
Participation is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from the study at any time. 
You will also be reminded at the beginning of each interview that you may choose not to 
answer any question or ask to stop the recording at any time.  
PAYMENTS: There is no compensation for your participation. 
DATA STORAGE TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY: Data will be kept confidential 
and used for professional academic purposes only. The names of the school in which the 
teachers work and the names of the teachers will be kept confidential. Pseudonyms will 
be used for participants when the data from this project is transcribed or used for 
descriptive purposes. 
TIME INVOLVEMENT: Your participation will take approximately 1 ½–8 hours 
throughout the research period. This means that I will interview you at least once. This 
also includes time in a focus group session. This time may also include e–mail 
correspondence. 
HOW RESULTS WILL BE USED: The results of this study will be used for my doctoral 
dissertation. Written reports and data excerpts may be used for educational and academic 
research purposes at academic conferences and published in journals or articles. 
PARTICIPANT’S RIGHTS: 
Principal Investigator: Lillian Sharon Leathers 
Professor Janet Miller, Sponsor 




Research Title: Early–career teacher experiences in urban schools: An autoethnographic 
inquiry 
• I have read and discussed the Research Description with the researcher. I have had 
the opportunity to ask questions about the purposes and procedures regarding this 
study. 
• My participation in this research is voluntary. I may refuse to participate or withdraw 
from participation at any time without jeopardy. 
• Any information derived from the research project that personally identifies me will 
not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except as 
specifically required by law. 
• If at any time I have any questions regarding the research or my participation, I can 
contact the interviewer who will answer my questions. The interviewer’s address is 
LSLeathers@gmail.com. 
• If at any time I have comments, or concerns regarding the conduct of the research or 
questions about my rights as a research subject, I should contact the researcher’s 
primary sponsor, Professor Janet Miller at Teachers College. The e–mail address for 
Professor Miller is jm1397@tc.columbia.edu. Or I can write to Professor Miller at 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 525 W. 120th Street, New York, NY, 10027. 
• I should receive a copy of the Research Description and this Participant’s Rights 
document. 
• If audio–taping is part of this research, the written, and/or audio–taped materials will 
be viewed only by the principal investigator and members of the dissertation 
committee. 
 
(  ) I consent to being audio–taped during the interview.  
(  ) I do NOT consent to being audio–taped during the interview. 
 
(  ) I consent to being video recorded during the focus group session. 
(  ) I do NOT consent to being video recorded during the focus group session. 
 
• Written and/or audio–taped materials  
(  ) may be viewed in an educational setting outside the research. 
(  ) may NOT be viewed in an educational setting outside the research. 
 
• My signature means that I agree to participate in this study. 










Appendix C – Semi–Structured Interview Protocol 
 
Protocol Open–Ended Interview and Focus Group Questions  
 
Thank you for participating in this study. I am completing this study about urban schools 
as part of my doctoral dissertation. I am interested in looking at the ways in which we 
think about urban schools. 
I understand that you have graduated from an Urban Teacher Residency program and that 
I have served as a coordinator in that program. However, while this study refers to the 
program, it is not about the program. This interview and your responses are not a part of 
the Teacher Residency program in any way. This is a voluntary interview. Your 
responses will be kept confidential. You are not obligated to answer any of the questions. 
I will not share the responses with anyone although they will be used in my dissertation 
writing.  
I expect that this conversation will last approximately 60–90 minutes although it may run 
shorter or longer.  
Do I have your consent to interview you? 
 
QUESTIONS 
1. What would you say an urban school is? 
2. What were some things you might have heard or know about urban schools before 
you started the program? 
3. How would you describe your experiences with urban schools before you started 
the UTR program? 
4. What were some of the things you might have heard about “urban schools during 
the program? 
5. How would you describe experiences with urban schools that you had during the 
program? 
6. How would you describe the school in which you teach? 
7. Do you think your school is a typical urban school? Why or why not? 
8. What’s it like teaching at your school? 
9. How would you describe your work in this school? 
10. How does working here meet your expectations?  
11. How does working here differ from your expectations? 
12. How do you think working in an urban school might be different than working in a 
suburban school? How might it be the same? 
13. Do you think there are advantages to working in an urban school? Please describe 
them in more detail 
14. Do you think there are disadvantages to working in an urban school? Please 
describe. 
15. Do you find that you talk about (or think about) your work differently at various 
points in time? How so? 
16. What would you like to tell me about your work in urban schools that you might 
not have had the chance to say? 





Appendix D – Urban Teacher Residency Program Grant Authorization 
 




PUBLIC LAW 110–115 – HIGHER EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY ACT 
TITLE II– TEACHER QUALITY ENHANCEMENT 
PART A—TEACHER QUALITY PARTNERSHIP GRANTS 
 
SEC. 201. TEACHER QUALITY ENHANCEMENT. 
Title II (20 U.S.C. 1021 et seq.) is amended— 
(1) by inserting before part A the following: 
SEC. 200. DEFINITIONS 
In this title: 
 (5) EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY.—The term ‘educational service agency’ 
has the meaning given the term in section 9101 of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act of 1965. 
(6) ELIGIBLE PARTNERSHIP.—Except as otherwise provided in section 251, the 
term ‘eligible partnership’ means an entity that— 
(A) shall include— 
(i) a high–need local educational agency; 
(ii)(I) a high–need school or a consortium of high–need schools served by the 
high–need local educational agency; or 
(II) as applicable, a high–need early childhood education program; 
(iii) a partner institution; 
(iv) a school, department, or program of education within such partner 
institution, which may include an existing teacher professional development 
program with proven outcomes within a four–year institution of higher 
education that provides intensive and sustained collaboration between faculty 
and local educational agencies consistent with the requirements of this title; 
and 
(v) a school or department of arts and sciences within such partner institution; 
and 
(B) may include any of the following: 
(i) The Governor of the State. 
(ii) The State educational agency. 
(iii) The State board of education. 
(iv) The State agency for higher education. 
(v) A business. 
(vi) A public or private nonprofit educational organization. 
(vii) An educational service agency. 




(ix) A high–performing local educational agency, or a consortium of such 
local educational agencies, that can serve as a resource to the partnership. 
(x) A charter school (as defined in section 5210 of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965). 
(xi) A school or department within the partner institution that focuses on 
psychology and human development. 
(xii) A school or department within the partner institution with comparable 
expertise in the disciplines of teaching, learning, and child and adolescent 
development. 
(xiii) An entity operating a program that provides alternative routes to State 
certification of teachers. 
 (10) HIGH–NEED LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY.—The term ‘high–need 
local educational agency’ means a local educational agency— 
(A)(i) for which not less than 20 percent of the children served by the agency are 
children from low–income families; 
(ii) that serves not fewer than 10,000 children from low–income families; 
(iii) that meets the eligibility requirements for funding under the Small, Rural 
School Achievement Program under section 6211(b) of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965; or 
(iv) that meets the eligibility requirements for funding under the Rural and 
Low–Income School Program under section 6221(b) of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965; and 
(B)(i) for which there is a high percentage of teachers not teaching in the 
academic subject areas or grade levels in which the teachers were trained to 
teach; or 
(ii) for which there is a high teacher turnover rate or a high percentage of 
teachers with emergency, provisional, or temporary certification or licensure. 
(11) HIGH–NEED SCHOOL.— 
(A) IN GENERAL.—The term ‘high–need school’ means a school that, based on 
the most recent data available, meets one or both of the following: 
(i) The school is in the highest quartile of schools in a ranking of all schools 
served by a local educational agency, ranked in descending order by 
percentage of students from low–income families enrolled in such schools, as 
determined by the local educational agency based on one of the following 
measures of poverty: 
(I) The percentage of students aged 5 through 17 in poverty counted in the 
most recent census data approved by the Secretary. 
(II) The percentage of students eligible for a free or reduced price school 
lunch under the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act. 
(III) The percentage of students in families receiving assistance under the 
State program funded under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act. 
(IV) The percentage of students eligible to receive medical assistance 
under the Medicaid program. 
(V) A composite of two or more of the measures described in subclauses 
(I) through (IV). 




(I) an elementary school, the school serves students not less than 60 
percent of whom are eligible for a free or reduced price school lunch 
under the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act; or 
(II) any other school that is not an elementary school, the other school 
serves students not less than 45 percent of whom are eligible for a free or 
reduced price school lunch under the Richard B. Russell National School 
Lunch Act. 
(B) SPECIAL RULE.— 
(i) DESIGNATION BY THE SECRETARY.—The Secretary may, upon 
approval of an application submitted by an eligible partnership seeking a grant 
under this title, designate a school that does not qualify as a high–need school 
under subparagraph (A) as a high–need school for the purpose of this title. 
The Secretary shall base the approval of an application for designation of a 
school under this clause on a consideration of the information required under 
clause (ii), and may also take into account other information submitted by the 
eligible partnership. 
(ii) APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS.—An application for designation of a 
school under clause (i) shall include— 
(I) the number and percentage of students attending such school who 
are— 
(aa) aged 5 through 17 in poverty counted in the most recent census 
data approved by the Secretary; 
(bb) eligible for a free or reduced price school lunch under the 
Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act; 
(cc) in families receiving assistance under the State program funded 
under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act; or 
(dd) eligible to receive medical assistance under the Medicaid 
program; 
(II) information about the student academic achievement of students at 
such school; and 
(III) for a secondary school, the graduation rate for such school. 
(12) HIGHLY COMPETENT.—The term ‘highly competent’, when used with respect 
to an early childhood educator, means an educator— 
(A) with specialized education and training in development and education of 
young children from birth until entry into kindergarten; 
(B) with— 
(i) a baccalaureate degree in an academic major in the arts and sciences; or 
(ii) an associate’s degree in a related educational area; and 
 (C) who has demonstrated a high level of knowledge and use of content and 
pedagogy in the relevant areas associated with quality early childhood education. 
(13) HIGHLY QUALIFIED.—The term ‘highly qualified’ has the meaning given such 
term in section 9101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and, with 
respect to special education teachers, in section 602 of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act. 
(14) INDUCTION PROGRAM.—The term ‘induction program’ means a formalized 




that is designed to provide support for, and improve the professional performance and 
advance the retention in the teaching field of, beginning teachers. Such program shall 
promote effective teaching skills and shall include the following components: 
(A) High–quality teacher mentoring. 
(B) Periodic, structured time for collaboration with teachers in the same 
department or field, including mentor teachers, as well as time for information–
sharing among teachers, principals, administrators, other appropriate instructional 
staff, and participating faculty in the partner institution. 
(C) The application of empirically–based practice and scientifically valid research 
on instructional practices. 
(D) Opportunities for new teachers to draw directly on the expertise of teacher 
mentors, faculty, and researchers to support the integration of empirically–based 
practice and scientifically valid research with practice. 
(E) The development of skills in instructional and behavioral interventions 
derived from empirically–based practice and, where applicable, scientifically 
valid research. 
(F) Faculty who— 
(i) model the integration of research and practice in the classroom; and 
(ii) assist new teachers with the effective use and integration of technology in 
the classroom. 
(G) Interdisciplinary collaboration among exemplary teachers, faculty, 
researchers, and other staff who prepare new teachers with respect to the learning 
process and the assessment of learning. 
(H) Assistance with the understanding of data, particularly student achievement 
data, and the applicability of such data in classroom instruction. 
(I) Regular and structured observation and evaluation of new teachers by multiple 
evaluators, using valid and reliable measures of teaching skills. 
(15) LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT.—The term ‘limited English proficient’ has 
the meaning given the term in section 9101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act of 1965. 
(16) PARENT.—The term ‘parent’ has the meaning given the term in section 9101 of 
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. 
(17) PARTNER INSTITUTION.—The term ‘partner institution’ means an institution of 
higher education, which may include a two–year institution of higher education offering a 
dual  program with a four–year institution of higher education, participating in an eligible 
partnership that has a teacher preparation program— 
(A) whose graduates exhibit strong performance on State–determined qualifying 
assessments for new teachers through— 
(i) demonstrating that 80 percent or more of the graduates of the program who 
intend to enter the field of teaching have passed all of the applicable State 
qualification assessments for new teachers, which shall include an assessment 
of each prospective teacher’s subject matter knowledge in the content area in 
which the teacher intends to teach; or 
(ii) being ranked among the highest–performing teacher preparation programs 




(I) using criteria consistent with the requirements for the State report card 
under section 205(b) before the first publication of such report card; and 
(II) using the State report card on teacher preparation required under 
section 205(b), after the first publication of such report card and for every 
year thereafter; and 
(B) that requires— 
(i) each student in the program to meet high academic standards or 
demonstrate a record of success, as determined by the institution (including 
prior to entering and being accepted into a program), and participate in 
intensive clinical experience; 
(ii) each student in the program preparing to become a teacher to become 
highly qualified; and 
(iii) each student in the program preparing to become an early childhood 
educator to meet degree requirements, as established by the State, and become 
highly competent. 
 (21) TEACHER MENTORING.—The term ‘teacher mentoring’ means the mentoring 
of new or prospective teachers through a program that— 
(A) includes clear criteria for the selection of teacher mentors who will provide 
role model relationships for mentees, which criteria shall be developed by the 
eligible partnership and based on measures of teacher effectiveness; 
(B) provides high–quality training for such mentors, including instructional 
strategies for literacy instruction and classroom management (including 
approaches that improve the schoolwide climate for learning, which may include 
positive behavioral interventions and supports); 
(C) provides regular and ongoing opportunities for mentors and mentees to 
observe each other’s teaching methods in classroom settings during the day in a 
high–need school in the high–need local educational agency in the eligible 
partnership; 
(D) provides paid release time for mentors, as applicable; 
(E) provides mentoring to each mentee by a colleague who teaches in the same 
field, grade, or subject as the mentee; 
(F) promotes empirically–based practice of, and scientifically valid research on, 
where applicable— 
(i) teaching and learning; 
(ii) assessment of student learning; 
(iii) the development of teaching skills through the use of instructional and 
behavioral interventions; and 
(iv) the improvement of the mentees’ capacity to measurably advance student 
learning; and 
(G) includes— 
(i) common planning time or regularly scheduled collaboration for the mentor 
and mentee; and 
 (ii) joint professional development opportunities. 
(22) TEACHING RESIDENCY PROGRAM.—The term ‘teaching residency program’ 




(A) for one academic year, teaches alongside a mentor teacher, who is the teacher 
of record; 
(B) receives concurrent instruction during the year described in subparagraph (A) 
from the partner institution, which courses may be taught by local educational 
agency personnel or residency program faculty, in the teaching of the content area 
in which the teacher will become certified or licensed; 
(C) acquires effective teaching skills; and 
(D) prior to completion of the program, earns a master’s degree, attains full State 
teacher certification or licensure, and becomes highly qualified. 
(23) TEACHING SKILLS.—The term ‘teaching skills’ means skills that enable a 
teacher to— 
(A) increase student learning, achievement, and the ability to apply knowledge; 
(B) effectively convey and explain academic subject matter; 
(C) effectively teach higher–order analytical, evaluation, problem–solving, and 
communication skills; 
(D) employ strategies grounded in the disciplines of teaching and learning that— 
(i) are based on empirically–based practice and scientifically valid research, 
where applicable, related to teaching and learning; 
(ii) are specific to academic subject matter; and 
(iii) focus on the identification of students’ specific learning needs, 
particularly students with disabilities, students who are limited English 
proficient, students who are gifted and talented, and students with low literacy 
levels, and the tailoring of academic instruction to such needs; 
(E) conduct an ongoing assessment of student learning, which may include the 
use of formative assessments, performance–based assessments, project–based 
assessments, or portfolio assessments, that measures higher–order thinking skills 
(including application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation); 
(F) effectively manage a classroom, including the ability to implement positive 
behavioral interventions and support strategies; 
(G) communicate and work with parents, and involve parents in their children’s 
education; and 
(H) use, in the case of an early childhood educator, age–appropriate and 
developmentally appropriate strategies and practices for children in early 
childhood education programs.’’; 
(2) by striking part A and inserting the following: 
 
 PART A—TEACHER QUALITY PARTNERSHIP 
GRANTS 
SEC. 201. PURPOSES. 
The purposes of this part are to— 
(1) improve student achievement; 
(2) improve the quality of prospective and new teachers by improving the preparation of 
prospective teachers and enhancing professional development activities for new teachers; 
(3) hold teacher preparation programs at institutions of higher education accountable for 
preparing highly qualified teachers; and (4) recruit highly qualified individuals, including 
minorities and individuals from other occupations, into the teaching force. 
